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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background and objective

From an economic perspective the future never seems clear, but high performance
businesses have the ability to navigate through uncertainty and emerge ever
stronger. How do they do it? Experience on the world’s most successful companies shows that winners follow certain common principles. Companies that come
through strongest actually use economic disruption to improve their competitiveness. This study aims to find out how to make this possible.
The future competitiveness of manufacturing operations under dynamic and complex business situations relies on forward-thinking strategies. The objective of
this work is to identify and develop operational competitiveness in a sustainable
manner and implement sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) by integrating
manufacturing and technology strategies with the transformational leadership
profiles of decision makers in order to manage proactive operations in global turbulent business environments such as the current global economic crisis, which
has badly hit the whole world’s economy.
This study aims to create integrative methods, techniques and tools to analyze the
development of operational competitiveness in global context. These include e.g.
the following:
 Observation and evaluation of operational strategy excellence and transformational leadership to support decision-making processes.
 Scenario analysis of the development of business environments and methods in
order to identify success factors of new business concepts with dynamic decision-making to optimize resource allocations by sense & respond methodology, and by integrating manufacturing strategy with transformational leadership and technology level to evaluate and benchmark overall operational competitiveness in technology and knowledge intensive business areas.
 Methods and tools for identifying success factors in developing the operational
competitiveness under turbulent business situations in a sustainable manner
against the highest benchmarks in the world, which may include e.g. situational or long term success in dealing with global economic crisis and emerging more competitive.
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1.1.1

Operational competitiveness

The strategic importance of manufacturing or operations has long been recognised
by Skinner (1974). The theoretical reference framework for competitiveness in
manufacturing operations starts from the resource-based view of a firm for case
study (Wernerfelt 1984; Menguc, Auh & Shih 2007). Since 1970s the competitive
strategies in manufacturing have changed dramatically from focused to multifocused competitive priorities (Wheelwright 1978). Companies should typically
utilize multi-focused competitive strategies in a holistic way based on their business strategies (Porter 1980). Competitive priorities belong to the first phase of
manufacturing strategies, which act as the bridge between business strategy and
the manufacturing objectives (Kim & Arnold 1996). Competitive priorities are the
crucial decisive variables to manage manufacturing operations in a global context
and indicate strategies emphasizing the development of certain manufacturing
capabilities that improve operational competitiveness. Takala (2002) presents a
justification of multi-focused manufacturing strategies. Miles & Snow (1978)
define four company groups which include prospector, analyzer, defender and
reactor. They suggest that in contrast to the three stable groups, which are prospector, analyzer and defender, reactor does not lead to a consistent and stable organization and it is advised that the company changes over to one of the other
three stable groups. Therefore this research focuses on these three stable groups
and will leave reactor in future research. Based on this theory, Takala et al.
(2007b) introduce unique analytical models to evaluate global competitiveness
rankings for manufacturing strategies in prospector, analyzer and defender groups
according to the multi-criteria priority weights of Q (Quality), C (Cost), T
(Time/delivery) and F (Flexibility), which the companies can and must have such
high performances simultaneously (Gerwin 1993). Such analytical models are
used to gain insight into the influences and sensitivities of various parameters and
processes in the alteration of manufacturing strategies. In China, the most dynamic market, Liu et al. (2008) for the first time have applied such analytical
models to analyze and improve the operational competitiveness by adjusting
competitive priorities in the manufacturing strategy. Si, Takala & Liu (2009), Liu,
Si & Takala (2009), and Liu & Takala (2009a; 2010a) compare the operational
competitiveness strategies in China and other countries in the global context by
utilizing the same analytical models in order to analyze different characteristics of
manufacturing strategies in different markets and suggest how companies can
improve their operational competitiveness. But the adjustment of manufacturing
strategy alone is not enough to improve the overall competitiveness in developing
the business in new business situations. Burns (1978) differentiates transaction
and transformational leadership. Transactional leaders lead through social exchange, like politicians lead by exchanging one thing for another. Transforma-
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tional leaders are those who stimulate and inspire followers to both achieve extraordinary outcomes and develop their own leadership capacity. Burns (2003)
defines transformational leadership as a process where leaders and followers engage in a mutual process of raising one another to higher levels of morality and
motivation. His view is that transformational leadership is more effective than
transactional leadership, where the appeal is to more selfish concerns. An appeal
to social values thus encourages people to collaborate, rather than working as individuals and potentially competitively with one another. He also views transformational leadership as an ongoing process rather than the discrete exchanges of
the transactional approach. Menguc et al. (2007) suggest that improvements in
transformational leadership based competencies should lead to marketplace positional advantages through competitive strategies. Therefore, manufacturing strategy is one important factor and transformational leadership is another essential
factor in improving overall competitiveness, whether in prosperity or adversity,
and the latter can be even more decisive (Bass 1985). Bass & Avolio (1994) provide evidence of the benefits and effectiveness of transformational leadership in
terms of leadership and the training of leaders. Transformational leaders help their
subordinates to learn and develop as individuals by encouraging and motivating
them with a versatile repertoire of behavioural and decision-making capability
(Bass & Avolio 1994; Bass 1997). Takala et al. (2008) introduce unique analytical models to evaluate the level of outcome direction, leadership behaviour and
resource allocation of transformational leadership. Tracey, Vonderembse & Lim
(1999) suggest that organizations must formulate strategic plans that are consistent with the use of manufacturing technology to be successful in this globally
competitive and rapidly changing environment. O’Regan & Ghobadian (2005)
suggest that the level of technology deployed will impact on the overall strategic
planning process and its main drivers: leadership and organisational culture resulting in differing levels of corporate performance. Moore (1991) describes the
chasm theory that technology-based products require marketing strategies that
differ from those in other industries, and explores marketing stages through a discussion of the “Technology Adoption Life Cycle” which follows a product from
birth to death and suggests a course of action for each phase as high-tech companies engage in traditional business strategies (i.e. strategic partnerships, competitive advantage, positioning, and organizational leadership). Moore (1995) extends
his “Technology Adoption Life Cycle” model to incorporate three distinct mainstream market stages, i.e. a pre-hypergrowth era of niche markets, the mass- market phenomenon of hypergrowth itself and a post-hypergrowth era of mass customization. Moore (2004) details market dynamics of hypergrowth, and explains
how to pool resources, gain supporters during pre-tornado phase, then how to
unleash them once the tornado hits. Based on these three stages, in this study
three different technology levels are proposed to be adopted in technology strat-
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egy. From these implications, transformational leadership is in this study further
extended by integrating with technology strategy as part of resource allocation , in
which technology level is classified as spearhead technology used mainly for prehypergrowth, core technology used mainly for mass-hypergrowth, and basic technology used mainly for post-hypergrowth. The objective here is to create a holistic model to integrate together manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level, for a more comprehensive evaluation of overall
competitiveness in identifying and developing operational competitiveness potential in a sustainable manner.
To validate the created analytical models, the empirical research continues case
studies in several countries with deeper insight analysis of the overall competitiveness of manufacturing enterprises and suggests how to make dynamic adjustments in order to improve operational competitiveness potential to manage in
turbulent business situations such as global financial crisis. The related case studies include benchmarking and development of the overall competitiveness of multiple case companies in a global context, which emphasize more proactive operations to improve competitiveness potential in regional and global markets during
economic crisis and forecasting ongoing business in economic upturn after crisis.

1.1.2

Strategic agility

Olli-Pekka Kallasvuo, Nokia’s CEO captures well the need for strategic agility in
an interview in the Financial Times, 4 December 2006: “Five to ten years ago you
would set your vision and strategy and then start following it. That does not work
any more. Now you have to be alert every day, week and month to renew your
strategy.” (Young 2008). According to Doz & Kosonen (2008), companies have
traditionally responded to change through strategic planning and the foresight
offered by scenarios, or through corporate ventures and entrepreneurial drive.
Today’s change is both fast, where ventures can provide an answer, and also
complex, in the sense that it results from multiple hard-to-forecast systemic interactions, where strategic planning no longer fits because change is fast and unpredictable. The list of industries engulfed by fast complex strategic change grows
longer every day, and so does the need for strategic agility. The key idea of fast
strategy is strategic agility. Doz & Kosonen (2008) define strategic agility as the
ability to continuously adjust and adapt strategic direction in core business, as a
function of strategic ambitions and changing circumstances, and to create not just
new product and services, but also new business models and innovative ways to
create value for a company. Three key dimensions of strategic agility for enabling
capabilities are defined:
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 Strategic sensitivity: both the sharpness of perception and the intensity of
awareness and attention. Forecasting is only as good as our ability to understand an environment and react to it (Kast & Rosenzweig 1985). Strategy cannot be based only on exceptional forecasting. Companies need more information, and it must be learnt fast to adjust to the changes of business situations
like the influence of a global economic crisis. Fast operation by fast learning
with innovative adaptation is the competitive weapon No. 1 (Bogan & English
1994).
 Resource fluidity: the internal capability to reconfigure business systems and
redeploy resources rapidly. Rapid changes in resource allocations are challenging.
 Collective commitment: the ability of the top team to make bold decisions fast,
without being bogged down in win-lose politics at the top. The corporation
needs communicative culture with value creation and each business needs to
be strong but still collaborative with joint commitments. Where strategic agility is needed most is also the most difficult place to make decisions (Berman &
Hagan 2006).
The time frame of fast strategy used in this research is defined from some months
up to one year, to deal with turbulent business situations such as major economic
crises which last from around one year up to some years. The reactions needed for
strategic agility is of course much faster than the changes of the business environments, which means that the organizations must also change accordingly, as
Chandler (1962) claims that the structure follows the strategy. When strategy is
changed fast in an agile manner, the structure has to follow. However the time
frame of changing frequency defined in this research suggests that it is still slower
than forming a reactor type of organization. Therefore the main focus is to study
the agile changing between the three stable groups which are prospector, analyzer
and defender. This research does not study very fast reactor behaviour but it is
proposed as another promising group to be studied more in future research.

1.1.3

Sustainable competitive advantage

Competitive advantage has been studied strongly ever since 1980s (Porter 1980;
1985). According to Porter (1985), the only competitive global business strategies
would be based on differentiation by unique specialization in terms of quality or
product or service technology or cost leadership. When Peters & Waterman
(1982) effectively introduce the world of business to the notion of excellence per
se, the unwavering pursuit of excellence provides the basis for an unmatchable
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competitive advantage. Peters (2010) claims that “excellence in execution” was,
is, wherever, and forever will be sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) No. 1.
Hayes & Wheelwright (1984) and Hayes, Wheelwright & Clark (1988) strongly
recommend a high level of involvement by manufacturing managers in the strategic planning process of business units for the attainment of superior competitive
performance. Wernerfelt (1984) and Barney (1991) derive SCA from the resources and capabilities that must have four attributes: valuable, rare, imperfectly
imitable and not substitutable. Avella, Fernández & Vázquez (2001) consider that
the emphasis on certain manufacturing competitive priorities or capabilities and
decisions or practices on the key decision areas and their internal coherence can
be the base for achieving sustainable or lasting advantage over competitors, thus
producing superior business performance. Barney, Wright & Ketchen (2001) suggest SCA as a resource-based strategy, which evidently is a very powerful business strategy today. Firms that can sustain their competitive advantage are able to
outperform others in the long run.
The critical issue is to discover attractive industries with a low level of rivalry. A
firm gains and sustains competitive advantage by implementing strategies that
meet customer demands through the exploitation of rare and costly-to-imitate
capabilities such as unique history or unique resources, close relationships with
suppliers and customers and relationship with its employees. For example cost
leadership strategy means significant cost disadvantage for competitors trying to
imitate the successful firm’s resources, and product differentiation strategy means
added value, enabling firms to charge prices higher than the firm’s average total
costs. In dynamic, rapidly changing markets the development is so fast that SCA
is not necessarily possible. SCA may not last forever, and if the markets change
radically the capabilities that were valuable may no longer be valuable, which
means the redesign of SCA is needed.
SCA is conceptualized as: whether the firm has gained superior financial and
market advantages (Day & Wensley 1988) and whether it is possible for competitors to duplicate the firm’s competitive strategy (Barney 1991; Grant 1991) and
distinctive capabilities on which advantages have been founded (Grant 1991; Hall
1993). There are different views on how to gain SCA for firms, and this topic has
become an important research area in strategic management. Recent research
identifies varies sources of SCA by developing from many aspects, such as particular core competency (Fiol 2001), global resources (Fahy 2002), knowledge
and competence (Lubit 2001; Johannessen & Olsen 2003), marketing innovation
(Ren, Xie & Krabbendam 2009), positive psychological capital (Toor & Ofori
2010), etc.
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In this work, SCA is identified as the advantage to implement fast strategies by
fast learning, and a unique SCA is proposed. With years of research in global
manufacturing strategy, operational competitiveness analysis, transformational
leadership and resource allocation options based on sense & respond methodology to evaluate and develop operational competitiveness and transformational
capabilities, previous work is connected to this work by taking the impact of the
global financial crisis into account, and evaluating how manufacturing companies
are able to manage in such crisis situations by adjusting their manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level to improve operational
performance. All these areas have been studied separately but this integration is
novel. Such strategic adjustments and transformational capabilities of an organization are proposed in this research as unique SCA for proactive operations in
global turbulent business environments.

1.2

Research questions

From the background and objectives, the following research questions (RQ) can
be formulated:
RQ1. How can competitiveness in manufacturing operations be evaluated?
RQ2. How can dynamic decisions be utilized to manage operations in global
turbulent business environments?
RQ3. How can competitiveness potential be developed in a sustainable manner?
To answer these research questions, this work starts from studies and analysis of
multi-criteria competitiveness priorities in manufacturing operations. Then based
on these, it develops a theoretical approach to modelling and integrating the core
factors which affect the operational competitiveness performance, i.e. manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level into conceptual analytical models to evaluate overall competitiveness performance, and
through sense & respond for dynamic decisions to optimize resource allocations
and adjust strategies in order to improve operational competitiveness potential in
a sustainable manner. The answers to the research questions also explain how to
identify and connect the evaluation of overall competitiveness performance with
the implementation of SCA to deal with global turbulent business environments.
To validate the answers, through empirical research the developed analytical
models are tested with case studies internationally in terms of how they can in
practice improve the operational competitiveness under dynamic and unforeseen
business situations such as dealing with economic crisis and expanding the business in a global context.

8
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Review of key terms in this work

Implementation – Crittenden and Crittenden (2008) propose that implementation
is a critical cornerstone or ally in the building of a capable organization, and the
use of the appropriate levers of implementation is the pivotal hinge in the development of the organization. Brenes, Mena & Molina (2008) put forwards five
dimensions of analysis having an impact on the implementation of business strategy which are strategy formulation process, systematic execution, implementation
control and follow-up, CEO’s leadership and suitable, motivated management and
employees, and, finally, corporate governance (board and shareholders) leading
the change. Haugen & Davis (2010) suggest that strategy implementation is essential to organizational transformation and the development of competitive advantage. Other recent research also addresses the importance of strategy implementation (O’Reilly et al. 2010; Lin & Hsieh 2010). Slater, Olson & Hult (2010)
argue that effective strategy implementation is at least as important as, if not more
important than, developing a brilliant strategy, and business success requires a fit
between strategy and organizational architecture. Implementation of strategies in
this work mainly involves the identification of SCA and how to realize the proposed SCA by evaluating and developing the required core factors in decisionmaking processes with real market tests in weak form and even semi-strong form
based on Kasanen, Lukka & Siitonen (1993). However the real challenges of the
implementation requiring changes in the organizations are not addressed as main
objective here but will be studied in future research.
Sustainability – Carraher, Buckley & Carraher (2008) examine some of the major
challenges in performing research on sustainable strategic management with an
emphasis on accurately assessing the extent to which strategies actually result in
true organizational change. Galbreath (2009) adds to the strategy-sustainability
discussion and explains a conceptual framework that addresses sustainability.
Coombs (2010) views the sustainability challenges as one means by which sustainability connects with crisis management. Taneja, Pryor & Zhang (2010) suggest that crisis management is a strategic and tactical leadership imperative which
can positively or negatively impact an organisation’s or a nation’s competitive
capability and potential for long-term success, survival, and sustainability. In this
work the sustainable strategic development is considered as the key to manage
turbulent situations such as economic crisis.
Competition – Competition is the battle between businesses to win consumer acceptance and loyalty. It is the intra- or inter-market rivalry between businesses
trying to obtain a larger market share. Karuna (2007) suggests that competition
can reflect several dimensions: product substitutability, market size, and entry
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costs, given the level of industry concentration. Tang (2006) identifies four main
indicators for competition, which is associated with a firm’s competitive environment: easy substitution of products, constant arrival of competing products,
quick obsolescence of products, and rapid change of production technologies.
Tjosvold et al. (2006) indicate that internal motivation to compete and the strategy of competing fairly are found to be the most powerful influences on the constructiveness of competition. In this work, competition refers to same common
objectives, such as to achieve better market position and financial goals etc, especially from the case companies’ points of view.
Proactive operations – Haro-Domínguez, Ortega-Egea & Tamayo-Torres (2010)
show that the proactive characters adopted by managers directly influence the
decision-making process, and success in this kind of decision is of vital importance to the firm. Tsai, Chou & Kuo (2008) indicate that responsive and proactive
market orientations are important determinants of new product performance.
Srinivasan, Rangaswamy & Lilien (2005) propose proactive marketing in a recession as an opportunity and development and execution of a response to capitalize
on the perceived opportunity created by the change, and show that firms which
have a proactive marketing response in a recession achieve superior business performance even during the recession. This is closely related to the background of
this work, as some firms view recessions as opportunities to strengthen their businesses, invest aggressively and establish their advantage over their weaker competitors, whereas others cut back, waiting for the recession to pass. This work
proposes that the key of proactive operations is measuring and adjusting strategies
fast all the time, and then it investigates the performance of such proactive operations especially in recession.
Global business – Jeannet (2007) claims that global business causes increasing
complexity in strategies and strategy developments. Samiee (2008) suggests that
numerous changes in the global business climate have intensified global competition through new forms of competition as well as the addition of new competitors,
and as a result domestic and international firms have to develop and implement
new strategies that are aligned with the current global competitive realities. Hamilton (2009) proposes a framework that offers positioning and revitalizing approaches by which high performing global businesses may strategically meet their
global business challenges to capture business competitiveness and yield additional benefit to the global business. In this work the main objective is how to
locate traditional manufacturing operations in an operationally competitive way,
so the global business refers to global traditional manufacturing industries, and
how to develop competitive strategies for their global operations.
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Turbulent business environment – The business environment addresses managerial issues in the social, political, economic, competitive, and technological environments of business. Suikki, Tromstedt & Haapasalo (2006) propose that today’s
turbulent business environment characterized by uncertainty and inability to predict the future is extremely challenging, and thus requires the development of new
competences. Chong (2004) outlines a practical approach to improving organizational crisis-preparedness in today’s highly uncertain and turbulent business environment and also suggests that crisis management is a critical component of contemporary strategic management. In this work the business environment is defined mainly as operations under economic crisis, more specifically it refers to a
turbulent business environment which is dynamic and frequently changing within
a time frame from some months up to one year, under heavy influences of global
financial crisis, “China effect” and governmental behaviour (Takala et al. 2007a;
Liu & Takala 2010b).

1.4

Structure of the thesis

The structure of this thesis is divided into five chapters as follows.
Chapter 1 introduces the background and objective of this research, where a general description of the work is presented. Then the three research questions are
formulated from the research scope and key terms are reviewed for this research.
Chapter 2 describes theoretical foundations, where the research design, analytical
models and implementation of SCA are presented in detail.
Chapter 3 summarizes all five selected publications included in this thesis. It provides an overall and also summary of each publication.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the empirical research, where a complete example of a
case study is presented thoroughly to demonstrate the methods and applicability
of the theories created in this work. The related analysis and findings of this case
study are also presented.
Chapter 5 presents general discussion and conclusions. It concludes the main
findings and contributions, theoretical and practical implications, validity and
reliability, research limitations and also recommendations for further research.
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2 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
2.1
2.1.1

Research design
Research strategy

In general, research strategy is based on epistemology and ontology, which are
the relevance of philosophy to the practice of research. Epistemology means theory of knowledge, which examines what is the new knowledge to be created or
developed. According to Hirschheim, Klein & Lyytinen (1995: 20) epistemology
denotes the nature of human knowledge and understanding that can possibly be
acquired through different types of inquiry and alternative methods of investigation. Ontology examines how new knowledge is acquired in general. Wand &
Weber (1993: 220) refer to ontology as a branch of philosophy concerned with
articulating the nature and structure of the world. Kuhn (1996) defines a scientific
paradigm as what is to be observed and scrutinized, the kind of questions that
should be asked and answers obtained in relation to this subject, how these questions are to be put, and how the results of scientific investigations should be interpreted. Guba & Lincoln (1994) categorize alternative inquiry paradigms according to their stance on the following three types of questions: the ontological question seeks what is the form and nature of reality and therefore what is there that
can be known about it; the epistemological question seeks what is the nature of
the relationship between the knower or would-be knower and what can be known;
and the methodological question seeks how the inquirer can go about finding out
whatever he or she believes can be known.
The epistemological viewpoint of this research will focus on what is the new
knowledge to be developed, which is the integration of the analytical models of
manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level
together to implement fast strategies as the SCA for proactive operations. This
new knowledge is more and more demanded thanks to the need of agile strategies
and global operations in a turbulent business environment, as more and more
complex and forward thinking operations must be planned beforehand. The ontological viewpoint of this research will focus on what to be studied, how to acquire
and describe the new knowledge, which in practice is to study how to make the
integration framework through empirical research, with assumption that this
model is to deal with major economic crises which last from around one year up
to some years.

12
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Bryman (2004) suggests the nature of logical relationship between theory and
research is deduction where theory guides research, and induction where theory is
an outcome of research. Kovács & Spens (2005) review deduction, induction and
abduction, their possibilities and implications for research. Deduction follows a
conscious direction from a general law to a specific case, using theory to create
hypotheses or provisional statements that are then tested in the field. It scans theory e.g. in a literature review, derives logical conclusions from this theory and
presents them in the form of hypotheses or propositions, tests these in an empirical setting and then presents its general conclusions based on the corroboration or
falsification of its self-generated hypotheses or propositions. Induction reasons
through moving from a specific case or a collection of observations to general
law, using individual cases in building a more general theory. It follows the opposite path of deduction, where the knowledge of a general frame or literature is not
definitely necessary. Instead, observations about the world will lead to emerging
propositions and their generalization in a theoretical frame. Abduction neither
follows the pattern of pure deduction nor of pure induction. The logical sequence
of deduction is from rule to case to result, and induction is from case to result to
rule, whereas abduction follows another process – from rule to result to case
(Taylor, Fisher & Dufresne 2002; Danermark 2001). This work uses mainly deduction to test and evaluate the analytical models in empirical research by carrying out case studies internationally. It also uses some induction to build theory
from case study research (Wilson & Vlosky 1997), for example the integration of
individual models of manufacturing strategy, transformational leadership and
technology level to construct a holistic model of overall competitiveness performance and using sense & respond to develop competitiveness potential, and additionally in the finding of the analyzer group being the most competitive group
during economic crisis from the analysis of manufacturing strategy adjustments.
There are various types of strategies for conducting research in management and
social sciences. Research strategies are categorized e.g. as bridge, transfer, application and their characteristics can be event-based, systemic and analytic (Reisman 1988; Arbnor & Bjerke 1994, 1997). Reisman (1988) introduces concepts
such as ripple strategy, embedding strategy, bridging strategy, transfer of technology strategy, creative application strategy, structuring strategy, and empirical
validation strategy. This work uses mainly the following research strategies. Ripple strategy is used to develop analytical models based on analysis and evaluation
of multi-focused competitiveness priorities. Embedding strategy and bridging
strategy are used to integrate the analytical models of core factors which affect
operational competitiveness, such as manufacturing strategy and transformational
leadership with technology level, using sense & respond to develop overall competitiveness potential for proactive operations. Empirical validation strategy is
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used to validate the developed analytical models and theories by performing empirical studies in several different countries. The characteristics of the research
strategies used in this work are mainly systemic and analytic.
Eisenhardt (1989) describes case study as a research strategy for building theories
which focus on understanding the dynamics present within single settings. Wilson
& Vlosky (1997) apply such philosophy in a similar way for more detailed and
profiled constructions for the implementation of manufacturing strategies in partnering relationships. Situational case studies, under dynamic business conditions,
can effectively be carried out by building inductively new theories by hermeneutic case study research. These mostly qualitative case studies can be realized in a
reliable way by using Sykes’s (1990; 1991) idea about “careful documentation”
of the cases. Yin (1994) describes the design of case study research. The validity
and reliability in experimental research design are also addressed in the design of
case study research which is supported by qualitative (Sykes 1991) and quantitative analytical methods as well. Robson (1993) suggests that designing a case
study needs the following: conceptual framework, research questions, sampling
strategy, data collection methods and instruments. Case studies for the empirical
research work in this study are therefore designed based on all these points.

2.1.2

Research approach

Arbnor & Bjerke (1997) describe the creation of a methodological approach as a
process of combining the theory of science and methodology. Systems thinking is
a holistic way of thinking, applied in the systems sciences, by which the observer
considers the part of reality he observes as a system (Kast & Rosenzweig 1972;
Kramer & De Smit 1977). Contingency theory is a class of behavioural theory
that claims that there is no best way to organize a corporation, to lead a company,
or to make decisions, but instead, the optimal course of action is contingent upon
the internal and external situation (Kast & Rosenzweig 1985). Holweg (2005)
applies the systems approach and contingency theory to review existing contributions and synthesises them into a conceptual model identifying the key factors of
responsiveness, which is very similar to the nature of this work. Therefore this
work is proposed to be carried out by systems and contingency based approach.
Kasanen, Lukka & Siitonen (1991; 1993) propose and describe the constructive
approach to management accounting research as “problem-solving through the
construction of organizational procedures or models”. In this work the construct is
the integrative holistic system. Kasanen, Lukka & Siitonen (1993) also propose a
market-based validation for assessing this aspect of a construction and have developed a market test based on the concept of innovation diffusion as follows.
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Weak market test refers to whether any manager has been willing to apply the
construction in question in actual decision making. Semi-strong market test refers
to whether the construction has become widely adopted by companies. Strong
market test refers to whether the business units applying the construction systematically have produced better than those are not using it. For this work it is feasible to apply constructive research approach with at least weak market test and
even semi-strong market test to validate and implement the research objectives.
The action research of this work to interact with case companies to identify and
implement SCA is considered as a kind of consulting service through which the
acts of consultant are applied to an organization. The role of the researcher in the
ontology (objectivity/subjectivity) discussion is considered as that of a consultant.
Schein (1988) argues that there are three specific categories or models that define
the role of the consultant in the modern organization. These models include (a)
purchase of expertise, (b) doctor-patient, and (c) process consultation. Depending
on the organizational scenario, one or more of these models may be applied to
different changes in the organizational setting (Schein 1987; 1988; 1992; 1999).
Schein (1988) defines the first role of the consultation as purchase of expertise
model and specifically Schein (1999) describes this model as one in which the
client hires the consultant to bring a separate and autonomous perspective on the
industry or company setting to the issues that exist (Canback 1998; 1999). The
doctor-patient model is another form of consultation outlined by Schein (1988),
which is linked to a close relationship between the consultant and the organizational leadership and the application of an individualized diagnostic process. In
this relationship, the consultant works as the “doctor”, diagnosing the individual
problems of the client and then uses a systematic approach based on his/her own
experiences to create a plan for change (Canback 1998; 1999). In the process consultation model, the consultant acts as a facilitator by providing the client with
methodological tools for assessing or defining the problem and locating the best
potential solutions (Canback 1998; 1999). The consultant works with the organization to find internal methods for resolving the issues and for implementing
change, utilizing existing resources within the organization. This work uses the
latter two models to allow effective interaction between the empirical studies of
the case companies and the research theories.
In summary, this work is developed based on all the previous research. First, it
utilizes a theoretical approach of modelling the core factors which influence the
operational competitiveness performance, i.e. manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level into conceptual analytical models in
order to evaluate overall competitiveness. Then, the proposed analytical models
are used in the empirical research for evaluating and developing the operational
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competitiveness potential of the case companies under dynamic and unforeseen
business situations such as dealing with the economic crisis and expanding the
business in a global context. Finally, the case companies in various countries are
evaluated with the proposed analytical models and their performances are benchmarked in a global context to conclude the experience of managing operations in
global turbulent business environments.

2.1.3

Research methodology

As the main contribution of this study is the integration of manufacturing strategy
and transformational leadership with technology level, it requires a new design in
the research methodology that how to use the classic methods to integrate. The
new method utilizes pairwise comparisons with analytic hierarchy process (AHP),
which is a structured technique for dealing with complex decisions, to interview
the experts in case studies in order to prioritize their decisions. The research
methods include literature survey, descriptive conceptual analysis, analyzing
qualitative data including talks, texts and interactions based on Silverman (2001)
and also quantitative data, classification by simple statistics, and finally using
Kasanen, Lukka & Siitonen’s (1991; 1993) constructive research approach with
weak market tests and pilots for implementing the strategies.
 AHP
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method is a multi-attribute decision instrument that allows considering quantitative, qualitative measures and making
tradeoffs (Saaty 1980). The AHP is used in this study to deal with the empirical
part, which includes analyzing questionnaires and calculating the weighting of the
main criteria and sub-criteria. AHP is aimed at integrating different measures into
a single overall score for ranking decision alternatives with pairwise comparisons
of chosen attributes (Rangone 1996). It utilizes pairwise comparisons by interviewing the experts within the whole organization. AHP based models can comprehensively explore the varying degrees of importance of the indicators and
drivers of competitiveness (Sirikrai & Tang 2006). AHP based instruments, e.g.
forms and questionnaires have been used in our previous case studies for more
than 20 years in successful analysis of case companies, and some similar applications of AHP are used in e.g. Zahedi (1989), Rangone (1996), Sun (2004), Banuls
& Salmeron (2008), and their validity and reliability are proven. The inconsistency ratio (icr) is calculated to assure the internal validity of pairwise comparison
results. Only matrixes with icr value of less than 0.10, and less than 0.30 in
smaller groups with competent informants, can be used for reliable decisionmaking. Otherwise the answers are considered invalid and will not be used. Fur-
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thermore, some redundant open questions are used in addition to the pairwise
comparisons in the questionnaires to add more internal validity to the answers.
The procedures for utilizing AHP in the case studies are as follows. The first step
is to establish the model of hierarchy structure for the goal. In this study, the hierarchy models for the evaluation of manufacturing strategy from Takala et al.
(2007b) and transformational leadership from Takala et al. (2008) are constructed,
and these serve as the theoretical framework. The second step is the comparison
of the alternatives and the criteria. They are pairwise compared with respect to
each element of the next higher level. The third step is connecting the comparisons to obtain the priorities of the alternatives with respect to each criterion and
the weights of each criterion with respect to the goal. The local priorities are then
multiplied by the weights of the respective criteria. The results are summed up to
get the overall priority of each alternative.
 Case study
Case studies are detailed investigations of individuals, groups, institutions or
other social units, which attempt to analyze the variables relevant to the subject
under study. The principle difference between case studies and other research
studies is that the focus of attention is the individual case and not the whole population of cases. Most studies search for what is common and pervasive. However,
in the case study, the focus may not be on generalization but on understanding the
particulars of that case in its complexity. A case study focuses on a bounded system, usually under natural conditions, so that the system can be understood in its
own habitat (Stake 1988; 1995).
In this work the empirical research is based on carrying out numerous case studies
of companies from different countries and analyzing them with existing analytical
models and creating new analytical models for further evaluation. Therefore the
selection of the case companies must be mostly representative, well performing
and highly experienced in managing global turbulent business situations. As a
result, the empirical studies are focused on case companies in the most dynamic
market and best performer in crisis management – China, especially large and
medium-sized manufacturing enterprises, and comparing their operational performances in the global context. The case companies have been chosen from the
backbone industries of the Chinese economy. They cover industries including
iron & steel, non-ferrous metal, mining, chemistry, construction, energy, machinery, equipment, research & development, service and logistics. Based on such a
wide variation of industries and good performance in exercising of strategy and
leadership, the chosen case companies are well representative of the industries in
China in the empirical research.
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For side-by-side comparisons in the performance of crisis management, a number
of large and medium-sized manufacturing case companies of comparable size and
in similar industries are also chosen from several European countries, including
Finland, which is known for its highly competitive technologies; Slovakia, which
is a manufacturing base for many European and multinational companies; Spain,
which is another major European manufacturing centre; and Iceland, which has
been badly hit by the economic crisis. In each country there is around 4 to 5 case
companies studied. All the case studies are carried out using exactly the same
methodologies, by using both basic constructions for the analysis and synthesis
starting from the analysis of economies, and going on with integration, weak
market tests and implementation microstructures and results of the competitive
priorities in the strategies. All the case companies are represented with codes,
which can be neither recognized nor speculated about as to their real names. The
code used to represent case companies is composed of a two-letter country code
based on International Organization for Standardization (2010) ISO 3166-1alpha-2 code elements and two-letter identification plus a number: e.g. FI_VC-1
represents a case company in Finland and CN_WG-9 represents another case
company in China. The questionnaires for all the case studies are developed based
on manufacturing strategy by Takala et al. (2007b) and transformational leadership by Takala et al. (2008), which are listed in Appendix A.
 Questionnaires, data collection and analysis
The data of case companies in different countries are collected in the same manner: by asking senior managers or directors to answer the questionnaires from
different organizations and departments. The interviewees are normally decision
makers and middle management groups in the case companies, who have good
knowledge about the operations of the case companies, and the number of informants is dependent on the size of the case company. The interviewed high competence experts should be representative to know well the operations of the studied
case company. The data collected typically from limited and described application problems is mainly qualitative in nature and its validity and reliability can be
ensured by improving the required careful documentation of the cases (Sykes
1990; 1991). From the same case company inconsistent results have been left out.
Firstly, the managers or directors are trained to understand every item of the questionnaires correctly by interview, email or telephone. Secondly, after they finish
the questionnaires, the answers are analyzed with AHP software. Thirdly, the discussion with the managers or directors reveals the results and verifies the validity
and reliability of the data further.
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To study manufacturing strategy, the competitiveness priorities are listed in the
AHP questionnaires as the main criteria, consisting of quality, cost, time/delivery,
and flexibility. The main criteria are typical items used in evaluating the competitiveness priorities in multi-focused manufacturing strategies (Spina et al. 1996).
They are formed based on typical case studies and instruments used in interviews.
The sub-criteria involve 19 criteria, such as low defect rate, low cost, fast delivery, broad product line, etc. The weights are statistically measured for further
analysis with analytical models (Takala et al. 2007b). To study transformational
leadership, the leadership profiles are empirically measured with the theoretical
frame of reference by AHP questionnaires (Takala et al. 2006). Statistical tests are
made to find out the logic in the leadership profiles to increase accuracy in the
profiles, and in parallel the analytical models are built by induction and tested
statistically to measure leadership skills by leadership indexes from resource utilizations to leadership behaviours and finally to outcome directions and outcomes.
Analytical models are further used to measure the effectiveness of leadership actions within different areas of outcomes and to find out the correlation between
these outcomes and leadership indexes in a forecasting way (Takala et al. 2008).
To study technology level, the weights of spearhead technology, core technology,
and basic technology are collected by interviewing the expert informants directly
(Tuominen et al. 2003). All the collected answers are further analyzed with analytical models for evaluation of operational competitiveness.
 Validity and reliability
The fundamental concerns for quantitative research are validity, reliability, generalizability and objectivity, while for qualitative research are credibility, dependability, transferability and confirmability (Sinkovics, Penz & Ghauri 2008).
Lincoln & Guba (1985) describe four general criteria for evaluation of research
and then define each assessment of trustworthiness from both a quantitative and
qualitative perspective using conventional terms and naturalistic terms, as shown
in Table 1 (Creswell 2007; 2009).
Table 1.

Assessment of trustworthiness

Criterion
Truth value
Applicability
Consistency
Neutrality

Conventional terms
(Quantitative approach)
Internal Validity
External Validity
Reliability
Objectivity

Naturalistic terms
(Qualitative Approach)
Credibility
Transferability
Dependability
Confirmability
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Lincoln & Guba (1985) measure the quality of quantitative research based on the
conventional terms of internal validity, external validity (generalizability), reliability, and objectivity. Internal validity refers to the extent to which the findings
accurately describe reality. External validity refers to the ability to generalize
findings across different settings. Making generalizations involves a trade-off
between internal and external validity. In order to make generalizable statements
that apply to many contexts, one can include only limited aspects of each local
context. Reliability depends on the repeatability of the procedure and minimal
error among trials. Objectivity of the researcher requires external use of instruments and explicit methods that are not specific to the researcher. (Rapoport 2000)
Guba (1981) outlines credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability
as naturalistic terms to assess the quality and trustworthiness of qualitative research based on naturalistic terms, through which the overall validity is judged.
Credibility ensures that the true value of the argument emerges from the data,
strengthened by triangulation and member checks. Dependability speaks to the
consistency of the research, which records and overlaps data. Transferability to
other settings depends on a thick description in which the similarities and differences are apparent. Confirmability offers neutrality in the sense that triangulation
and alternative explanations reveal avoidable biases of the researcher.

2.2

Analytical models

In this study, overall competitiveness is evaluated based on two core factors, i.e.
manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership. The technology level is
considered to be part of the resources of transformational leadership. The sense &
respond model is used to help in dynamic decision-making to describe, evaluate,
benchmark and optimize lower level resource allocations to meet the performance
requirements in all the interest groups inside and outside the organization and in
turn to improve higher level strategies.
Existing analytical models of manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level from Liu & Takala (2009b; 2010b) and the sense &
respond model from Ranta & Takala (2007) are reviewed and examined. These
models are integrated to develop a new holistic model to evaluate and develop
overall competitiveness potential.
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Manufacturing strategy

The analytical models for manufacturing strategy are used to calculate the operational competitiveness indexes of companies in different competitive groups,
namely prospector, analyzer and defender (Miles & Snow 1978). According to
Takala (2002), the responsiveness, agility and leanness (RAL) holistic model
supports the theory of analytical models using four main criteria, i.e. quality, cost,
time and flexibility. The analytical models have been developed from our research group based on over 100 case company studies in over 10 countries
worldwide, the industrial branch of which varies from one company to another
and the company size varies from big to small. However, they share one thing in
common, which is that they all compete in a highly dynamic business environment. Therefore, such analytical models have good transferability.
According to Takala et al. (2007b), the manufacturing strategy index (MSI) is
modelled based on the multi-criteria priority weights of Q (Quality), C (Cost), T
(Time/delivery) and F (Flexibility), as function MSI  f MSI (Q, C , T , F ) .
The equations to calculate normalized weights of core factors are as follows.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Q
Q C T
C
C' 
Q C T
T
T'
Q C T
F
F'
Q C T  F
Q' 

Q = Quality; C = Cost; T = Time/delivery; F = Flexibility
The analytical models to calculate the manufacturing strategy indexes of operational competitiveness in each group are as follows.
The MSI model for prospector group:
(5)

MSI P  1  (1  Q'1 / 3 )  (1  0.9  T ' )  (1  0.9  C ' )  F '1 / 3

The MSI model for analyzer group:

(6)

 (0.95  Q'0.285)  (0.95  T '0.285)  
MSI A  1  (1  F ' )   abs
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The MSI model for defender group:
(7)

2.2.2

MSI D  1  (1  C '1 / 3 )  (1  0.9  T ' )  (1  0.9  Q' )  F '1 / 3

Transformational leadership with technology level

The theoretical frame of the analytical models is based on the theory of transformational leadership (Bass 1997). A holistic but very simple model of a human
being from resource allocations to behaviour and finally to outcome directions
and outcomes has been built based on psychic, social, functional, organizational
and structural factors and put together according to the sand cone model and participation objectives in leadership of an organization (Takala et al. 2006). A modified sand cone model by integrating technology level into part of the resources is
proposed in Liu & Takala (2010b), based on which the new analytical models
have been developed. The sand cone model from operations management literature (Ferdows & De Meyer 1990) presents a model of cumulative layers of manufacturing performance dimensions. The model implies the idea that companies
need to develop their performance in certain stages in order to achieve higher levels of competitive performance. The prescriptive order of mutually supportive and
enabling success factors is to proceed from quality, to delivery performance, then
flexibility and finally to cost effectiveness. In this manner, the often-competitive
dimensions of performance need to be viewed as a whole, and performance and
capabilities thought about on a longer-term basis. The conceptual model with
sand cone has similar basic ideas to the model of deep leadership (Nissinen 2001)
in which the potential in professional skills and resources is transformed to outcomes of activities with the help and support of leadership process and behaviour.
Technology is understood as know-how of human competence, a relevant part of
resource-based strategy, including all types of assets and resources, or strategic
networking for collaborations by using partnerships (Braun 1998; Takala 1997).
The technology levels are categorized as spearhead technology (SH), core technology (CR), and basic technology (BS), and are defined as follows.
SH:
CR:
BS:

Technologies that are more orientated towards the future.
Core competitive technologies that are in use today.
Technologies that are commonly used everywhere and can be outsourced
or purchased from other companies.

Based on the analytical models for transformational leadership proposed by Takala et al. (2008), these are further developed by integrating technology into resources for the evaluation of leadership indexes and outcomes of transformational
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leadership. These models are the outcome direction index (OI) which balances the
directions; the leadership behaviour index (LI) which measures deep leadership,
the maximum passive and/or controlling leadership and the utilization of the cornerstones of deep leadership in different ways; and the resource allocation index
(RI) which balances the utilization of human resources. The outcome index (OI)
is based on the weighting of factors, i.e. extra effort (EE), satisfaction (SA), effectiveness (EF), and therefore OI is modelled as the function OI  f OI ( EE , SA, EF ) .
The leadership index (LI) is based on the weighting of factors, i.e. deep leadership
(DL), passive leadership (PL), controlling leadership (CL) and individualized
consideration (IC), inspirational motivation (IM), intellectual stimulation (IS),
building trust and confidence (BT), and therefore LI is modelled as the function
LI  f LI ( DL, PL, CL, IC , IM , IS , BT ) . The resource index (RI) is based on the
weighting of factors, i.e. people/technology/know-how (PT), processes (PC), information systems (IT), organizations of groups/teams (OR) and technology level
index (TI), where TI is based on the weighting of factors, i.e. spearhead technology (SH), core technology (CR), and basic technology (BS), therefore TI is modelled as the function TI  f TI ( SH , CR, BS ) and RI is modelled as the function
RI  f RI ( PT , PC , IT , OR, TI ) . The total leadership index (TLI) is still modelled as
the function TLI  fTLI (OI , LI , RI ) as in previous studies, however, the difference
of the new definition of TLI is that TI has been considered to be integrated into
transformational leadership as a special part of RI in leadership. All the weighting
of factors used to calculate OI LI, RI and TI, such as EE, SA, EF, DL, PL, CL,
IC, IM, IS, BT, PT, PC, IT, OR are percentages derived from the AHP analysis
and SH, CR, BS are percentages obtained directly from the questionnaire.
The modelling of technology level is different from the other variables because of
its particularity in transformational leadership. Here a brand new idea to model
the effect of technology level index to resource index is proposed. According to
the principles of how the resource index has been constructed, the effects are defined as follows.
A. Excessive know-how, meaning that caused by not the right technology belongs directly as an extra weight to the warehouse of know-how (PT), and
lowers the weights in PC, IT or OR, lowering in both cases the resource index
RI in a linear manner.
B. The right technology, meaning that fitting to the manufacturing stages, increases PC, IT or OR, and decreases the know-how (PT) warehouse that
caused by not the right technology, and it increases in both cases the resource
index RI in a linear manner.
Definitions A and B, together with expert opinions from the case companies and
equation for modelling RI are used for the analysis. The weights of SH/CR/BS
have been collected by interviewing experts especially as to how significant or
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how much effect they are or have to be for PT and min(PC, IT, OR) and then the
issue of how TI affects RI is analyzed.
Assuming that there are changing business situations resulting from an economic
downturn and then an economic upturn, companies need to deal with the crisis
and then recover from it. One example to analyze how TI might affect RI in three
phases of different business situations, i.e. before, during, and after a crisis, is
presented in Table 2, in which the optimal weights of SH, SR, and BS under different stages of crisis are also listed. These optimal values are obtained theoretically from the chosen competitor and market benchmark with some tolerance.
Then the case company data are compared with the optimal values to obtain the
differences for calculating TI. TI is defined to reflect how good the technology
level allocation is by using 1 minus the worst deviation from the optimal weights
of technology levels. The higher value of TI directly decreases PT caused by using not the right technology and increases min(PC, IT, OR), therefore it increases
RI eventually. Based on such an idea, TI is modelled.
Table 2.

How TI affects RI under different business situations

Before crisis (BC)
SH

High, factor 2…, ≥60%

CR

Low, factor 1…, ≥30%

BS

About 0, ≤10%

RI

=RI(BC), with PT low
and min(PC, IT, OR) high

TLI

=TLI(BC)

During crisis (DC)
Lower, factor about 1,
20%~30%
Higher, factor about 2,
40%~60%
Low, factor 0.5…1,
10%~30%
=1.2…2×RI(DC), with PT
higher and min(PC, IT, OR)
lower
=1.2…2×TLI(DC)

After crisis (AC)
High, factor 1.5…2,
45%~70%
Lower, factor …1, ≤35%
About 0, ≤10%
=1.05…1.2×RI(AC), with PT
high and min(PC, IT, OR)
lower
=1.05…1.2×TLI(AC)

The analytical models for evaluation of leadership are as follows.
Outcome index (OI):
According to Liu & Takala (2009b: 13), different categories of outcome indexes
all lead to nearly the same total dealership indexes, therefore this empirical research uses OI model without classification:
(8)

1

1
1
OI  1  max   EE ,  SA ,  EF 
3
3
3


The categorized OI models (Takala, Kukkola & Pennanen 2008; 2009) are provisional and will be explored more in future research.
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The OI model for prospector group:
(9)

OI P  1  (1  EE 1 / 3 )  (1  EF )  (1  SA)  Std{EE , SA, EF }1 / 3
where EE ≥ 0.43 and EF+SA ≤ 0.57

The OI model for analyzer group:
(10)

OI A  1  (1  SA1 / 3 )  (1  Std{EE , SA, EF }1 / 3 )
where SA ≥ 0.43 and EE+EF ≤ 0.57

The OI model for defender group:
(11)

OI D  1  (1  EF 1 / 3 )  (1  EE )  (1  SA)  Std{EE , SA, EF }1 / 3
where EF ≥ 0.43 and EE+SA ≤ 0.57

The OI model for reactor group:
(12)

OI R  (OI P  OI A  OI D ) / 3
where EE < 0.43 and SA < 0.43 and EF < 0.43

EE = extra effort; SA = satisfaction; EF = effectiveness
Leadership index (LI):
(13)



1
LI  DL  1  maxPL, CL  1   maxIC , IM , IS , BT  
4



DL = deep leadership; PL = passive leadership; CL = controlling leadership
IC = individualized consideration; IM = inspirational motivation;
IS = intellectual stimulation; BT = building trust and confidence
Resource index (RI) integrating with Technology index (TI):
(14)

RI  1  PT  1  TI   3  minPC , IT , OR TI 

PT = people, technology and know-how; PC = processes;
IT = information systems; OR = organizations (groups, teams)
(15)



TI  1  max SH optimal  SH , CRoptimal  CR , BS optimal  BS



SH=Spearhead technology; CR=Core technology; BS=Basic technology
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Combined total leadership index (TLI):
(16)

2.2.3

TLI  OI  LI  RI

Overall competitiveness

It is proposed to model the overall competitiveness index (OCI) as the function:
(17)

OCI  f OCI ( f MSI , f TLI )  f MSI  f TLI  MSI  TLI

According to Liu & Takala (2009b: 14), in some cases the OCI can be modelled
as the reduced function:
(18)

OCI  f OCI ( f MSI , f TLI )  f MSI  f TLI  MSI  OI  TI

This is because the OI of transformational leadership is the key factor in directing
the strategic goal of manufacturing strategy and MSI is the driving force of the
company, taking the effects of TI into account, where TI are evaluated as approximately constant factors before, during and after a crisis. In such cases, OI is
more decisive in terms of overall competitiveness, but other factors like LI, RI,
and TI can also be influenced by governmental macro-control, etc.

2.2.4

Sense and respond

For fast changing business conditions, Bradley & Nolan (1998) and Markides
(2000) develop dynamic business strategies based on sense-and-respond (S&R)
thinking. The S&R model helps companies anticipate, adapt, and respond to continually varying environment conditions. Haeckel (1999) shows organizations can
adapt in a systematic way to the unpredictable demands of rapid changes if the
organization is designed and managed as an adaptive system. After detecting the
critical resource allocation areas by AHP methods we try to find out how they
should be developed and what will be “the price” of implementing S&R design in
the operations network of already existing capabilities. This process consists of
evaluation and benchmarking the operational competitiveness of case companies
in a turbulent business environment against the highest benchmarks in the world
by taking into account operations, technology strategies and transformational
leadership. The S&R model implementation consists of creating the following
four modules performing the respective functions (Toshev & Takala 2010):
 The data warehouse contains profiles of business metrics for event processing
and flexible performance reporting.
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 The transformation component performs manual or automated data extraction
from questionnaires, demand forecasts, manufacturing cycle times, costs, inventories, contractual buffers, customer service targets, product prices and
loads them into functions for performance index calculations.
 The optimizer module provides business intelligence and analysis for improving the operations and performance of the enterprise. It incorporates existing
business processes and cost structures, and it recommends optimized technology policies based on benchmarking and cluster analysis.
 The simulation workshop user interface resembles an instrument panel with
major indicators. It also allows users to carry out “what-if” analysis and assesses the impact of decisions before they are implemented.

In this study, the S&R model proposed by Ranta & Takala (2007) is used for the
empirical research. The basic tool to analyze results is the gap analysis with equations as follows. Gap analysis compares differences between importance and future expectations. It is a great and simple tool for analyzing results, but if the critical attributes cannot be found by using this tool, more tools have to be utilized.
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

Avg{experience}  Avg{expectation}
1
10
Better %  Worse%
Direction of development index 
1
100
Avg{expectation}
Importance index 
10
Std{experience}  Std{expectation}
CFI 
Gap index  Direction of development index  Importance index
Gap index 

Gap index measures the gap between experiences and expectations. Value 1
means that there is no gap; value above 1 means that experiences are lower than
expectations and value below 1 means that experiences are higher than expectations. Direction of development index measures the direction of development
compared to the old attributes. Value 1 means that performance remains on the
same level; value above 1 means that performance is going worse and value below 1 means that performance is going better. In importance index, the larger
value means a more important expectation of the attribute. Critical factor index
(CFI) is then using the indexes introduced above and standard deviations of experiences and expectations to find out the critical attributes in operations. The
smaller the value, the more critical the attribute is. (Ranta & Takala 2007)
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Implementing sustainable competitive advantage

Strategy cannot be based only on exceptional forecasting, but also on fast learning
and dynamic adjustments to changes in business situations such as the influence
of the global economic crisis. According to Raymond & Croteau (2009), it is generally recognized that a firm’s manufacturing strategy is effective to the extent
that it is aligned with the business strategy and provides the firm with competitive
advantage, given the conceptualization of business strategy through Miles &
Snow’s (1978) typology. In addition to manufacturing strategy, the analytical
models of transformational leadership with technology levels, plus the sense and
respond (S&R) model, are presented to guide an enterprise in identifying and implementing its own sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) for proactive operations in global turbulent business environments. These models investigate the
effects of operation, leadership, technology and examine their transformational
capabilities to sustain and develop the overall competitiveness potential of a firm
in a global context. SCA provides the foundations to implement highly competitive operations strategy for managing turbulent business situations through fast
strategy in integrating manufacturing and technology strategies with the transformational leadership profiles of decision-makers.
This study aims to use such analytical models for evaluating the overall operational competitiveness in testing the performances of the case companies under
dynamic and unforeseen business situations such as dealing with the economic
crisis and expanding the business in a global context. Identifying and implementing SCA make it possible to compare in a global context the operational competitiveness of companies with foreign competitors that are highly competitive in, e.g.
dealing with crisis, and evaluating the performance of new strategy adjustments
as to whether they are effective in dealing with the changing business situations.
It is proposed that the overall competitiveness performance analysis in which to
integrate the evaluations of manufacturing strategy, transformational leadership
with technology level, and S&R together can all be connected naturally to SCA.
SCA can be actually identified by evaluating overall competitiveness to find out
what is the best competitive category (prospector, analyser or defender), at what
level the competitiveness is in that category, and how/when/why it can be improved. Through such actions, SCA can be implemented to deal with various
business situations, including but not limited to managing economic crisis.
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Transformational
leadership
Manufacturing
strategy

Outcome
OI  f OI ( EF , SA , EE )

MSI  f MSI (Q, C , T , F )

Measuring
/Adjusting
Adjusting

Measuring
/Adjusting

Resource
RI  f RI ( PT , PC, IT , OR, TI )

Responding

Measuring

TI  f TI ( SH , CR , BS )

Leadership
LI  f LI ( DL , PL , CL , IC , IM , IS , BT )

Sensing

Technology
strategy

Sense & Respond

Dynamic decisions

Figure 1.

TLI  f TLI (OI , LI , RI )

Measuring
/Adjusting

Measuring
/Adjusting

Implementation of SCA

The key idea of implementing SCA, which is illustrated in Figure 1, is by measuring all the time MSI, TLI including OI, LI, RI, TI, and through S&R to find the
critical factors in resource allocation and make improvements in the lower level
foundations, which in turn helps to make dynamic adjustments based on the
changing business situations to improve the upper level strategies. Such strategic
adjustments and transformational capabilities of an organization are proposed as
unique SCA for proactive operations in global turbulent business environments
and will be validated in the empirical research.
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3 SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS
3.1

Overview of papers

An overview of the novelty of the papers and the author’s contributions are
shown in Table 3. The relevance of the papers to the research questions is shown
in Table 4. The original papers are presented in Appendix C.

Table 3.

Overview of novelty of papers and author’s contributions

Paper title
Paper 1: Global manufacturing strategies
require “dynamic engineers”? Case study in
Finnish industries

Novelty
Dynamic
adjustments
of competitive priorities

Paper 2: Competitiveness of Chinese hightech manufacturing
companies in global
context
Paper 3: Benchmarking
and developing the
operational competitiveness of Chinese
state-owned manufacturing enterprises in a
global context
Paper 4: Modelling and
evaluation of operational competitiveness
of manufacturing enterprises
Paper 5: Competitiveness development of
Chinese manufacturing
enterprises in global
context for crisis management

Evaluation of
MSI with
analytical
models
Development
of competitiveness by
adjusting
MSI
Modelling of
OCI by integrating MSI
and TLI
Development
of OCI potential by
adjusting
MSI and TLI

Author’s contributions
Evaluate competitive priorities in
manufacturing strategy to analyze operational performance, build foundations for analytical modelling and propose dynamic decisions to improve
competitiveness under different business situations.
Utilize and test preliminary analytical
models of manufacturing strategy to
evaluate competitiveness rankings in a
global context, and identify route for
competitiveness development.
Evaluate and develop operational competitiveness in economic up and down
situations with analytical models.
Study how to evaluate competitiveness
of a large company based on its subsidiaries. Propose that leadership is a
key role in improving competitiveness.
Develop the integration models to
combine manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership with technology level to evaluate overall operational competitiveness.
Compare under different business
situations (before, during and after crisis) by adjusting manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership
with technology level to manage crisis
and develop overall competitiveness
potential further.
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Table 4.
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3

Relevance of papers to research questions
Paper 1
X
X

Paper 2
X

Paper 3
X

X

X

Paper 4
X
X

Paper 5
X
X
X

Basically, all the papers deal with RQ1 to evaluate the operational competitiveness at different levels: Paper 1, 2 and 3 focus on evaluation of competitiveness in
manufacturing strategy, while Paper 4 and 5 integrate transformational leadership
and technology level as additional competitive factors to evaluate overall competitiveness. Paper 1, 4 and 5 deal with RQ2 about dynamic decisions: Paper 1
proposes utilizing dynamic decisions to exercise strategic agility, while Paper 4
and 5 evaluate the outcome of dynamic decisions from difference perspectives.
Paper 2, 3 and 5 deal with RQ3 about sustainable development: Paper 2 and 3
demonstrate development routes by adjusting competitive strategy and technology
level, while Paper 5 tests the development of transformational leadership with
technology level in crisis situations.

Research in
manufacturing
strategy
Deduction

Paper 1

Paper 2
Deduction

Paper 3
Induction
Research in
transformational
leadership and
technology

Figure 2.

Induction

Paper 4

Logical connections between the papers

Paper 5
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The logical connections between the papers with their origin of research are illustrated in Figure 2. Research into multi-focused manufacturing strategy and case
studies of competitiveness priorities has resulted in Paper 1 being the motivation
and foundation to build analytical models to evaluate operational competitiveness
performances. Through deduction, the evaluation of competitiveness in manufacturing strategy with preliminary analytical models has resulted in Paper 2, and
testing with empirical studies the development of operational competitiveness
under different business situations features in Paper 3. Through induction the
finding on the important roles in leadership and technology for decision-making
has motivated the research in transformational leadership with technology level,
which has led to the novel concept of integrating the manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership with technology level to model and evaluate overall
operational competitiveness in Paper 4. Paper 5 features the empirical findings in
adjusting competitive strategies and improvements in transformational leadership
during crisis situations and develops a theoretical framework for managing operations in global turbulent business environments.

3.2
3.2.1

Summary of individual papers
Paper 1: Global manufacturing strategies require “dynamic
engineers”? Case study in Finnish industries

This paper is the foundation of research in global manufacturing strategies, which
studies multi-focused manufacturing strategies under the influence of the China
effect taking the dynamic, complex and situational business strategies into account. It studies RQ1 by comparing the competitive priorities of manufacturing
strategies in four different types of companies, with some international comparisons and one longitudinal case study for benchmarking, in order to discover the
competitive priorities of manufacturing strategies for the case companies and to
show other companies the route for development. It shows in terms of RQ2 that
all four types of companies should grow internationally and utilize developing
countries as a means of lowering costs, but each type of company has its own
special strategies to suit their markets. Companies in western countries should
utilize multi-focused manufacturing strategies based on their business strategy in
a holistic way, e.g. through RAL concept, and specialize through quality, e.g. by
differentiating product and service technology for global highly dynamic and
complex business. The development steps, from technology specialist to problem
solver, are proposed. Human resources should be trained all the time to be more
“dynamic engineers” in industrial engineering and management.
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The motivation of the research comes from the new “China effect”, whereby traditional manufacturing is moving from Europe to Asia due to the impact of low
cost labour markets from Asian developing countries, and this is influencing
business and manufacturing strategies within many different business areas. Concepts of global manufacturing strategies and up-to-date theories for the implementation of business and manufacturing strategies are reviewed, which lead to the
objective of this explorative study: to describe the mechanisms and create preliminary normative models to evaluate and analyze competitiveness in manufacturing strategy and develop dynamic business strategies for operations in the dynamic, situational and complex conditions which comprise the China effect. It
proposes operational agility as a multidimensional matter, where success may
demand several equally important production goals, as Takala (2002) claims in
his previous publications about multi-focused strategies. Operational agility requires companies typically to carry out their own production, and it supports
mostly specializing strategies that are based on quality and special features of the
products or services related to it. Know-how in production technology, in all
forms, is a remarkable factor to agility as well. When competing with low price,
volumes and input costs are most critical, but on the production level it is hard to
affect these factors because these kinds of decisions are made on a business level.
Technology is understood as the know-how of human competence, a relevant part
of resource-based strategy, including all types of assets and resources, or strategic
networking for collaboration by using partnerships (Braun 1998; Takala 1997).
Therefore, a holistic and multi-focused manufacturing strategies model based on
business goals, which is the RAL model suggested by Takala (2002), is reviewed
and proposed as the theoretical foundation on which to build the normative models. RAL has basically been created for understanding the success factors of logistics, but it is relevant for all operations strategies and operations management,
thus for manufacturing strategy as well. The main dimensions of RAL are R =
responsiveness, the speed by which the system satisfies unanticipated requirements; A = agility, the speed by which the system adapts to the optimal cost structure; and L = leanness, which minimizes waste in all resources and activities.
Flexibility, as the focused core concept, means product mix, volatility in conditions, changes in volumes, complexity in the technology level, number of modules and modularity and life cycle flexibilities. It is worth to note that in this paper, five main criteria which are quality, cost, time (classified as other/logistics),
flexibility and customer focus, are used in the individual case studies for company
A, B, C and D, and know-how which is more resource-related is not included in
the main criteria, but is used in the longitudinal benchmarking case study.
In answering RQ1 and RQ2, four different types of case companies are studied by
comparing the competitive priorities of manufacturing strategies with some inter-
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national comparisons and one longitudinal case study for benchmarking. As a
conclusion from the case studies, the answers to RQ1 and RQ2 from this paper’s
perspective would be for all types of companies to dynamically multi-focus the
manufacturing strategies based on the main business strategy in a holistic way,
e.g. through mirroring it with the RAL model. The case studies show a clear need
for a hierarchy from business to manufacturing strategies, up to resource categories such as dynamic engineers through which the strategies are implemented
(Sharma, Kumar & Kumar 2006). The emphasis must naturally be different for
different types of companies, as illustrated by the ideal typical companies as can
be seen from Takala, Bhufhai & Phusavat (2006) concentrating on quality and
especially customer satisfaction management. There is also always a need to focus on specific areas, such as agility and productivity of the RAL model and on
specific industries, such as the electronics industry (Helo 2004), and to emphasize
the most critical approach to change management in specific dynamic business
processes, such as automotive supply chains (Childerhouse et al. 2003). Global
sourcing in purchasing should also be more and more effectively used for cost
and productivity competitiveness. Madu et al. (1996) show the route for the development of companies from local technology specialist to international problem
solver. To enable this change, companies should constantly recruit and train more
dynamic engineers, all the time more also in industrial engineering and management. The framework for performance measurements for white-collar workers,
created by Takala, Suwansaranyu & Phusavat (2006), can be effectively utilized
in future research in developing the definition and measurements of the concept
and performance of the dynamic engineer. Also concepts and models for service
quality, according to Ghobadian, Speller & Jones (1994), can be utilized for analyzing the performance of knowledge intensive business services, which clearly
will have an important role in the global competitiveness of Finnish industry.

3.2.2

Paper 2: Competitiveness of Chinese high-tech manufacturing
companies in global context

This paper covers an important topic with the clearly presented purpose in terms
of RQ1, to study the operational competitiveness of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies from a manufacturing strategy point of view by comparing them
with other similar international manufacturing companies, and in terms of RQ3,
to identify the development route of manufacturing strategy to become more
competitive in their markets. Preliminary analytical models for competitiveness
analysis are used to analyze the operational competitiveness based on the weights
of multi-criteria manufacturing strategy. Benchmarking between the case companies and leading companies in the prospector, analyzer and defender groups is
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applied to further evaluate their competitiveness in manufacturing strategy. The
preliminary analytical models are proved to be effective in evaluating the operational competitiveness of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies under the
influence of Chinese culture and macro-control.
In answering RQ1, this paper starts by reviewing literature pertaining to the topic
of the study, which serves as the theoretical frame of reference up to very recently. The novelty of the present work is a new research perspective, in which
the research is conducted, as well as taking into consideration the influence of
Chinese culture, governmental macro-control and policy intervention, which
serve well to differentiate the present work from prior studies and findings. In
previous studies and related literature, Takala et al. (2007b) introduce unique analytical models to evaluate the competitiveness of manufacturing companies
worldwide. In China, the most dynamic market, Liu et al. (2008) for the first time
have applied such analytical models to analyze the operational competitiveness of
a private middle-size manufacturing company. This paper continues such analysis
further in China, with deeper insights into the operational competitiveness of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies compared in a global context to suggest
how to improve their competitiveness in manufacturing strategy, and to verify the
analytical models of operational competitiveness and promote one development
route for Chinese manufacturing companies under the influence of Chinese culture and macro-control based on the studies of Madu et al. (1996) and Takala et
al. (2007a). In this paper, case studies are performed with Chinese high-tech
manufacturing companies, which include a Chinese high-tech international manufacturing company, a Chinese high-tech regional manufacturing company and a
Chinese high-tech independent research and development company affiliated to
state-owned manufacturing companies. This is completely novel since analytical
studying of the competitiveness of typical Chinese businesses, which are dominated by state-owned manufacturing companies, basically does not exist in the
existing literature. In answering RQ3, this paper studies the influence of Chinese
culture, governmental macro-control and policy intervention for the development
route of Chinese manufacturing companies. In the development phase of commodity product, the Chinese government generally applies preferential policies
and macro-control to encourage the best manufacturing companies to collaborate
together by corporate mergers. To some extent, the government considers that this
method can enhance the competitiveness of manufacturing companies. On the
other hand, in Chinese culture the leadership of manufacturing companies in this
phase are more willing to control the collaboration companies, not act as collaboration partners. It is proposed that future research could continue to study the influence of Chinese culture and governmental macro-control on the operational
competitiveness of Chinese manufacturing companies.
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This paper chooses typical manufacturing companies as case studies based on the
development route of global industries (Takala et al. 2007a). The case companies
categorized in this paper represent typical Chinese state-owned manufacturing
companies, and such types of companies generally exist in China. The concept of
a global manufacturing strategies database is for the first time explained, which
contains over 100 case company studies and also contains the manufacturing
strategy diversity and competitiveness profiles of companies from various countries all over the world or the same companies which operate globally, based on
which the analytical models (Takala et al. 2007b) are developed. The RAL holistic model (Takala 2002) supports the external validity of the analytical models
from the theory point of view. The informants who give the answers are normally
experts in top management or are specifically in charge of one area, thus they
really know the operations strategies and only their answers with inconsistency
ratios below the limit are accepted, which ensures the internal validity. The analytical models have good transferability since they are developed from case companies where the industrial branch varies from one to another and the company
size varies from big to small, but they share one thing in common which is that
they all are competing in a highly dynamic business environment.
The contribution of this paper to answering RQ1 and RQ3 are from the following
aspects: the comprehensiveness of the analytical models after reviewing prior
literature, and the novelty of using only four main criteria, i.e. quality, cost, time
and flexibility to form a reliable instrument for analytical evaluation. The knownow is more resource-related so it serves as a lower level; on the other hand, customer focus is more strategically orientated, so it serves as a higher level compared to the core competences of quality, cost, time and flexibility. Therefore,
only these four key factors, which more deeply affect the operational competitiveness level, have been taken into consideration in the analytical models. The
main criteria and sub-criteria prepared in the questionnaires for interviews have
been defined by the decision makers and middle management groups, who have
good knowledge about the operation of the case companies, and accordingly these
criteria are assumed to be the core competences of their company. Besides proving the applicability of the model, it is also important to widen the discussion
from the practical perspective. More speculation on developing sustainable competitiveness can be generated from the results, e.g. to what extent the results mirror the benchmarked organizations; will the developed Chinese companies be
leading or on a par with the benchmarked organizations? From comparisons between companies in China and companies in EU (Takala et al. 2007c), the findings show that know-how and customer focus are more evenly distributed in
China than in the EU and such behaviour is believed to be the influence of Chinese governmental macro-control and policy intervention, which make companies
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operating in a better way. This leads to a significant contribution in terms of what
Chinese companies must do in order to be competitive in a strategically sustainable way. Such implications will be further studied in future research.

3.2.3

Paper 3: Benchmarking and developing the operational
competitiveness of Chinese state-owned manufacturing enterprises in a
global context

This paper aims to study RQ1 in terms of the operational competitiveness of Chinese state-owned manufacturing enterprises (CSOMEs) by analyzing the case
CSOME and comparing with other manufacturing companies in the global manufacturing strategies database, and RQ3 in developing their competitiveness
through innovation and learning. The main idea is to evaluate the competitiveness
of CSOMEs which are representative of Chinese manufacturing industries, analyze how competitive they are when competing with international companies and
how they can develop their competitiveness further. Analytical models are used to
analyze the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME and its subsidiaries
based on the weights of multi-criteria manufacturing strategies. The operational
competitiveness development of its subsidiaries is applied to predict the development potential of future operational competitiveness of the case CSOME in a
global context.
The motivation to study CSOMEs comes from the fact that CSOMEs are the most
representative type of companies in China and the most significant representatives
of socialism with Chinese characteristics. CSOMEs produce the majority of Chinese GDP and they are also majority portion of the top 500 companies in China
which serve as the backbone of the Chinese economy. As the major contributor to
Chinese GDP, the importance of analyzing the CSOME competitiveness is significant in order to study Chinese economy which has major influence in the
global market. In answering RQ1 and RQ3, this paper addresses the key learning
points based on the findings for the case CSOME in company-specific terms and
for Chinese industry in more general terms and to conclude how to evaluate
whether the right strategies have been selected and the effectiveness of developing these strategies to sustain better competitiveness when moving into the 2010s,
given the emerging strength of other developing countries. It is important to emphasize the key learning issues so that others are able to adapt to new innovations
and continuous improvement.
The answers to RQ1 and RQ3 are concluded from the case study of a typical
CSOME in this paper. Quality is still the most important competitive priority of
the case CSOME, which results in strong operational competitiveness in the pros-
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pector group, whereas flexibility is not high comparing with other factors because
of complicated products, enormous organization, large staff size and dedicated
production line, etc. Low flexibility value is a key characteristic of the CSOME
and equipment manufacturing companies in operations strategies, and government policies and macro-control also restrict the development of flexibility. Although CSOMEs are typically monopoly enterprises in some manufacturing
fields, the rapid development of private enterprises and foreign competitors has
forced CSOMEs to improve flexibility and lower costs further. The study of developing operational competitiveness under different business situations shows
that the case CSOME is very stable in the prospector group, and improving the
operational competitiveness in this group is an effective approach to improve its
overall competitiveness. The rankings and stability of operational competitiveness
of the case CSOME and its subsidiaries imply that top CSOMEs have strong operational competitiveness in the global context, however they still have big gaps
compared to top manufacturing enterprises in the world, and it will be a long
process for them to improve their operational competitiveness because of their
typically huge organizational structure. The key point to develop CSOME competitiveness further is to learn the innovations from the top and transfer what is
learned to their own competence.
This paper also discovers other important aspects for future research. Leadership
of CSOMEs is found to be very important in the decision-making process, because the management system of CSOMEs is very similar to that of the government. CSOMEs are typically under the direct command of the government. The
capacity of leadership in CSOMEs is one of the key factors which greatly influence the development of operational competitiveness. From this implication,
leadership is considered to be the next major research area. As the primary driving force of the Chinese economy, government policies also show significant influence in developing the competitiveness of CSOMEs. The Chinese government
provides strong support for CSOMEs when they encounter difficulties, especially
in a time of global financial crisis. This motivates the following research into
competitiveness in crisis situations.

3.2.4

Paper 4: Modelling and evaluation of operational competitiveness of
manufacturing enterprises

This paper continues to explore RQ1 and RQ2 from different perspectives and
serves as the main theoretical foundation of integrated analytical models for
evaluation of overall operational competitiveness. It includes important new concepts and results that may expand and extend the related literature. It aims to con-
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nect previous research in global competitiveness analysis and create holistic analytical models to evaluate overall competitiveness, which is a novel concept by
integrating the evaluation of manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership including technology level together. It proposes a key to dynamic decisionmaking by transforming the leadership and technology level on top of the manufacturing strategy. The empirical studies are focused on case companies in China,
especially Chinese state-owned manufacturing enterprises (CSOMEs) as a continuation research of the previous papers. The influence of the “China effect” and
global financial crisis are also brought together to study how they impact the operational competitiveness of CSOMEs on top of their manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership.
In answering RQ1 and RQ2, the study attempts to develop and assess a theoretical
model that incorporates manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership as
indicators of operational performance. It first generally describes the theoretical
models and the expected relationships among the modelled components of strategy, leadership, performance, and then tests the assumptions with case studies.
The concepts of overall competitiveness and competitiveness potential are for the
first time invented to evaluate combined competitiveness performance with the
transformational capabilities of the leadership and technology level on top of
manufacturing strategy and to forecast the effects of using dynamic decisions to
improve operational competitiveness. The other major contribution is the argumentation about the significant effect of technology level on the resource index of
transformational leadership, which should be also emphasized in dynamic decision-making.
The findings show that manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership
with technology level all have effects on operational competitiveness and therefore it is more comprehensive to evaluate competitiveness based on all factors,
and transformational leadership has a more significant effect than manufacturing
strategy on improving overall competitiveness as the key to making dynamic decisions to deal with turbulent business situations such as economic crisis, especially the leadership index is the most decisive factor in terms of total leadership
index. Manufacturing strategy index (MSI) has a significant relationship with
outcome index (OI), which implies that the outcome direction of leadership has
an important effect on manufacturing strategy. The OI is the key factor to directing the strategic goal and MSI is the driving force of the company, therefore
overall competitiveness is provisionally proposed to be evaluated based on MSI
and OI.
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Paper 5: Competitiveness development of Chinese manufacturing
enterprises in global context for crisis management

This paper presents a very current issue – the evaluation of how manufacturing
enterprises are able to manage the current economic crisis by adjusting their
manufacturing strategy and transforming their leadership and technology level in
order to improve their operational competitiveness performance. It presents the
economic example that China sets for the world, particularly in dealing with the
current economic crisis, and shows how it is exemplary in developing competitiveness for crisis management, from which aspect it connects the previous research in global competitiveness analysis and promotes a consistent concept of
proactive operations in answering all three research questions RQ1, RQ2 and
RQ3.
The motivation for this study comes from China’s leading role in dealing with the
current global financial crisis. China is a major player in the world economy at
the present time and will only grow in prominence in the future. Research on the
Chinese economy, its companies’ competitive strategies, business leadership
styles and technology, are obviously important research areas. This paper deals
with all of these areas and has a clear connection to management and enterprise
development. In answering RQ1, it starts from reviewing the analytical models
developed in the previous studies and develops a theoretical approach of integrating the core factors which influence the operational competitiveness performance,
i.e. manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level,
into conceptual analytical models to evaluate overall competitiveness. In answering RQ2 and RQ3, it compares different business situations, namely before, during and after a crisis by adjusting manufacturing strategy and transformational
leadership with technology level to conclude how to manage the crisis with dynamic decision-making and developing overall competitiveness potential further.
The empirical studies are focused on case companies in the most dynamic market
– China, especially Chinese large and medium-sized manufacturing enterprises
(CLMMEs), and comparing their operational competitiveness performances in a
global context with European case companies from Finland, Slovakia, Spain and
Iceland which have comparable size and similar industries. All the case studies in
these countries are carried out using exactly the same methodologies to the case
studies carried out in China, with great effort made to collect and present directly
the opinions of the informants to prove the validity, reliability and finally the objective traceability of the results, which are completely objective and purely factually based. The overall competitiveness of over 20 case companies is studied
using the proposed analytical models to conclude the experience of crisis man-
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agement, which can become a model for crisis management studies of companies
globally as well as foreign companies in China.
There are some interesting findings from this paper. In general, CLMMEs manage crisis by taking both external action based on government behaviour and internal action by self-adjustment. Many have believed that government behaviour
has a very big or even major influence on the crisis management of enterprises in
China and doubt the difficulty of comparing, or whether it is even possible to
compare enterprises in such a different country with such different economical
frameworks to other countries. In this paper the governmental influence on the
case companies in China is also discussed extensively, but from the comparison
results it can be found that enterprise actions using dynamic decisions by adjusting manufacturing strategy and transforming leadership are the key to and major
factor in crisis management but the government actions are not. Chinese stateowned companies are no longer regulated by the government as they were decades ago. The analysis results show clearly that the leadership has improved much
more during the crisis than before it, which implies that state-owned companies
are nowadays much more autonomous and succeed thanks to good leadership,
which comes from highly experienced and selected leaders, but relies much less
on subsidies from government. The case CLMME is highly competitive in a
global context, and it has chosen analyzer as competitive group during the crisis,
plus a comprehensive improvement of leadership, have together resulted in even
stronger competitiveness during the crisis. The overall competitiveness has been
well improved thanks to the active and correct adjustments of manufacturing
strategy and transformational leadership, and the forecasted overall competitiveness after the crisis shows a continuous improvement over the previous indexes
before the crisis. The benchmarking results show that during crisis the case companies in China are able to develop overall competitiveness better and show
stronger potential in overall competitiveness compared to cases in other European
countries. This probably explains China’s leading role in dealing with global economic crisis from the operational point of view, and such a concept of proactive
operations is considered as the ultimate goal of this whole research work.
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4 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH
In this chapter, a complete example of the development of operational competitiveness potential of case companies in China, Finland, Slovakia, Spain and Iceland is presented in order to illustrate the applicability of implementing SCA for
proactive operations to manage in times of economic crisis.

4.1

Overview of analysis process

The collected answers from questionnaires are processed and analyzed step by
step for the evaluation of operational competitiveness and development of operational competitiveness potential. Figure 3 shows the complete process of the empirical research from data collection to conclusion, as illustrated in the flowchart.
Data collection

Answers
from questionnaires

AHP analysis
of raw data
(Expert Choice)

Analytical evaluation
of MSI and TLI
(Matlab)

Correlation analysis
of MSI vs TLI
(Excel or Matlab)

Development analysis
of OCI potential
(Matlab)

Conclusion

Figure 3.

Flowchart for empirical research
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4.2

Data processing and analysis

4.2.1

AHP analysis of raw data

This is the first step of the process. Raw data from the questionnaire answers are
processed with AHP software Expert Choice to convert qualitative criteria to
quantitative values. During this step, inconsistency ratios are checked to ensure
the internal validity of the answers. Also the results are compared with answers to
open questions for added internal validity to the answers. Different business situations, e.g. before, during, and after crisis are processed respectively.

Table 5.

Evaluation results of MSI

Prospector
Companies

MSI

IS_OS-1
CN_WG-7
FI_VC-1
IS_AC-1
FI_WS-1
ES_ST-2
FI_WS-2
CN_WG-4
ES_ST-1
ES_NA-1
SK_SZ-2
CN_WG-2
CN_WG-5
CN_WG-9
SK_SZ-3
CN_WG-1
CN_WG-3
SK_SZ-1
ES_NA-2
CN_WG-8
IS_EK-1
CN_WG-6

0.9691
0.9648
0.9618
0.9548
0.9465
0.9437
0.9415
0.9383
0.9343
0.9304
0.9290
0.9275
0.9247
0.9215
0.9167
0.9154
0.9115
0.9099
0.9070
0.8978
0.8926
0.8657

Analyzer
Ranking

Companies

MSI

7
12
15
23
33
37
42
45
50
57
60
65
71
73
75
76
78
80
84
88
94
99

CN_WG-9
CN_WG-4
ES_NA-1
FI_WS-2
CN_WG-8
CN_WG-5
ES_NA-2
CN_WG-1
CN_WG-6
ES_ST-2
CN_WG-3
SK_SZ-1
CN_WG-2
FI_WS-1
SK_SZ-3
ES_ST-1
SK_SZ-2
IS_EK-1
IS_AC-1
IS_OS-1
FI_VC-1
CN_WG-7

0.9729
0.9716
0.9597
0.9595
0.9544
0.9356
0.9351
0.9332
0.9271
0.9237
0.9185
0.9119
0.9113
0.9028
0.9027
0.8859
0.8774
0.8664
0.8414
0.8315
0.8135
0.8113

Defender
Ranking

Companies

MSI

5
7
13
14
19
30
31
33
36
37
40
44
45
49
50
57
64
67
77
81
90
91

ES_ST-2
ES_ST-1
IS_OS-1
CN_WG-2
CN_WG-4
CN_WG-7
IS_EK-1
FI_WS-2
CN_WG-9
FI_WS-1
CN_WG-5
ES_NA-1
SK_SZ-3
IS_AC-1
FI_VC-1
SK_SZ-2
CN_WG-1
CN_WG-6
CN_WG-3
SK_SZ-1
ES_NA-2
CN_WG-8

0.9569
0.9541
0.9498
0.9467
0.9394
0.9324
0.9309
0.9280
0.9215
0.9212
0.9171
0.9157
0.9143
0.9070
0.9065
0.8972
0.8947
0.8852
0.8814
0.8794
0.8756
0.8606

Ranking
5
7
11
15
21
26
30
34
36
37
43
46
49
55
56
66
70
81
84
87
90
95
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Analytical evaluation of MSI and TLI

This is the second step of the process. The results from AHP are further processed
with the analytical models introduced in Section 2.2. All the analytical models are
programmed with Matlab code for the ease of processing the data, which are presented in Appendix B.
The evaluation results of MSI are shown in Table 5. The rankings are obtained
from our global manufacturing strategy database, which comprises the MSI case
studies of over 100 case companies in over 10 countries worldwide. It can be seen
that the most competitive case companies in the prospector group are from Iceland, China and Finland; in the analyzer group they are from China, Spain and
Finland; and in the defender group they are from Spain, Iceland and China.
The evaluation results of TLI are shown in Table 6. It can be seen that the most
powerful transformational leadership of the case company leaders are from China
and Finland.
Table 6.

Evaluation results of TLI
Companies

TLI (sorted)

CN_WG-4

0.1792

CN_WG-3

0.1754

FI_WS-1

0.1360

ES_NA-2

0.1302

CN_WG-5

0.1203

IS_OS-1

0.0865

FI_VC-1

0.0850

ES_ST-1

0.0776

CN_WG-1

0.0652

ES_ST-2

0.0648

CN_WG-9

0.0616

IS_AC-1

0.0524

SK_SZ-3

0.0517

SK_SZ-2

0.0419

SK_SZ-1

0.0340

IS_EK-1

0.0269

CN_WG-8

0.0221

CN_WG-6

0.0220

CN_WG-2

0.0214

CN_WG-7

0.0158

FI_WS-2

0.0134

ES_NA-1

0.0085
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4.2.3

Correlation analysis of MSI vs TLI

This is the third step of the process. In an organization, TLI is considered as the
driving force and MSI is considered as the outcome, therefore it is meaningful to
find the correlation of MSI vs TLI. The results of the case companies from Table
5 and Table 6, in this example divided by countries, or smaller units such as regions or industries or companies, are plotted with Excel or Matlab to show the
correlations of MSI in different groups (prospector, analyzer and defender) versus
TLI. The smaller the divided units, the more accurate are the results. In each divided unit to be analyzed, at least 3 answers for each competitive group are required, which makes it possible to provide sufficient information for measuring
the significance of regression in order to analyze the OCI potential, and more answers reflect reality better.

MSI

MSI vs TLI (CN)
1.0000
0.9800
0.9600
0.9400
0.9200
0.9000
0.8800
0.8600
0.8400
0.8200
0.8000
0.0000

Figure 4.

Prospector
Analyzer
Defender
Linear (Prospector)
Linear (Analyzer)
Linear (Defender)

0.0500

0.1000
TLI

0.1500

0.2000

MSI vs TLI of case companies in China

MSI

MSI vs TLI (FI)
0.9800
0.9600
0.9400
0.9200
0.9000
0.8800
0.8600
0.8400
0.8200
0.8000

Prospector
Analyzer
Defender
Linear (Prospector)
Linear (Analyzer)
Linear (Defender)

0.0000 0.0200

Figure 5.

0.0400 0.0600

0.0800 0.1000 0.1200
TLI

0.1400 0.1600

MSI vs TLI of case companies in Finland
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MSI vs TLI (SK)
0.9400
0.9300
Prospector
Analyzer
Defender
Linear (Prospector)
Linear (Analyzer)
Linear (Defender)

MSI

0.9200
0.9100
0.9000
0.8900
0.8800
0.8700
0.0000

Figure 6.

0.0100

0.0200

0.0300
TLI

0.0400

0.0500

0.0600

MSI vs TLI of case companies in Slovakia

MSI

MSI vs TLI (ES)
0.9700
0.9600
0.9500
0.9400
0.9300
0.9200
0.9100
0.9000
0.8900
0.8800
0.8700
0.0000

Figure 7.
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Defender
Linear (Prospector)
Linear (Analyzer)
Linear (Defender)
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0.0400

0.0600

0.0800
TLI

0.1000

0.1200

0.1400

MSI vs TLI of case companies in Spain

MSI

MSI vs TLI (IS)
1.0000
0.9800
0.9600
0.9400
0.9200
0.9000
0.8800
0.8600
0.8400
0.8200

Prospector
Analyzer
Defender
Linear (Prospector)
Linear (Analyzer)
Linear (Defender)
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0.0200

0.0400

0.0600

0.0800

TLI

Figure 8.

MSI vs TLI of case companies in Iceland
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Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 respectively plot the correlations
between MSI and TLI of the case companies in China, Finland, Slovakia, Spain
and Iceland. It can be seen that the slopes of MSI vs TLI in different groups are
quite different. Typically, the group which has the highest slope and the highest
significance of regression measured by R-square is considered to be the most
competitive group in the divided unit in that particular business situation.

4.2.4

Development analysis of OCI potential

This is the fourth step of the process and the most important one. To develop the
operational competitiveness potential with the most competitive group in the particular unit, the idea is to break the links between each leader’s TLI and the corresponding MSI so that the leader’s full potential TLI can be utilized to drive the
best possible MSI and in turn obtain the highest possible OCI potential. This
gives “what if” assumptions that leaders are believed to be able to generate better
operational competitive performance if they are switched to more suitable positions.
In a particular unit the MSI from the most competitive group and corresponding
TLI are independently sorted from low to high, and plotted respectively against
the number of samples.
An example of case companies in China with sorted MSI in the most competitive
analyzer group and sorted TLI is shown in Table 7, from which the two linear
regression functions as shown in Figure 9 with relatively high R-squares can be
obtained. The product of these two functions is plotted in Matlab with 3dimensional mesh function to show the potential region where the OCI can be
developed. The plots of OCI potential regions can be used both for horizontal
comparisons, e.g. to compare the same unit under different business situations,
and for vertical comparisons, e.g. to compare different units under the same business situation. Figure 10 shows an example of horizontal comparisons, which
compares OCI before, during and after a crisis for the same unit. Figure 11 shows
an example of vertical comparisons, which compares OCI from different units
during a crisis. Through the sense & respond model to optimize resource allocations for case companies in Finland, the improved OCI potential regions can be
forecasted.
OCI potential analysis and such comparisons can be very helpful in studying the
effects of dynamic decisions on operational competitiveness in different business
situations and develop the competitiveness potential further.
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Sorted MSI and TLI

Table 7.

MSI sorted
(Analyzer, CN)
0.8113

TLI sorted
(CN)
0.0158

0.9113

0.0214

0.9185

0.0220

0.9271

0.0221

0.9332

0.0616

0.9356

0.0652

0.9544

0.1203

0.9716

0.1754

0.9729

0.1792

MSI sorted (CN)
1.0000

y = 0.0151x + 0.8506
R2 = 0.7358

0.9500

MSI
Linear (MSI)

0.9000
0.8500
0.8000
0

2
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8

10

TLI sorted (CN)
0.2000

y = 0.0226x - 0.0371
R2 = 0.8686

0.1500

TLI
Linear (TLI)

0.1000
0.0500
0.0000
0

Figure 9.
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8
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Linear regression functions of sorted MSI and TLI
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Figure 10. OCI case comparisons before, during, and after crisis

Figure 11. Improved OCI during crisis with case comparisons
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Findings

From the above empirical studies of operational competitiveness performance of
case companies in China, Finland, Slovakia, Spain and Iceland, some findings are
presented below.

4.3.1

Performance of MSI

The evaluation results of MSI in Table 5 show that the case companies from different countries have used different strategies to deal with the economic crisis.
In the prospector group, the Icelandic case companies have shown strong competitiveness despite a seriously threatened economy resulting from the Icelandic
banking crisis, and the evaluation results indicate that the prospector strategy has
successfully maintained their best competitiveness in surviving during crisis.
In the analyzer group, the Chinese case companies mostly have maintained or
have changed to analyzer as the most competitive group and have shown strong
competitiveness during the crisis. This can be explained by the fact that during the
crisis the significant decrease in market demand has led to strict control over costs
both in production and administration. Also externally, the Chinese government
has played a key role at the macroeconomic level, which regulates the domestic
market more than the other case countries (Si et al. 2010).
In the defender group, the Spanish case companies have shown strong competitiveness, which reflects realistically that cost effectiveness is their competitive
advantage in sustaining market share during the crisis.

4.3.2

Performance of TLI

The evaluation results of TLI in Table 6 indicate that Chinese leaders have demonstrated the most powerful transformational leadership, and this result is consistent with the result on manufacturing strategy. By reviewing the evaluation results
of MSI in Table 5, the Chinese case companies have shown relatively strong
competitiveness in all three different groups. This can be explained by the fact
that Chinese government regulation applied to different industries has pointed
leaders in the direction of development, so that they have clear vision in actively
taking on the challenge of crisis and making the right adjustments in dealing with
the crisis. Conversely, some leaders have also been left behind, which implies that
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they are passively waiting for government solutions and trying adjustments in the
wrong way because of lack of experience.

4.3.3

Performance of MSI vs TLI

From the correlation analysis it can be seen that in the different case countries, or
even under different business situations, the slopes of MSI vs TLI may be positive
or negative. Especially in Figure 7 the cases in Spain where MSI vs TLI in all
groups have negative slopes, which implies good transformational leadership does
not necessarily lead to strong competitiveness in manufacturing strategy. The
only exception is the cases in China, as shown in Figure 4, where MSI vs TLI in
all groups has positive slopes, which implies that during the crisis the leadership
is really motivated and plays a key role in dealing with the crisis. The slope of
MSI vs TLI in the analyzer group is the highest, which proves that transformational leadership makes manufacturing strategy more competitive in the analyzer
group during the crisis. Figure 5 and Figure 8 demonstrate how TLI affects MSI
for the case companies in Finland and Iceland. The slopes of MSI vs TLI indicate
that they have highest competitiveness in the prospector group. These results correspond with the fact that many of the Finnish firms are advanced in technology
and have a good vision of future product development, and Icelandic firms have
survived during the crisis by aggressively searching for new markets and profit
from product innovations despite the serious impact of economic downturn on its
economy. Figure 6 implies that the case companies in Slovakia have the highest
competitiveness in the defender group, which can be explained in practice by
Slovakian firms being very cost efficient, and during the crisis they have used a
low cost strategy to obtain market share, however the results are not promising.
A general finding is that leaders in China show active adjustment during crisis,
whereas leaders in other countries seem more conservative, and that limits further
the competitiveness of their manufacturing and technology strategies, causing
negative slopes of MSI vs TLI. It is assumed that in China leaders are adventurous in making more competitive decisions since they have strong support from
the government and thus do not need to worry too much about taking aggressive
decisions.
Another significant finding in MSI vs TLI is that typically in the analyzer group
the plots are scattered, which results in very low R-square values, whereas in the
prospector group and especially in the defender group the plots usually result in
relatively higher R-square values. The causes of such phenomena will be dealt
with in future research.
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Performance of OCI

The 3-dimentional plots in Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the competitiveness
potential of the case companies in different business situations and in different
countries where the OCI can be developed. It can be seen that transformational
leadership has a more significant effect than manufacturing strategy in improving
overall competitiveness potential.
Through such proactive operations in developing sustainable competitive advantage, the forecasted OCI after crisis shows continuous improvement over the previous OCI before the crisis in Figure 10 and the forecasted OCI improvement is
significant compared with the previous one in Figure 11, where the research goal
of this work is reached and answers to research questions are identified.

4.4

Summary

Compared to previous research results conducted all before crisis, such a comparative study as the present one, which places a number of case studies longitudinally to examine the impact of economic crisis, presents a unique opportunity to
find the solution of how to overcome and recover from economic crisis.
To conclude this empirical research, the case companies in China show strong
potential in developing overall operational competitiveness compared to the case
companies in other countries, which might explain China’s leading role in dealing
with the global economic crisis from the operational point of view. This can be
further seen from official statistics. According to The World Bank’s (2010) latest
China Quarterly Update released in March 2010, China’s economy grew by 8.7
percent in 2009 and the growth momentum continued in the first months of 2010
in spite of the global recession. The adjustments in manufacturing strategy and
transformation leadership by implementing SCA through fast strategy are proved
to be effective and successful in managing the crisis and maintaining the high
growth of the Chinese economy. The results and experience from this research
can thus become a model for crisis management studies globally.
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1

Findings and contributions

This work studies the evaluation and development of overall operational competitiveness in a global context using analytical models, which is a novel concept in
integrating the evaluation of manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level together, and through sense & respond proactive operations improving the competitiveness potential in order to manage turbulent
business situations. The empirical research is focused on numerous case studies of
companies in China and several European countries to compare their overall
competitiveness in a global context and analyze their experience of managing the
economic crisis, with the purpose of finding solutions to manage turbulent business situations. The influence of the “China effect” and global economic crisis are
brought together to study how they will impact the operational competitiveness of
companies on top of their previous manufacturing strategy and transformational
leadership before the crisis, how they will react during the crisis to adjust their
current manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership to manage the
crisis, and even to predict after the crisis how they will minimize the negative
impacts to sustain and develop their optimal operational competitiveness further.
Some general findings are discussed and concluded from this research work.
 Increased competitiveness in the analyzer group during the crisis

During the economic crisis, the case companies have generally increased emphasis on the cost of their manufacturing strategies. The strategies have been changed
according to the measurement of new customer and market behaviour, e.g. to
overcome currency depreciation, change of product line, change of supplier network, and increased flexibility in certain areas to gain new customers and new
markets. Decreased market demand has driven them to improve their control capability over cost, and this, together with the need for increased flexibility, has
made the case companies even more competitive in the analyzer group. From this
study, the analyzer group is considered to be the best competitive group to manage turbulent business situations such as the global economic crisis.
 Correlation of total leadership index and manufacturing strategy index

The slopes of MSI vs TLI under different business situations can be positive or
negative, and the highest slope with highest R-square reveals the best competitive
group in the current situation. Negative slope can be observed more typically be-
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fore the crisis. This implies that leaders are not active or not suitable in their current positions, and in some cases leadership is more constrained by higher administration and government macro-control. Positive slope can be observed possibly during and after crisis, but not always necessarily. During a crisis, leadership is motivated and the leaders react more actively not only to follow passively
the macro-control but also to adjust their strategies according to changes in the
market and develop relevant measures to deal with the crisis. This can also lead to
substantially improved motivation and improvement of leadership reflected in a
more active market after the crisis. However, the slopes of MSI vs TLI are typically observed in empirical research to be increased during a crisis than before it
which signifies improvements of OCI, regardless whether they are negative or
positive. This gives good practical support to validating the theories generated in
this research work.
 Experience of managing economic crisis from case studies in China

China’s leading role in dealing with the global economic crisis has been obvious
to the whole world, and therefore its experience is worth studying. Liu & Takala
(2010b) summarize the impacts of economic crisis as mainly falling into two areas. One is that products are overstocked because of the shrinkage of market demand. Another is that funding chains are broken because of the shrinkage of currency and bank loan. The solutions to manage the crisis are mainly from external
and internal actions. External actions from the government give support during
crisis situations to help companies to overcome the crisis. The government policies to deal with crisis are mainly macro-control of the market to stimulate domestic demand and to stabilize international demand by stabilizing export policies, and also by putting efforts into increasing loans and loosening monetary
policies, which also helps to stimulate the domestic market. Such actions bring
increased orders and the profit level back to normal. Although external actions
play a significant role, they alone will never be able to solve the crisis if companies do not save themselves by taking internal actions. The internal actions from
companies themselves are mainly from adjustments in manufacturing strategy by
e.g. lowering the cost, regulating the production, increasing the marketing effort,
together with improvements in their transformational leadership and technology
strategy, to overcome the crisis situation. The evaluation, identification and implementation of such proactive operations to manage in global turbulent business
environments are considered as the primary finding and contribution of this work.
Finally, the answers to the three research questions can be briefly summarized.
Competitiveness in manufacturing operations is evaluated in terms of overall
competitiveness performance by integrating the core factors, i.e. manufacturing
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strategy and transformational leadership with technology level, into conceptual
analytical models, and through sense & respond to optimize resource allocations
to help in dynamic decisions in adjusting strategies and transforming leadership in
order to improve the competitiveness potential in a sustainable manner. Implementing such strategic adjustments and transformational capabilities are proposed
as the unique SCA for managing in global turbulent business environments.

5.2

Theoretical and practical implications

The theoretical implication of this research proposes a complete system to evaluate overall competitiveness in global context using analytical models, by integrating manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level
together and improve overall competitiveness potential using sense & respond.
The practical implication of this study makes it possible to compare in global context the operational competitiveness of companies with foreign competitors which
are highly competitive in turbulent business environments e.g. dealing with crisis,
and evaluate the performance of new strategy adjustments, whether they are effective to deal with the changing business situations, and how they can improve
the overall competitiveness to manage the changing business situations better. To
study how enterprises are dealing with crisis shows other enterprises good indications and development routes, and therefore helps them to deal with similar crisis
situation. With global economic downturn, managing turbulent situations successfully when the business is in adversity is typically more challenging than managing growing up business in prosperity.
The proactive operations of such dynamic strategic adjustments and transformational capabilities are proposed in this study as the key to implement the unique
SCA with empirical case studies internationally, which provides both theoretical
significance and also practical benefit to conclude the experience of managing
proactive operations in global turbulent business environments.

5.3

Validity and reliability

The research methodology in research design has ensured the validity and reliability from the following aspects. The validity and reliability criteria of the case
studies can be utilized for this concluding research thanks to the careful documentation used in the case companies. The interviewed high competence experts are
representative to know well the operations of the studied case company. These
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informants are trained to understand every item of the questionnaires correctly
and how to make consistent answers. The data collected typically from limited
and described application problems is mainly qualitative in nature and its validity
and reliability can be ensured by improving the required careful documentation of
the cases. The AHP based instruments e.g. forms and questionnaires have been
used in our previous case studies for more than 20 years in successful analysis of
case companies and their validity and reliability are proven. The inconsistency
ratio has been calculated and only answers with an inconsistency ratio below the
limit are accepted in order to assure the internal validity of the pairwise comparison results. Furthermore, some redundant open questions are used in addition to
the pairwise comparisons in the AHP questionnaires to add more internal validity
to the answers. The RAL holistic model (Takala 2002) supports the external validity of the analytical models from the theory point of view. The discussion with
managers or directors supports the results and verifies the validity and reliability
of the data. The generalizability is improved by multiple and longitudinal case
studies lasting from half a year up to two years per case. The objectivity is increased by using different researchers in personal interviews of the informants
and analysis of each different case company. The market-based validation for
assessing the construction of this work is also carried out by undergoing weak and
semi-strong market tests, by applying the proposed framework for implementing
SCA in evaluation and improvement of operational competitiveness in over 30
case companies already by now and more and more cases are in progress.
In overall, this research has utilized same methods, versatile theories, separate
research teams in each case, with triangulated information sources and careful
documentation of the cases and finally market tests to ensure the quality and
trustworthiness.

5.4

Research limitations

The analytical models for manufacturing strategy are not sufficiently calibrated in
the global context. More issues need to be addressed in different regions such as
different levels of quality, cost, time and flexibility, especially the technology
level, as they all have an important impact on the competitiveness level of companies.
The analytical models for transformational leadership are only capable of evaluating the leadership of the performing leader’s own task in the own position in certain business situations. Good leadership does not necessarily stay good if the
leader’s position or business situation is changed.
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The overall competitiveness potential is limited to the operational strategy level.
It does not necessarily reflect the real business potential of the studied unit in the
market. Similarly, a good overall competitiveness ranking does not necessarily
lead to high business performance of the studied unit in the global market.
The results of the case studies are not to be generalized outside of the case companies. The case studies do not represent any general cases but are just cases with
characteristics, which the relevant ones include e.g. the size of the case companies, the ownership of the case companies, industrial branches, etc. and all should
be specified while making conclusions. Out of these characteristics the irrelevant
characteristics might be detailed description of the employees e.g. gender, nationality, age distribution, educational background, etc., detailed description of the
leadership positions, details of the balance sheet and profit and loss account as the
immediate history, etc.

5.5

Future research

In future research, several ideas are proposed as follows.
It will be a continuous and challenging task to calibrate the analytical models in a
global context with more intensive case studies addressing more issues, as mentioned in the research limitations. The analytical models will go deeper to analyze
the applicability and practicability of the results in turbulent business situations.
They will be more intensively examined and calibrated by carrying out case studies with the purpose of adapting to new business situations, e.g. crisis, and be able
to suggest solutions based on the evaluation results obtained from the analytical
models. The evaluations will be compared with more case studies with successful
international companies to verify the validity further. The case studies will need
to be longitudinally followed from one to two years to check whether the development of competitiveness potential can be achieved in practice. The related new
developments or improvements may include, but will not be limited to: new
measurement of customer behaviour through interviews and case studies, customer and market behaviour analysis under new business situations, strategy adjustments according to different market needs and customer behaviour, operational competitiveness performance simulation with new adjusted strategies, forecasting of the effects of crisis and adjusted strategies, and other adjustments except strategies.
How government behaviour such as national policies and macro-control will affect enterprises may also be taken more into account for studies, in terms of
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whether this will put companies into deeper crisis, e.g. with economic sanctions
from foreign counties, etc; or will help companies recover from crisis, e.g. with
local protection, government support for state-owned companies, etc. Also political reasons cannot be neglected and sometimes are decisive, since many large
international orders are only based on bilateral government contracts. The analytical models can therefore be further optimized according to different characteristics of market behaviour and economic situations. The real problems and challenges of implementing strategies need to be also studied.
There will be further testing and proving of the finding that the highest slope and
R-square of MSI vs TLI are decisive factors in suggesting the best competitive
category to compete under that particular business situation, and why the suggested category is best will be investigated. The reactor category is considered to
be another promising category to produce superior competitiveness in turbulent
business situations, and will be studied further. A working hypothesis is proposed
that when a company wants to achieve reactor behaviour in the organizational
level, its management has to possess many leaders of the reactor type to make
decisions and lead the whole company to behave as a reactor group of organization. Reactor type of leadership and reactor group of organizations will be studied
further. The definition and analysis of the reactor group are worth studying on
both a theoretical and practical level.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Questionnaires
A.1

Manufacturing strategy

CASE STUDIES FOR RESEARCH ON MANUFACTURING STRATEGY
Prof. Josu Takala and PhD researcher Yang Liu, University of Vaasa, Finland
Company name _________________________________Country_____________
Main business area __________________________________________________
Position and area in charge ___________________________________________

All information provided by interviewee is kept confidential and will not be published anywhere.
INTRODUCTION OF USING ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS (AHP)
AHP method uses pairwise comparison among all the factors to support decision
making process. All questions in this questionnaire are designed to follow AHP
logic. It takes two steps to answer each question. For instance, you are given two
different criteria which affect manufacturing decision making. Firstly you need to
compare these two given factors and select one factor which you considered as
more important than the other (for example: A is more important than B or vice
versa). Secondly you need to give a weight within scale of 1-9 to indicate in what
extent you consider this selected factor is more important than the other one. If
the factors are equally important, then select number 1. You can also use even
numbers from the scale, if your answer is better suited between odd numbers.

EXPLANATION OF INCONSISTENCE RATIO (ICR)
In order to ensure the validity of answers, two incorrect examples with high inconsistence ratio (ICR) are illustrated below. By understanding the causes of ICR,
informants are recommended to recheck the consistency after filling the answers.
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Example 1:

This means A>B & B>C & C>A which is logically inconsistence, so it causes
high ICR.
Example 2:

This means A is much bigger than B, and A is a little bigger than C, from these
two conditions it can be concluded that C should be bigger than B, but last condition put B is bigger than C, which is contradictory and causes high ICR.
FILLING THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Please evaluate the following criteria in every pairwise comparisons what are
more important in your opinion. Please mark the evaluation values in GREEN
colour for normal business situation (before crisis) and in RED colour for crisis
situation (during crisis). If they are happened to be the same value in both situations, please mark in YELLOW colour.
MANUFACTURING STRATEGY QUESTIONNAIRE
Cost
98765432123456789
Cost
98765432123456789
Cost
98765432123456789
Quality
98765432123456789
Quality
98765432123456789
Delivery
98765432123456789

Quality
Delivery
Flexibility
Delivery
Flexibility
Flexibility

For validity and reliability checking, please also specify roughly the priority
weights of Q(Quality), C(Cost), T(Time/Delivery) and F(Flexibility).
Quality %
Cost %
Delivery %
Flexibility %
Before crisis
During crisis
After crisis
Note: Percentage of Quality, Cost, Delivery and Flexibility altogether is 100%,
which means the sum of every row in above table should be 100%.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ANSWER!
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Transformational leadership with technology level

CASE STUDIES FOR RESEARCH ON TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP WITH TECHNOLOGY LEVEL
Prof. Josu Takala and PhD researcher Yang Liu, University of Vaasa, Finland
Company name _________________________________Country_____________
Main business area __________________________________________________
Position and area in charge ___________________________________________

All information provided by interviewee is kept confidential and will not be published anywhere.
INTRODUCTION OF USING ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS (AHP)
AHP method uses pairwise comparison among all the factors to support decision
making process. All questions in this questionnaire are designed to follow AHP
logic. It takes two steps to answer each question. For instance, you are given two
different criteria which affect manufacturing decision making. Firstly you need to
compare these two given factors and select one factor which you considered as
more important than the other (for example: A is more important than B or vice
versa). Secondly you need to give a weight within scale of 1-9 to indicate in what
extent you consider this selected factor is more important than the other one. If
the factors are equally important, then select number 1. You can also use even
numbers from the scale, if your answer is better suited between odd numbers.

EXPLANATION OF INCONSISTENCE RATIO (ICR)
In order to ensure the validity of answers, two incorrect examples with high inconsistence ratio (ICR) are illustrated below. By understanding the causes of ICR,
informants are recommended to recheck the consistency after filling the answers.
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Example 1:

This means A>B & B>C & C>A which is logically inconsistence, so it causes
high ICR.
Example 2:

This means A is much bigger than B, and A is a little bigger than C, from these
two conditions it can be concluded that C should be bigger than B, but last condition put B is bigger than C, which is contradictory and causes high ICR.
FILLING THE QUESTIONNAIRE
It is important to evaluate all the values for pairwise comparisons in order to form
a useable answer. We wish that your answers are as correct as possible and corresponding to your leadership in your current position or the leadership of the person under evaluation under defined situations. There are no right, best or preferable answers to this questionnaire. The leadership profile obtained from the results is intended to describe the answerers’ utilization of resources, leadership and
expert activities. The results of questions are used only in order to create personal
leadership profile for each answerer, which is meant for the personal use of the
answerer to support personal development as a leader and building the leadership
development plan. It is kept confidential and will not be published anywhere. We
are using the answers in order to collect statistical data, from which no individual
answerers can be recognized.
Please evaluate the following criteria in every pairwise comparisons what are
more important in your opinion. Please mark the evaluation values in GREEN
colour for normal business situation (before crisis) and in RED colour for crisis
situation (during crisis). If they are happened to be the same value in both situations, please mark in YELLOW colour.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE
Utilizes individual considerations
Utilizes individual considerations
Utilizes individual considerations
Supports and encourages

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Supports and encourages

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Emphasize creativity and
learning
Acts as an example

Supports and encourages
Emphasize creativity and
learning

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Emphasize creativity and
learning
Acts as an example
Acts as an example

Utilizes genuine interest
of other people
Utilizes genuine interest
of other people
Utilizes genuine interest
of other people
Motivates and rewards

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Motivates and rewards

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Encourages and challenges to develop
Utilize the mutual trust

Motivates and rewards
Encourages and challenges to develop

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Encourages and challenges to develop
Utilizes the mutual trust
Utilizes the mutual trust

Operational business
processes and work flows
Operational business
processes and work flows
Operational business
processes and work flows

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Utilize the know-how

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Utilizes the know-how

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Utilizes the know-how

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Utilizes the information
systems

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Utilizes the information
systems
Utilizes different organizing practices such
teams, matrixes, projects
etc.
Utilizes the information
systems
Utilizes different organizing practices like
teams, matrixes, projects
etc.
Utilizes different organizing practices like
teams, matrixes, projects
etc.

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Achieves the settled
goals
Achieves the settled
goals
Succeeds as a leader

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Succeeds as a leader

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Creates entrepreneurship
to the team
Creates entrepreneurship
to the team

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The goals are often even
surpasses
The goals are often even
surpasses
Leadership corresponds
to the expectations

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The decisions can be
made slightly late and by
avoiding situations

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The decisions can be
made slightly late and by
avoiding situations
Mistake must be examined, corrected and sometimes those who are
responsible must be punished

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The work can be done
alone independently and
intervene only if necessary
The work can be done
alone independently and
intervene only if necessary
The job tasks must be
monitored and done as
much as possible by
yourself

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Leadership corresponds
to the expectations
People are willing to do
even extra effort
People are willing to do
even extra effort

Mistake must be examined, corrected and
sometimes those who are
responsible must be punished
Creativity, learning and
“as an example” behaviour must be emphasized
Creativity, learning and
“as an example” behaviour must be emphasized

The job tasks must be
monitored and done as
much as possible by
yourself
Stimulating, encouraging
and utilizing individual
consideration is important
Stimulating, encouraging
and utilizing individual
consideration is important
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TECHNOLOGY LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE
Please fill in the demanded weights of different technology levels from your own
leadership point of view.
Spearhead
Technology %

Core
Technology %

Basic
Technology %

Before crisis
During crisis
After crisis
Note: Percentage of Spearhead, Core, and Basic technology altogether is 100%,
which means the sum of every row in above table should be 100%.
Explanations:
Spearhead Technology: Technologies more orientated for the future
Core Technology: Company’s core competitive technologies for today
Basic Technology: Technologies that are commonly used everywhere and can be
bought from other companies or outsourced
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ANSWER!
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Sense and respond

SENSE AND RESPOND QUESTIONNAIRE
This questionnaire measures organization’s opinions about business performance
of the company. All boxes must be filled in order to form a useable answer.
Explanations:
Expectations = What is the level of expectations for an attribute in a scale of 1-10
Experiences = What is the level of experiences for an attribute in a scale of 1-10
Direction of development = Direction of development compared to the situation
1-2 years before this questionnaire
Compared with competitors = Level of experiences compared to the competitors
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ATTRIBUTES
Knowledge and technology
management
Training and development of
the company’s personnel
Innovativeness and performance of research and development
Communication between
different departments and
hierarchy levels
Adaptation to knowledge and
technology
Knowledge and technology
diffusion
Design and planning of the
processes and products
Processes and work flows
Short and prompt lead-times in
order-fulfilment process
Reduction of unprofitable time
in processes
On-time deliveries to customer
Control and optimization of all
types of inventories
Adaptiveness of changes in
demands and in order backlog
Organizational systems
Leadership and management
systems of the company
Quality control of products,
processes and operations
Well defined responsibilities
and tasks for each operation
Utilizing different types of
organizing systems (projects,
teams, processes...)
Code of conduct and security of
data and information
Information systems
Information systems support
the business processes
Visibility of information in
information systems
Availability of information in
information systems
Quality & reliability of information in information systems
Usability and functionality of
information systems

Expectations
(1-10)

Experiences
(1-10)

Direction of Development
Worse

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ANSWER!

Same

Better
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Compared with competitors
Worse

Same

Better
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Appendix B: Matlab code
%Initialization
clear
format compact
scrsz=get(0,'ScreenSize');
n=3;%number of samples
Situation_abbr=input('Enter Business Situation (BC, DC, AC):
','s');
switch Situation_abbr
case 'BC'
Situation='Before Crisis'
case 'DC'
Situation='During Crisis'
case 'AC'
Situation='After Crisis'
otherwise
warning('Wrong Input of Business Situation.'), return
end
disp(['Business Situation is: ',Situation])
%Data import from AHP analysis and questionnaire
C(1)=
.182
Q(1)=
.485
T(1)=
.295
F(1)=
.038
Aa(1)= .058
Ab(1)= .431
Ac(1)= .152
Ad(1)= .360
Ba(1)= .078
Bb(1)= .538
Bc(1)= .305
Bd(1)= .078
Ca(1)= .415
Cb(1)= .080
Cc(1)= .089
Cd(1)= .417
Da(1)= .444
Db(1)= .111
Dc(1)= .444
Ea(1)= .652
Eb(1)= .235
Ec(1)= .113
Fa(1)= .466
Fb(1)= .100
Fc(1)= .433
Ga(1)= .234
Gb(1)= .080
Gc(1)= .685
C(2)=
Q(2)=
T(2)=
F(2)=

.071
.266
.444
.219
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Aa(2)=
Ab(2)=
Ac(2)=
Ad(2)=
Ba(2)=
Bb(2)=
Bc(2)=
Bd(2)=
Ca(2)=
Cb(2)=
Cc(2)=
Cd(2)=
Da(2)=
Db(2)=
Dc(2)=
Ea(2)=
Eb(2)=
Ec(2)=
Fa(2)=
Fb(2)=
Fc(2)=
Ga(2)=
Gb(2)=
Gc(2)=

.209
.150
.230
.412
.213
.137
.376
.274
.268
.166
.113
.453
.714
.143
.143
.333
.140
.528
.135
.281
.584
.200
.200
.600

C(3)=
Q(3)=
T(3)=
F(3)=
Aa(3)=
Ab(3)=
Ac(3)=
Ad(3)=
Ba(3)=
Bb(3)=
Bc(3)=
Bd(3)=
Ca(3)=
Cb(3)=
Cc(3)=
Cd(3)=
Da(3)=
Db(3)=
Dc(3)=
Ea(3)=
Eb(3)=
Ec(3)=
Fa(3)=
Fb(3)=
Fc(3)=
Ga(3)=
Gb(3)=
Gc(3)=

.428
.400
.112
.060
.501
.107
.075
.317
.255
.069
.548
.128
.266
.108
.547
.078
.652
.113
.235
.101
.255
.643
.737
.085
.177
.167
.167
.667

SH=[.50,.20,.20]
CR=[.30,.40,.75]
BS=[.20,.40,.05]
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%Analytical evaluation of MSI and TLI
for i=1:n
MSI_check(i)=Q(i)+C(i)+T(i)+F(i);
Qn(i)=Q(i)/(Q(i)+C(i)+T(i));
Cn(i)=C(i)/(Q(i)+C(i)+T(i));
Tn(i)=T(i)/(Q(i)+C(i)+T(i));
Fn(i)=F(i)/(Q(i)+C(i)+T(i)+F(i));
MSI_P(i)=1-(1-Qn(i)^(1/3))*(1-.9*Tn(i))
*(1-.9*Cn(i))*Fn(i)^(1/3);
MSI_A(i)=1-(1-Fn(i))*(abs((.95*Qn(i)-.285)
*(.95*Tn(i)-.285)*(.95*Cn(i)-.285)))^(1/3);
MSI_D(i)=1-(1-Cn(i)^(1/3))*(1-.9*Tn(i))
*(1-.9*Qn(i))*Fn(i)^(1/3);
A(i)=Aa(i)+Ab(i)+Ac(i)+Ad(i);
B(i)=Ba(i)+Bb(i)+Bc(i)+Bd(i);
C(i)=Ca(i)+Cb(i)+Cc(i)+Cd(i);
D(i)=Da(i)+Db(i)+Dc(i);
E(i)=Ea(i)+Eb(i)+Ec(i);
F(i)=Fa(i)+Fb(i)+Fc(i);
G(i)=Ga(i)+Gb(i)+Gc(i);
TLI_check(i)=mean([A(i),B(i),C(i),D(i),E(i),F(i),G(i)]);
TI_check(i)=SH(i)+CR(i)+BS(i);
EF(i)=(Da(i)+Ea(i))/2;
SA(i)=(Db(i)+Eb(i))/2;
EE(i)=(Dc(i)+Ec(i))/2;
PL(i)=(Fa(i)+Ga(i))/2;
CL(i)=(Fb(i)+Gb(i))/2;
DL(i)=(Fc(i)+Gc(i))/2;
IC(i)=(Aa(i)+Ba(i))/2;
IM(i)=(Ab(i)+Bb(i))/2;
IS(i)=(Ac(i)+Bc(i))/2;
BT(i)=(Ad(i)+Bd(i))/2;
PC(i)=Ca(i);
PT(i)=Cb(i);
IT(i)=Cc(i);
OR(i)=Cd(i);
%OI without classification
%OI(i)=1-max([abs(1/3-EE(i)),abs(1/3-SA(i)),abs(1/3-EF(i))]);
%OI with classification
OI_P(i)=1-(1-EE(i)^(1/3))*(1-EF(i))*(1-SA(i))
*std([EE(i),SA(i),EF(i)])^(1/3);
OI_A(i)=1-(1-SA(i)^(1/3))*(1-std([EE(i),SA(i),EF(i)])^(1/3));
OI_D(i)=1-(1-EF(i)^(1/3))*(1-EE(i))*(1-SA(i))
*std([EE(i),SA(i),EF(i)])^(1/3);
OI_R(i)=mean([OI_P(i),OI_A(i),OI_D(i)]);
if EE(i)>=.43
OI(i)=OI_P(i);
elseif SA(i)>=.43
OI(i)=OI_A(i);
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elseif EF(i)>=.43
OI(i)=OI_D(i);
else
OI(i)=OI_R(i);
end
LI(i)=DL(i)*(1-max([PL(i),CL(i)]))
*(1-abs(1/4-max([IC(i),IM(i),IS(i),BT(i)])));
switch Situation_abbr
case 'BC'
%TI Before Crisis begins
if SH(i)>=.60
SHd(i)=0;
else
SHd(i)=abs(.60-SH(i));
end
if CR(i)>=.30
CRd(i)=0;
else
CRd(i)=abs(.30-CR(i));
end
if BS(i)<=.10
BSd(i)=0;
else
BSd(i)=abs(.10-BS(i));
end
TI(i)=1-max([SHd(i),CRd(i),BSd(i)]);
%TI Before Crisis ends
case 'DC'
%TI During Crisis begins
if SH(i)>=.20 && SH(i)<=.30
SHd(i)=0;
else
SHd(i)=min([abs(.20-SH(i)),abs(.30-SH(i))]);
end
if CR(i)>=.40 && CR(i)<=.60
CRd(i)=0;
else
CRd(i)=min([abs(.40-CR(i)),abs(.60-CR(i))]);
end
if BS(i)>=.10 && BS(i)<=.30
BSd(i)=0;
else
BSd(i)=min([abs(.10-BS(i)),abs(.30-BS(i))]);
end
TI(i)=1-max([SHd(i),CRd(i),BSd(i)]);
%TI During Crisis ends
case 'AC'
%TI After Crisis begins
if SH(i)>=.45 & SH(i)<=.70
SHd(i)=0;
else
SHd(i)=min([abs(.45-SH(i)),abs(.70-SH(i))]);
end
if CR(i)<=.35
CRd(i)=0;
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else
CRd(i)=abs(.35-CR(i));
end
if BS(i)<=.10
BSd(i)=0;
else
BSd(i)=abs(.10-BS(i));
end
TI(i)=1-max([SHd(i),CRd(i),BSd(i)]);
%TI After Crisis ends
end
RI(i)=(1-PT(i)*(1-TI(i)))*(3*min([PC(i),IT(i),OR(i)]))*TI(i);
TLI(i)=OI(i)*LI(i)*RI(i);
end
MSI_check
TLI_check
TI_check
if (abs(mean(MSI_check)-1)>0.001)||(abs(mean(TLI_check)-1)>0.0005)
||(abs(mean(TI_check)-1)>0)
warning('Wrong input data!!!'), return
end
MSI_P
MSI_A
MSI_D
EE
SA
EF
PL
CL
DL
IC
IM
IS
BT
PC
PT
IT
OR
OI_P
OI_A
OI_D
OI_R
OI
LI
TI
RI
TLI
%Correlation analysis of MSI vs TLI
fit_P=polyfit(TLI,MSI_P,1)
val_P=polyval(fit_P,TLI);
R2_P=rsquare(MSI_P,val_P)
fit_A=polyfit(TLI,MSI_A,1)
val_A=polyval(fit_A,TLI);
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R2_A=rsquare(MSI_A,val_A)
fit_D=polyfit(TLI,MSI_D,1)
val_D=polyval(fit_D,TLI);
R2_D=rsquare(MSI_D,val_D)
figure('Position',[1 scrsz(4)/2 600 300])
plot(TLI,MSI_P,'db',TLI,MSI_A,'sm',TLI,MSI_D,'^y',TLI,val_P,'b',
TLI,val_A,'m',TLI,val_D,'y')
xlabel('TLI');ylabel('MSI');title(['MSI vs TLI ',Situation])
legend('P','A','D','P fit','A fit','D fit','Location','EO')
gtext(['\leftarrow Y_P=',num2str(fit_P(1),'%10.4f'),'*X+',
num2str(fit_P(2),'%10.4f, R^2='),num2str(R2_P,'%10.4f')])
gtext(['\leftarrow Y_A=',num2str(fit_A(1),'%10.4f'),'*X+',
num2str(fit_A(2),'%10.4f, R^2='),num2str(R2_A,'%10.4f')])
gtext(['\leftarrow Y_D=',num2str(fit_D(1),'%10.4f'),'*X+',
num2str(fit_D(2),'%10.4f, R^2='),num2str(R2_D,'%10.4f')])
%Development analysis of OCI potential
Group_abbr=input('Enter Best Competitive Group (P, A, D): ','s');
switch Group_abbr
case 'P'
Group='Prospector'
MSI_sorted=sort(MSI_P)
case 'A'
Group='Analyzer'
MSI_sorted=sort(MSI_A)
case 'D'
Group='Defender'
MSI_sorted=sort(MSI_D)
otherwise
warning('Wrong Input of Competitive Group.'), return
end
disp(['Best Competitive Group is: ',Group])
fit_MSI_sorted=polyfit(1:n,MSI_sorted,1)
val_MSI_sorted=polyval(fit_MSI_sorted,1:n);
R2_MSI_sorted=rsquare(MSI_sorted,val_MSI_sorted)
TLI_sorted=sort(TLI)
fit_TLI_sorted=polyfit(1:n,TLI_sorted,1)
val_TLI_sorted=polyval(fit_TLI_sorted,1:n);
R2_TLI_sorted=rsquare(TLI_sorted,val_TLI_sorted)
figure('Position',[1 100 scrsz(3) 300]);
subplot(1,2,1);
plot(1:n,MSI_sorted,'b.',1:n,val_MSI_sorted,'b')
xlabel('n');
ylabel('MSI');
title(['MSI sorted for best competitive group: ',Group]);
legend('MSI sorted','MSI fit','Location','EO')
gtext(['\leftarrow Y=',num2str(fit_MSI_sorted(1),'%10.4f'),'*X+',
num2str(fit_MSI_sorted(2),'%10.4f, R^2='),
num2str(R2_MSI_sorted,'%10.4f')])
subplot(1,2,2);
plot(1:n,TLI_sorted,'g.',1:n,val_TLI_sorted,'g')
xlabel('n');
ylabel('TLI');
title('TLI sorted');
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legend('TLI sorted','TLI fit','Location','EO')
gtext(['\leftarrow Y=',num2str(fit_TLI_sorted(1),'%10.4f'),'*X+',
num2str(fit_TLI_sorted(2),'%10.4f, R^2='),
num2str(R2_TLI_sorted,'%10.4f')])
x=1:.01*n:n;
for i=1:length(x);
MSI(i)=polyval(fit_MSI_sorted,x(i));
TLI(i)=polyval(fit_TLI_sorted,x(i));
end
MSI
TLI
[x,y]=meshgrid(MSI,TLI);
OCI=x.*y;
figure('Position',[scrsz(3)/2 scrsz(4)/2 500 400]);
mesh(MSI,TLI,OCI)
xlabel('Manufacturing Strategy');
ylabel('Transformational Leadership');
zlabel('Overall Competitiveness');
title(['OCI potential ',Situation]);
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Global manufacturing strategies
require “dynamic engineers”?
Case study in Finnish industries
Josu Takala, Jarkko Hirvelä and Yang Liu

Department of Production, University of Vaasa, Vaasa, Finland

Dušan Malindžák

Technical University of Kosice, Kosice, Slovakia
Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to study multifocused global
manufacturing strategies under the influence of “China effect” taking the dynamic,
complex and situational business strategies into account.
Design/methodology/approach – This study compares the competitive priorities
of manufacturing strategies in four different types of companies with some
international comparisons and one longitudinal case study for benchmarking. The
analytical hierarchy process method also made it possible to compare
inconsistencies in the answers between the companies.
Findings – As a result of these case studies, it is possible to understand the
competitive priorities of manufacturing strategies for the case companies, to show
the other companies the route for developments.
Practical implications – All four types of companies should grow internationally
and utilize the developing countries as a means of lowering costs. Each type of
company has its own special strategies to suit their markets. Companies in
Western countries should utilize multifocused manufacturing strategies based on
their business strategy in a holistic way, e.g. through responsiveness, agility and
leanness concept, and to specialize through quality, e.g. by differentiating product
and service technology for global high dynamic and complex business. Global
sourcing in purchasing shall also be more and more used effectively for cost and
productivity competitiveness.
Originality/value – The development steps, from technology specialist to
problem solver, are proposed in this paper. Human resources have to be trained to
be more “dynamic engineers”, all the time more also in industrial engineering and
management.
Keywords Competitive advantage, Operations management, Strategic
manufacturing, Globalization, Analytical hierarchy process
Paper type Case study
1. Introduction
With the impact from low cost labor markets from Asian countries, traditional
manufacturing is moving from Europe to Asia. This new “China effect”
influences the business and manufacturing strategies within many different
business areas. For example, Kauppalehti Optio (2005) shows the fast growing
trade between China and Finland, which in 2004 was valued to $5.5 billion, as
____________________
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compared to 0.5 billion in 1980s. The Finnish institutions and corporations have
about 200 posts in China. The China effect shows bigger impact and influence to
Western enterprises than ever before. Likewise, the China effect as it is currently
understood as a macro phenomenon of impact from low cost countries, does not
consist of only business with China but also with all other corresponding
industrial business relationships e.g. to Russia, the new EU countries (Slovakia,
Poland, Baltic Countries etc), Brazil, and to other Asian countries like India.
Concepts for global manufacturing strategies
The main concepts, as used in this paper, are the following:
Outsourcing: A part of the functions and/or resources of an organization are
transferred to be taken care of by a service provider outside the organization.
Insourcing: Opposite to outsourcing.
Global sourcing: An organization is purchasing services from just the right
place at just the right prize (not necessarily only from countries having lower
labor costs).
Off-shoring: To transfer functions and/or resources from a country having
higher labor costs to a far away country with lower labor costs (e.g. transferring
manufacturing from Finland to China, or transferring them just to the opposite
direction, e.g. transferring R&D from China to Finland).
Near-shoring: To transfer functions and/or resources from a country having
higher labor costs to a close-to country with lower labor costs (e.g. transferring
manufacturing from Finland to Estonia, or transferring them just to the opposite
direction, e.g. transferring R&D from Estonia to Finland).
The objective of this explorative study is to describe the mechanisms and to
create preliminary normative models by answering three research questions:
RQ1. What kind of competitive business and manufacturing strategies do
different, high- performing Western companies utilize to design their operations
in dynamic, situational and complex conditions of the China effect?
RQ2. How are these strategic plans analyzed and implemented in the case
companies? The research task is to find out the differences between
manufacturing strategies and/or technology levels, and collaboration levels etc the
China effect influence.
RQ3. What kind of assets and resources would a technologically intensive
country need to create and utilize these strategies? And what kind of requirements
does this place for the human resources (engineers)?
To make our analysis more valuable and useful, we must take into account
how the “China effect” will influence the manufacturing strategies.
Manufacturing strategies have been changing from focused, in 1970s, to multifocused (Takala, 2002).
2. Up-to-date theories for the implementation of business
and manufacturing strategies
According to Porter (1985), the only competitive global business strategies would
be based on differentiation by unique specialization by quality or product or
____________________
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service technology or cost leadership. These, evidently, are also the strategic
competitive weapons against the China effect. Barney et al. (2001) suggest
sustainable competitive advantage as a resource-based strategy, which evidently
is a very powerful business strategy today. Takala (1997) states that most high
performance organizations have had systematic and long-term development
activities for more than 10 previous years to improve their competitiveness. For
quickly changing business conditions, Bradley and Nolan (1998) and Markides
(2000) developed dynamic business strategies basing them on the sense-andrespond thinking.
Heikkilä (2004) shows that market forces are the most important motives in
foreign production investments. Big developing countries like China, India,
Russia and Brazil are continuously making stronger connections to global
markets, causing growth in their production statistics. The case study in Finland,
Germany, Sweden, Japan and the USA – trying to find out what is the strategical
role of production in globally operating companies, by comparing what business
strategies lead to certain production strategies – shows that there are no
remarkable differences in business or production goals between these countries.
Up to 25 percent of the surveyed companies consider their own production to be
critical for them, whereas 10 percent state that it is not important. Operational
agility is a multidimensional matter, in which the success may demand several
equally important production goals, as Takala (2002) claims in his previous
publications about multi-focused strategies. Operational agility requires typically
the companies to conduct their own production, and supports mostly specializing
strategies that are based on quality and special features of the product or services
related to it. Know-how in production technology, in all forms, is a remarkable
factor to agility as well. When competing with low price, volumes and input costs
are most critical, but on the production level it is hard to affect these factors
because this kind of decisions are made on business level.
Technology is understood as know-how (human competence), a relevant part
of resource based strategy, including all types of assets and resources, or strategic
networking (collaborations by using partnerships (Braun, 1998; Takala, 1997)).
Madu et al. (1996) introduced the concept of strategic groups for different
technology and collaboration levels. The idea has been modified by the authors
by adding the typical development route of global industries to be later considered
when studying the influences of China effect (Figure 1). The main idea is that in
global markets, when a company starts export activities, it has to move cautiously
from being a technology specialist to selling commodity products, from that
further to a collaboration partner, and finally to problem solver especially in
technologically intensive countries such as Finland or Sweden. It is not typically
possible to move from a technology specialist position directly to a problem
solver role, even though that would be desirable.
The Indian Express (2005) published an article about a study criticizing the
arguments that the US would have lost its technological edge, an argument of
anti-offshoring lobbies: The debate over outsourcing has moved from American
City Halls to engineering colleges in India. A new report released by Duke
University (...) has argued instead, that the quality of engineers coming out of
India – and China – is not really comparable with those graduating from the US
____________________
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colleges. (...) study classifies engineers as “dynamic” or having “high-level
problem solving (skills) using scientific knowledge”, or “transactional”, implying
the person may have engineering fundamentals but not the experience of expertise
to apply this knowledge to larger problems (e.g. to projects). While dynamic
engineers thrive in teams, work well across international borders, have strong
interpersonal skills, and are capable of translating technical engineering jargon
into common diction, the transactional lot is typically responsible for rote and
repetitive tasks in the workforce. The dynamic engineers can lead innovation and
typically have four-year degrees, but the transactional subset, have associate,
technician or diploma awards rather than a bachelor’s degree.
High
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Figure 1. Development route for global industries
Source: Modified from Madu et al. (1996)
A manufacturing strategy based on a business strategy includes three
objectives: competitive priorities, manufacturing objectives and action plans. In
the first phase competitive priorities are defined, they should answer what the
manufacturing strategy function should achieve regarding to cost, quality,
flexibility and delivery in order to support the business strategy effectively. In the
second phase manufacturing objectives are determined on the base of the
competitive priorities. Manufacturing objectives have relative emphasis on
performance measures that are related with cost, time, and quality. In the third
phase manufacturing objectives are used to result action plan. In action plan it is
described possible improvement programs and recognizing its expected effects on
specific operating objectives. Process model of manufacturing strategy can be
seen in Figure 2.
A very challenging example of holistic and multifocused manufacturing
strategies, based on business goals is Responsiveness, Agility and Leanness
(RAL) model shown in Figure 3. RAL has basically been created for
understanding the success factors of logistics, but it is relevant for all operations
strategies and operations management, thus for manufacturing strategies as well.
____________________
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The main dimensions of RAL are R= responsiveness; “speed by which the system
satisfies unanticipated requirements”, A= agility; “speed by which the system
adapts to the optimal cost structure”, and L= leanness; “minimizes waste in all
resources and activities”.

Manufacturing strategy

Business strategy

Competitive priorities

Manufacturing objectives

Action plans

Business performance

Figure 2. A process model of manufacturing strategy
Source: Kim and Arnold (1996)
Quality

Responsiveness
(R)

Time

Flexibility
(F)

Agility
(A)

Leanness
(L)

Costs

Figure 3. The RAL model
Source: Takala (2002)
Flexibility, as the focused core concept, means product mix, volatility in
conditions (changes in volumes), complexity (technology level, number of
modules and modularity and life cycle flexibilities.
Phusavat and Takala (2005) carried out comparative case studies related to
outsourcing especially in manufacturing strategies between Finland and Thailand.
The RAL model, with fast learning requirements for innovative adaptation
(shown also by Bogan and English, 1994), could be utilized in both the countries.
Quite big differences could be found out in manufacturing practices: e.g. closer
quality (innovations), flexibility and even time-based partnerships in Finland, and
systematic efforts especially for higher cost effectiveness in Thailand.
____________________
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3. Methodology and sample
Situational case studies, under dynamic business conditions, can effectively be
carried out by building inductively new theories by hermeneutic case study
research (Eisenhardt, 1989). These mostly qualitative case studies can be realized
in a reliable way by using Sykes (1991) idea about “careful documentation” of the
cases.
The analytical hierarchy process method (AHP) was employed for analysis in
the case studies. Rangone (1996) has illustrated the use of the AHP model in
solving strategic problems in organizations, by informational examples how to
implement AHP model in practice. The AHP is a decision making tool to help
people set priorities and make the best decision when both qualitative and
quantitative aspects of a decision need to be considered. It is also a
comprehensive, logical and structural framework, which allows the understanding
of complex decisions by decomposing the problem in a hierarchical structure. The
AHP helps decision makers to arrive at the best decision, and provides a clear
rationale that it is indeed the best. The incorporation of all relevant decision
criteria, and their pair-wise comparison, allows the decision maker to determine
the trade-offs among objectives. Such multi-criteria decision problems are typical
for manufacturing strategy and R&D project selections.
The application of the AHP approach explicitly recognizes and incorporates
the knowledge and expertise of the participants in the priority setting process, by
making use of their subjective judgments, a particularly important feature for
decisions to be made on a poor information base. However, AHP also integrates
objectively measured information (e.g., yields) where this information is
available. The AHP is based on three principles:
(1) Decomposition of the decision problem;
(2) Comparative judgment of the elements; and
(3) Synthesis of the priorities.
The first step is to structure the decision problem in a hierarchy (Figure 4).
The goal of the decision, such as “Optimal Allocation of Research Resources”, is
at the top level of the hierarchy. The next level consists of the criteria relevant for
this goal and at the bottom level are the alternatives (for example, research
projects) to be evaluated.
The second step is the comparison of the alternatives and the criteria. They are
compared in pairs with respect to each element of the next higher level. For this
relative comparison, the fundamental scale of Table I can be used. It allows
expressing the comparisons in verbal terms that are then translated in the
corresponding numbers.
The last step is connecting the comparisons to get the priorities of the
alternatives with respect to each criterion and the weights of each criterion with
respect to the goal. The local priorities are then multiplied by the weights of the
respective criterion. The results are summed up to get the overall priority of each
alternative.
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Figure 4. The decision problem in a hierarchy
Table I. A fundamental scale for pair wise comparisons
Verbal scale
Equally important, likely or preferred
Moderately more important, likely or preferred
Strongly more important, likely or preferred
Very strongly more important, likely or preferred
Extremely more important, likely or preferred
Intermediate values to reflect compromise

Numerical values
1
3
5
7
9
2, 4, 6, 8

According to an expert interview with Phusavat (Takala, 2006), the firms
investing in China can be categorized at least into three different groups. The first
category (I) is the firms that have their product development and design (R&D),
and production offshore, but have their distribution and retail in China, expecting
to have more Chinese buyers. The second category (II) represents the firms that
have their R&D off-shore but their production, distribution and retail in China.
The last category (III) focuses on the firms that have their production in China (to
take advantages of lower labor costs) but sell products elsewhere (thus not
focusing only on Chinese clients).
Sample
This study compares the competitive priorities of manufacturing strategies of a
small amount of different, ideal typical Western companies (in this sample
represented by four companies with their main seats in Finland) with some
international comparisons and one longitudinal case study for benchmarking, to
show the other companies the route for developments. All these companies are in
some way affected by this China effect and are selected to resemble the ideal
types that were studied by Madu et al. (1996). Company A, a medium-sized
company, produces high-tech products within electrical power engineering. The
other three are small companies. Company B represents high-tech software
business, company C medium-tech traditional mechanical engineering works and
company D low-tech industry manufacturing special types of clothes. All case
studies have been conducted with AHP methodology. The case studies in the
____________________
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companies have been carried out by the students of course Corporate Strategy
Planning / manufacturing strategies at University of Vaasa by using RBL
principle (see acknowledgment). The main criteria and sub criteria prepared in the
questionnaires for interviews have been defined by the students who have good
knowledge about the operation of the case companies, i.e. some of them are
working or have been working there in the management group. The interviewees
are the decision makers in the case companies, and the number of them is
depended the size of case company. From same case company the inconsistent
results are left out. The case companies and studies are clarified in more details in
Sections 4-7.
4. High-tech medium business strategies (company A) under influence
of China effect
The business of company A is based on a quite high technology and modular
specification for gaining flexibility e.g. in global deliveries of main component
supplies of wind power plants in dynamic business conditions. The main business
areas are power and automation technologies and it is a leader in these areas. The
case company manufactures low voltage motors in six countries, in some since
about 100 years ago: Finland, Sweden, Spain, Italy, India and China. In the year
2003 the revenues in the case unit were €132 million, amount of employees was
615 and there were manufactured 37,870 pieces of motors.
The main focus of the company is to be a fast and reliable provider for the
products and services according to customer’s needs. It is important to reach both
competitiveness in the networked world and the results defined by the
shareholders. One main factor in this work is skilled personnel. The company also
follows the principles of sustainable development. For the case factory, there are
several other important considerations in addition to above basic principles of
strategies. These are e.g. flexibility according to customer needs, delivery
promptness, quality of the products, etc. (Figure 5).
According to the analysis of data from the questionnaires answered by this
company’s management, we find that the production manager emphasizes
customer focus more than the representatives from other functions. The
engineering manager thinks that quality is most important, but the marketing
manager seems to focus much less on quality than the others. The marketing
manager thinks that customer focus is the most important which is logical from
his point of view. The production manager emphasizes that still more. Through
the data analysis, for this high-tech and mature company, product quality and
customer focus are the most important factors in manufacturing strategies.
To increase the market shares, the company has founded one of its affiliates in
Beijing in 1979 and began to enter the Chinese market. In China, it has been able
to maintain its high product quality available in other countries. At the same time,
it has set a technology center in China to consolidate its local market share. As the
CEO stated, the sales in the China market ranked third in the world only behind
the USA and Germany, and he believes that during the next five years the
Chinese market will become the biggest market in the world. Just because of the
huge market in China, to enter Chinese market and maintain a share there is no
doubt central for the company’s strategy. To increase the Chinese market shares,
____________________
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its branch company in China, a joint venture, has made the following plans for the
next years: firstly, to maintain the growth rate of 20 percent per year at least
before 2008, and secondly, to increase the investments. From now to 2008, it will
add another US $100 million in new product lines and new factories in China.
Furthermore, it plans to buy the raw materials in local market instead of from
European market as before which way will reduce cost greatly. It also plans to
establish the research centre in Beijing, aiming at enhancing its innovation ability
and meet the local customers’ needs optimally. Finally, the unit plans to cultivate
local human resources, leading to an increase in the quality of product and service
and at the same time reduce the cost.
From the above analysis, we conclude that the big market in China attracted
this multinational enterprise and for better adoption to the Chinese market it has
changed some strategies such as the adopting of new materials resources and local
providers, moving from only final assembly in China to the new style of
maximizing the utilization of local providers and subcontractors, using not only
low cost local labor but also low cost local material, adopting the Chinese
enterprise standards to meet the international standards, etc. But as a company
famous with its high product quality, it stresses its quality in China as well. This
is solved by studying the Chinese quality management system and applying the
same standards in quality control.
The answers to RQ1 and RQ2 would, therefore, evidently be to dynamically
multifocus and specialize by quality and customer focus in a global high dynamic
and complex business. Global sourcing in purchasing is also used effectively for
cost and productivity competitiveness. RQ3 about human resources, is answered
as having and training every day more dynamic engineers, especially in industrial
engineering and management.
5. High-tech small business strategies (company B) under influence
of China effect
Company B is as a subcontracting supplier comparable to category III as investor
in China. This business is based on high technology and modularity, e.g. in
subcontracting deliveries in dynamic and complex business conditions with more
and more globally active clients.
Company B which represents high-tech software subcontracting business was
founded 1999. It has 8 main big, international customers, and it only employs 31
highly skilled experts. It acts as a partner of internationally operating industrial
companies, which means that this company knows the technology and develops
itself quickly. It has the ability to provide independent information technology
services and carry out entire product development and delivery design projects.
Its design services consist of software subcontracting, electronics and software
design, SMS/MMS-service platform and electrical gateways. This company is
mainly focusing on industrial software technology and software subcontracting
and makes customer specific software, electronic design and software projects.
The company values are operational excellence, product leadership and customer
intimacy. Superb operations and execution often provides a reasonable quality at
a very low price. The focus is on efficiency, streamlining operations, supply chain
management, no-frills and volume counts.
____________________
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The product leadership is very strong in innovation and brand marketing,
operating in dynamic markets. The focus here is on development, innovation,
design, time-to-market, and high margins in a short time frame. Customer
intimacy means that B has to excel in customer attention and customer service
and tailor their products and services to individual or almost individual customers.
Focus in this area is on customer relationship management, to be able to deliver
products and services on time and above customer expectations, offering lifetime
value concepts, reliability, and being close to the customer. In these values,
customer intimacy plays the most important role in its strategies with weight of
67.2 percent, followed by operational excellence that weighs 25.7 percent. The
last is product leadership, with a weight of only 7 percent.
According to the investigation and questionnaire provided to the management
in the company and through analysis based on the AHP, we can find the most
important strategy in this company is quality, with a weight of 45.6 percent
followed by customer focus 21.1 percent and cost 15.3 percent (Figure 5). From
this analysis, we find that customer focus and quality is the perceived most
important criteria for success. The two criteria are consistent with the characters
of small and high-tech companies. We also know that the small companies mostly
provide their products and services to local customers. If this assumption is
correct, the China effects may not affect this type of companies significantly. This
might be also because software industry in China is not so developed and many
software companies only meet the local market needs for special software that is
designed for special requirement of customers. In this way, Chinese software
hardly occupies European markets.
Considering the cheap labor in China, small and high-tech companies may
subcontract some orders to Chinese software companies to benefit through a
reduced cost. Nowadays, outsourcing has been an important trend in the world
software industry. According to the forecast of IDC, software outsourcing over
the world has increased at the speed of 29.2 percent per year. However, in the
process of outsourcing, small and high-tech companies will meet several
problems and should adjust their old strategies. Firstly, big cultural differences
will be barriers between these companies and Chinese software companies. Thus,
this type of companies should hire the Chinese engineers who have studied or
worked in the European countries for a long time to serve as a connection
“bridge”. Secondly, the size of Chinese software companies are normally not as
big as Indian software companies, thus the Chinese companies hardly would
complete huge projects. This requires the Finnish high-tech companies to
subcontract the project to several companies, but in this way, the education cost,
management difficulties and outsourcing risks also increase. An effective method
is to find an intermediate agency in China to assist in managing the outsourcing
projects and educating Chinese software companies.
The answers to the research questions therefore would evidently be to
dynamically multifocus and specialize by quality and customer focus for high
dynamic and complex business with globally active clients, and train for more
dynamic engineers, as for company A.
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6. Medium/low-tech small business strategies (company C) under influence
of China effect
The third company in our study is a medium/low-tech, local “collaboration
partner” company C. Company C is as a subcontracting supplier comparable to
category III as investor in China, and it is not currently specialized in its business.
This business has quite low technology and the products are of low modularity.
Company C, a small business, is a metal company formed in 1940s. Its
turnover is about €7.1 million and it employs just little bit over 60 persons. The
strategy of this company is to follow the development in their manufacturing
sector and to further develop the production and machining methods in their own
production as well as in subcontracting. Through the AHP analysis, according to
the mean values of the main criteria, the most important criteria in the company’s
manufacturing strategy is time management. The next most important aspects are
costs and flexibility. The least important of the criteria according to the
respondents is quality. The production strategy of C seems to be that of ordinary,
old-fashioned manufacturing company that concentrates on timing and costs. On
the other hand, the company’s strategy is changing towards more quality driven
and flexible. For such a company with medium or low technology base, good
service will be the most important factor, influencing the company’s business
hugely. Thus it is very important to be on time. With timely and reliable
deliveries it is possible to gain new customers and keep the existing customers
satisfied, whereas low reliability of deliveries and delivery times may result to
customer loss (Figure 5).
Now, how will this type of manufacturing strategies change under the China
effect? Firstly, this type of company with medium or low technology base should
keep the strategy of being on time no matter when and where they are located.
Being on time is the guideline in the actual business environment of this type of
company. When lots of Chinese firms enter Western markets, the incumbents
should maintain their loyal customers by keeping their timeliness that should be
easier from nearby locations. Secondly, Chinese firms are known for their low
cost. This is why most people think Chinese firms are competitive. Usually,
reducing the cost stems from both inner and outer aspects. From an inner aspect,
the incumbent Western companies should improve their productivity and reduce
the redundant personnel, which methods are already broadly adopted companies
such as C, so we should concentrate more on the outer aspect. The outer aspect
concerns the network of suppliers and customers. In order to be able to procure
low cost materials, the only way is to start up branches in developing countries. In
this way, the companies not only can get the low cost materials but also reduce
part of the manufacturing cost. In the same time, this step can help these
companies to establish the market shares in developing countries. This step thus
also helps these companies become international.
The answers to RQ1 and RQ2 would, therefore, for companies similar to C,
be to multifocus and “specialize” by costs, flexibility and quality. Every day
increasingly global sourcing is used for cost and productivity competitiveness.
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7. Low-tech small business strategies (company D) under influence
of China effect
Finally, the fourth case company D is a small, medium/low-tech yet unspecialized
“global collaboration partner”, trying to change to be “problem solver” company.
D is a category III investor in China. This business utilizes increasingly high (but
at this moment yet not so high) technology.
Company D was established in 1937. Their factory is located and almost their
whole production is made in a small Northern-European country. They produce
work clothes for smaller and bigger clients, developed for changing environments
and a multitude of jobs. Their main strategy is to serve clients with flexible
expertise, high quality materials and above all comfortable and good work
clothes. Some decades ago they employed almost 200 workers. Nowadays they
only have approximately 20 workers. Based on the data analysis and
questionnaire provided to the company’s management, we draw the conclusion
that low costs are the most important factor in the business of this company. On
the other hand, quality gets the lowest values of importance. The other fields are
rather equal. Flexibility is however perceived to be a little bit more important than
customer focus and know-how. To emphasize the low cost level, this company is
attempting to follow the trend of their branch, that is, most of the textile industry
enterprises have transferred their production to the cheaper labor countries, for
example to Russia, Estonia and China (Figure 5).
Especially concerning low-tech branches such as textile industry, we have to
talk about China effect. Chinese textile occupies a big share (over 90 percent) of
world textile market. This is firstly due to the advanced technology. Chinese
textile products represent a level of quality warmly welcomed by the customers.
Secondly, and maybe much more important, Chinese textile companies excel in
cheap raw materials and labor. Many textile companies set branches in China in
order to reduce the cost, and more companies, even many world-known luxury
brands, just sign contracts with Chinese local factories to manufacture clothes or
textiles.
At the same time, there are many large, medium or small textile factories in
China, so many textiles are exported to the USA or the European markets. As a
result, Chinese products occupy big market shares also in Western markets, so the
European companies have to close because they cannot afford the cost. The only
sustainable solution is to transfer to China in order to survive. For a freely
available, low technology business such as textiles, the best way to survive in the
market is to reduce the cost. Thus, the decision of company D is to transfer their
production to the cheap labor countries as for example to Russia, Estonia and
China. At the same time, due to many competitors in the markets, being flexible
to customer needs while maintaining low price will be beneficial, especially to
small companies.
The propositions for answers to the RQ1 and RQ2 would, for a small low-tech
company, therefore, be to “situationally” multifocus and specialize more and
more by costs, flexibility and quality. Global sourcing should be used effectively
for cost and productivity competitiveness. Thus, also here RQ3 about human
resources is answered by recruiting more dynamic engineers, especially in
industrial engineering and management.
____________________
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8. Evaluation of the analysis of the four cases
The main criteria of AHP evaluation results are listed in Table II, based on the
case studies of four companies that represent four typical categories of Finnish
companies (Figure 5).
Table II. AHP evaluation results
Notes: S for small, M for medium and L for large companies
High-tech M/L
(percent)
26.3
15.9
45.3
6.7
5.8

Customer focus
Cost
Quality
Flexibility
Other

High-tech S
(percent)
21.1
15.3
45.6
9.6
8.4

Medium/low-tech S
(percent)
51.8
9.4
9.4
29.4

Low-tech S
(percent)
13.7
45.7
10.6
17.3
12.7

60.0%

50.0%

40.0%
Company A

30.0%

Company B
Company C
Company D

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

Customer
focus

Cost

Quality

Flexibility

Other

Figure 5. Comparison of the competitive priorities of the manufacturing strategy
for case companies A, B, C and D
From the evaluation and comparison results it can be concluded that quality is
the manufacturing competitive priority number one in high technology-based
industries and costs in low-tech businesses showing the influence of China effect.
In countries such as Finland, having quite high technological capabilities in the
manufacturing businesses, flexibility and timing are the manufacturing
competitive priorities number two or three. They are probably the most typical
factors by which the Finnish companies try to survive against the China effect.
Flexibility, as the heart of the RAL model, and all the other dimensions of the
multifocused manufacturing strategy related to it, are evidently worth defining in
an accurate way to understand the specialization strategy in any business, from
one situation to another. All the inconsistency ratios (internal or RAL based
____________________
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construct validity) of the manufacturing strategies researched by AHP were on an
acceptable level in this case study.
The benchmarking case study
The China effect has also been researched longitudinally, from 2003 to 2005, for
comparing and benchmarking purposes in a medium/large, high-tech, highly
specialized “problem solver” company LWBM (Madu et al., 1996). The
comparison could be carried out especially to case company A (see Section 4)
because both case A and LWBM belong to category I as investors in China. This
business is based on high technology and modularity for flexibility in complex
global project deliveries of diesel power plants in dynamic business conditions. It
has reduced its locations in Europe from 15 different locations of manufacturing
to only two in the last ten years. The manufacturing is being done more and more
by subcontractors, joint ventures or even by other companies by license. This is
due to the general cost effectiveness of ship manufacturing in Far East. The
cheapness of manufacturing marine vehicles in Far East reflects also the vehicle
power supplies that must reflect the same price consciousness. Though the marine
power supplies are not the only product of this company, changes in marine
vehicle markets have affected also the production of other products.
Main Objectives
0.6
0.5

0.51
0.44

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

2003

0.24
0.120.13

0.07

2005

0.23

0.07

0.08
0.04

0.030.04

Logistics

Flexibility

0
Cost

Quality

Customer
Focus

Know-how

Figure 6. Competitive priorities for LWBM
As can be seen from the data analysis, for this high-tech but mature business,
product quality and customer focus were the most important factors in
manufacturing strategies even some years ago. The latest study pointed out that
cost has become one of the most important factors even for high-technology large
business companies. Quality is still being considered in company A (Figure 5) as
the best advantage in competition against rivals in global markets, but LWBM is
concentrating especially on lowering their prices to get its share of the markets
under China effect (Figure 6).
By comparing the results of 2003 (Takala, 2003) and 2005, we can see that
LWBM has recently concentrated on cost though the cost of quality and customer
focus. This is a typical way of companies to achieve a market share in new areas
____________________
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(Madu et al., 1996). When the customer base is wide and the company is
established in Asian markets, it may be able to return to more quality-focused
strategies. The lowering of the quality and customer focus can be seen for
example in the strategy where LWBM admitted licenses to local companies to
manufacture products under their trademark, but the responsibility over the
quality of the products is being held by the local manufacturer.
The answers from case LWBM to RQ1 and RQ2 would, therefore, also to be
dynamically multifocus, this time by specializing through quality and customer
focus for global high dynamic and complex business. Global sourcing in
purchasing is situationally used very effectively for cost and productivity
competitiveness. RQ3 about human resources likewise is to have and train every
day more dynamic engineers, more and more also in industrial engineering and
management.
As a conclusion from the case studies, the answers to RQ1 and RQ2 would be
for all types of companies to dynamically multifocus the manufacturing strategies
basing it on the main business strategy, in a holistic way, e.g. through mirroring it
to the RAL model. The emphasis must naturally be different for different types of
companies, as illustrated by the ideal typical companies above as can be seen
from Takala et al. (2006a) concentrating on quality and especially customer
satisfaction management. There is also always needs to focus to specific areas,
such as agility and productivity, of RAL model and to specific industries, such as
electronics industry, as in Helo (2004). To emphasize the most critical approach
to change management in specific dynamic business processes, such as
automotive supply chains we could utilize e.g. Childerhouse et al. (2003). Global
sourcing in purchasing shall also be more and more used effectively for cost and
productivity competitiveness. Figure 1 (Madu et al., 1996) shows the route for the
development of companies from a local technology specialist to international
problem solver. To enable this change, the companies should recruit and train
every day more dynamic engineers, all the time more also in industrial
engineering and management. The framework for performance measurements for
white-collar workers, created by Takala et al. (2006b), could be effectively
utilized in the future research on developing the definition and measurements of
the concept and performance of the dynamic engineer. Concepts and models for
service quality, according to Ghobadian et al. (1994), could be utilized for
analyzing performance of knowledge intensive business services, that evidently
will have an important role in the global competitiveness of Finnish Industry.
9. Principle for quantification RAL – model
RAL model in Figure 3 only generally shows relations among the flexibility – F
and R, L. This is only idea of relation, not the explicit defined relations.
Triangle created from R, L, A defines the square which is adequate to the
volume of manufacturing system flexibility – F:
F

f( R, L, A)

However RAL model in Figure 7 does not show, for example, the relations such
as:
R f(T , Q), L f(Q, C ), A f(T , C )
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If it is assumed, that L, A, R have similar priorities and are defined in relative
form in “percentage”. In this case, when in some moment t1 all variables Q, C, T
are 100 percent triangle will be always symmetric – “META RAL” triangle. Sides
of triangle are equal, in such case the Pythagoras formula can be applied for
calculation of R, L, A, F.

Q

R

L
F

T

A

C

Figure 7. Quantification principles for RAL model
If it will be calculated in the time t1 max. R, L, A, F will be compared with
volume of this variables in time t2.
From the triangle R, L, A (Figure 7) are:
Responsiveness:
Leanness:
Agility:

R2

T 2  (L / 2) 2

L2

Q 2  (A / 2) 2

A2

C 2  (R / 2) 2

The flexibility F is adequate to the square of triangle (T, C, Q) and can be
calculated:
F

Q
2

64 2 T 2 Q 2

(C 
)
63
4 16

If we verify these algorithms on case study Figure 6 – diagram “Main Objectives”
In year 2003 was priority:
Cost
0.07
Qualify
0.51
Time (Logistics)
0.04
In year 2005 was priority:
Cost
0.44
Qualify
0.24
Time (Logistics)
0.08
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From this are calculate Flexibility for year 2003 and 2005
F (2003)

Q 64 2 T 2 Q 2

(C 
)
2 63
4 16

0.04 2 0.512
0.51
u 1.02 u (0.07 2 

)
4
16
2

0.04,

0.082 0.24 2
0.24
u 1.02 u (0.44 2 

) 0.05
4
16
2
The calculated results are very near results in this case study, F(2003) = 0.03 and
F(2005) = 0.04.
F (2005)

10. China effect, opportunity or threat?
According to Sähkö & Tele (2005), during the last months China, India, Russia,
as well as some other fast developing countries and the USA have kept up the
growth of world economy. China attracts more foreign investments than the USA,
while global corporations are not so interested in small Western countries as a
place of investments. For example, the statistics in high-tech business area of
2004 shows that foreign investment to Finland was €5.5 billion in compare to the
€21 billion that Finland has invested to other countries. In Europe, the new EU
members Poland, Russia, Germany, Hungary and Czech are the most popular
countries to invest in. Opening of the markets, growth possibilities in
productivity, flexible labor market lures companies particularly to Central and
Eastern Europe. The Finnish high-tech corporations have more than 160,000
employees all over the world and only 10 percent of those are in central and
Eastern Europe like Estonia, Poland, Hungary and Czech. Finnish companies,
especially high-tech companies see these countries as options to go. However
they admit that these central and eastern European countries, every country has its
own individual advantages and competitiveness, but China has their total
advantages in all, so it is probably the best option to invest. Recent statistics also
shows that the Finnish high-tech export has a growth 10 percent in turnover,
which has gained an increase in Europe and the Middle East but a decrease in the
Far East in consequence of China-effect. The situation should be quite similar in
most Western-European countries, even if it is naturally exaggerated in small
countries with very limited home markets, such as the Nordic countries are.
From the discussion of this paper, under the influence of China effect,
Western companies should all adjust their operational strategy, more or less. If the
strategies are adjusted properly, many companies will see China effect as a great
and valuable opportunity they can dramatically benefit from, but on the other
hand if these strategic changes are not understood it can lead to disasters for the
companies. During the adjustment process, the companies should notice several
issues that may affect their decisions. According to Kauppalehti Optio (2005), the
biggest problem in trade relationship with China is language. The second biggest
problem, cultural collision, will eventually block business development. This
requires the management of Western companies to think and treat things locally
in a Chinese way. The third issue, trade customs and procedures, are different
from the ones the Western companies are used to, which will complicate the
practical operations. Finally, political issues will influence the whole economic
environment; thus the foreign companies should be flexible. A good sign is that
____________________
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the political atmosphere in China and most other countries discussed under the
“China effect” is getting more stable and corruption is decreasing.
Comparing studies of Heikkilä (2004) with our case study we found out some
differences and similarities. Both pieces of research indicate several multifocused
and even equally important competitive priorities, but our case study shows a
clear need of a hierarchy from business to manufacturing strategies, and up to
resource categories (such as dynamic engineers) through which the strategies are
implemented (Takala, 2002; Sharma et al., 2006). Heikkilä’s more internationally
oriented study also found out that there are more differences in business and
manufacturing strategies between companies and factories than between
countries. Both the studies found out, related to Nordic countries, especially to
Finland, that there are many companies that are specialized with differentiation
strategies. This suggests that many companies from Nordic countries may have
difficulties to operate in business environments that are hard to anticipate.
11. Conclusion
Many companies should nowadays grow internationally and utilize the
developing countries as the means of lowering cost. However, each type of
company should have its own special strategy to suit to these markets, utilizing
dynamic multifocused manufacturing strategies basing on business strategy, in a
holistic way, e.g. by RAL model. Global sourcing in purchasing shall also be
more and more used effectively for cost and productivity competitiveness. This
means that Porter’s (1985) both options for global differentiation should be
utilized simultaneously in a balanced way, the emphasis depending of the size,
tradition and situation of the business. The development steps from technology
specialist to problem solver are also natural for all companies. This requires that
human resources have to be trained to be more “dynamic engineers”, all the time
more also in industrial engineering and management. The “dynamic engineer”
will really be the decision maker for the future world-class industries.
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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to study the operational competitiveness
and identify the development route of Chinese high-tech manufacturing
companies by comparing with other similar international manufacturing
companies of global manufacturing strategies database.
Design/methodology/approach – The preliminary analytical models for
competitiveness analysis are used to analyze the operational competitiveness
strategies in three different types of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies
based on the weights of the multi-criteria manufacturing strategies, which are
calculated using analytic hierarchy process method. Benchmarking between case
companies and leading companies of prospector, analyzer and defender groups is
applied to evaluate the manufacturing strategies further.
Findings – As a result of the case studies, it is possible to understand operational
competitiveness manufacturing strategies for the case companies, to show one
development route for Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies to be
competitive in their markets.
Practical implications – Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies have their
own operational strategies in different development phase. The different weights
of important factors such as quality, cost, time and flexibility make the case
companies to have some advantages in prospector, analyzer and defender. The
preliminary analytical models are effective for Chinese high-tech manufacturing
companies to calculate their operational competitiveness under the influence of
Chinese culture and macro-control.
Originality/value – Benchmarking of operational competitiveness is presented to
evaluate the manufacturing strategies in this paper. One development route of
Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies, which is under the influence of
Chinese culture and macro-control, is promoted.
Keywords Competitive strategy, Strategic manufacturing, Manufacturing systems,
Benchmarking, Analytical hierarchy process, China
Paper type Case study
1. Introduction
With the development of Chinese industries and their products, the effect of
Chinese manufacturing competitiveness is more important than before in the
____________________
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global markets. China has become a strong manufacturing country and has
influenced the business and manufacturing strategies in many different business
areas. The operation management level of China has been improved to approach
European level. To study operational competitiveness of Chinese manufacturing
companies is an effective path to understand their manufacturing capacity and
“China effect”.
Future competitiveness of manufacturing operations under the dynamic and
complex situations relies on forward-thinking strategies. Companies should
typically utilize multi-focus manufacturing strategies in a holistic way based on
their business plan and goal. Competitive priorities belong to the first phase of
manufacturing strategies, which act as the bridge between business strategy and
the manufacturing objectives (Kim and Arnold, 1996). Competitive priorities are
the crucial decisive variables for operations managers and operations researchers
to manage the global manufacturing operations. It indicates a strategy emphasized
on developing certain manufacturing capabilities that many improve a plant’s
market position. Competitive priorities can answer three questions: the first is that
which type and ranking of business the companies should belong to by analyzing
and evaluating competitive priorities; the second is what should be developed in
the company according to comparison; the third is whether the business strategies
can be supported and whether the manufacturing objective can be achieved.
The theoretical frame of reference of this study starts from resource based
view of a case study for a firm, especially human resource based strategy of an
organization (Wernerfelt, 1984). This framework goes on to justification of multifocused manufacturing strategies (Takala, 2002). The important achievements
have been studied to support and improve the framework mentioned above. Miles
and Snow (1978) have defined four company’s groups which include prospector,
analyzer, defender and reactor. Based on this literature, Takala et al. (2007a)
promoted the analytical models to calculate the competitiveness rankings in each
group according to the company’s multi-criteria weights of Q(quality), C(cost),
T(time) and F(flexibility). The analytical models were developed to gain insight
into the influence and sensitivities of various parameters and processes on the
alteration of strategies by Takala et al. (2007b). Liu et al. (2008) has used
analytical models to analyze operative competitiveness of one Chinese case
company, which manufactures CNC machines. Madu et al. (1996) presented the
concept of strategic groups for different technology and collaboration level in
technologically intensive countries, which include technology specialist,
commodity product, collaboration partner and problem solver. The idea has been
modified by the authors by adding the typical development route of global
industries to be later considered when studying the influences of China effect.
The main idea is that in global markets, when a company starts export activities, it
has to move cautiously from being a technology specialist to selling commodity
products, from that further to a collaboration partner, and finally to problem
solver especially in technologically intensive countries such as Finland or Sweden.
In pervious studies and related literatures above, Takala et al. (2007a)
introduced the unique analytical models to evaluate the competitiveness of
manufacturing companies world-wide. In China, the most dynamic market, Liu et
al. (2008) have first time applied such analytical models to analyze operational
____________________
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competitiveness of a private middle-size manufacturing company in China. This
paper continues such analysis further in China with more deep insights of
operational competitiveness of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies
compared in a global context to suggest how to improve the operational strategies
in order to be more competitive, and to verify the analytical models of operational
competitiveness and promote one development route of Chinese manufacturing
companies under the influence of Chinese culture and macro-control further based
on the study of Madu et al. (1996). In this paper, case studies of Chinese hightech manufacturing companies, which include Chinese high-tech international
manufacturing company (CHIMC), Chinese high-tech regional manufacturing
company (CHRMC) and Chinese high-tech independent research and
development companies (CHIRDC) belong to state-owned manufacturing
companies.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces some
methodologies and assumptions. Section 3 analyzes the operational
competitiveness of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies. Section 4 studies
one development route of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies. Section 5
discusses managerial implication and future research. Section 6 draws some
conclusions.
1.1 Concepts of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies
The high-tech companies studied in this paper, which is important component of
Chinese leading industries, mainly produce computing, optical, mechanical and
electronic integrated equipments. We choose three typical high-tech companies
below as case studies based on the typical development route of global industries.
These case companies categorized in this paper represent typical Chinese stateowned manufacturing companies, and such types of companies generally exist in
China.
The main concepts are as follows:
y CHIMC. CHIMC can control global supply chain of one or two types of
high-tech products. Customers of CHIMC are global.
y CHRMC. The products of CHRMC mainly serve for Chinese customers.
Sometimes, a few products can be exported to foreign countries.
y CHIRDC. One important mission of CHIRDC is to research or develop new
products for some manufacturing companies. Another task is to
manufacture a few types of products for customers, future aim of which
earns more profits from market.
1.2 Concepts of GMSS database
Global manufacturing strategies (GMSS) database, which consists of operational
competitiveness’ data of 100 case studies of ten counties, is created to study
manufacturing strategies.
2. Research methodology
2.1 Analytic hierarchy process method
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method (Saaty, 1980) is a multi-attribute
decision instrument that allows considering quantitative, qualitative measures and
____________________
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making trade-offs. The AHP is used in this research to deal with the empirical part,
which includes analyzing questionnaires and calculating weights of main criteria
and sub-criteria. The questionnaires are answered by the interviewees who are
experts normally in the top management or specifically in charge of one area, and
they really know the operations and strategies of the company. All answers with
inconsistence ratio below the limit are accepted, and therefore ensure the internal
validity. The AHP goal is to integrate different measures into single overall score
for ranking decisive alternatives with pair wise comparisons of chosen attributes.
The AHP based instruments (forms and questionnaires) has been used for more
than 20 years in successful analysis of case companies and proved to be reliable.
The some applications of AHP are Zahedi (1989), Rangone (1996), Sun (2004)
and Banuls and Salmeron (2008). The steps of the AHP are as follows in this
paper.
The first step is to establish the model of hierarchy structure for operational
competitiveness. This study structures the hierarchy model of competitiveness
priorities of manufacturing strategy in Figure 1 (Takala et al., 2007a). The main
criteria consist of know-how, flexibility, delivery, quality, customer focus and
costs. The main criteria are typical items used in evaluating the competitiveness
priorities in multi-focused manufacturing strategies. They are formed based on
typical case studies and instruments used in interviews. The sub-criteria involve
30 criterions, such as knowledge management, fast delivery, low defect rate, low
cost, etc.
The second step is the comparison of the alternatives and the criteria. They are
compared in pairs with respect to each element of the next higher level.
The last step is connecting the comparisons so that to get the priorities of the
alternatives with respect to each criterion and the weights of each criterion with
respect to the goal. The local priorities are then multiplied by the weights of the
respective criterion. The results are summed up to get the overall priority of each
alternative.
Competitive Priorities of Manufacturing Strategy

Continuous Improvement

Quality Cost

Activity Based Measurement

Low Cost

Value Added

Costs

Dependedable Promises

Measurement of Satisfaction

Product Support

Customer Information

After Sales Service

Product Customization

Certification

Reliability

Customer Focus

Environmental Aspects

Low Defect Rate

Product Performance

Quality

Right Quality

Right Amount

Fast Delivery

On Agree Time

Mix Changes

Delivery

Broad Product Line

Volume Change

Design Adjustment

Flexibiliy

Training Education

Problem Solving Skills

Creativity

Continuous Learning

R&D

Knowledge Management

Know How

Figure 1. Competitive priorities of manufacturing strategy
2.2 Analytical models
In this paper, the analytical models will be used to calculate the operational
competitiveness rankings of companies in the different groups, which are
prospector, analyzer and defender (Takala et al., 2007a). The know-how is more
resource related so it serves as lower level, but on the other hand customer focus
is more strategically orientated so it serves as higher level compared to the core
____________________
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competence i.e. quality, cost, time and flexibility. Therefore only these four key
factors which are more effectively affect the operational competitiveness level has
been taken into consideration in the analytical models. Again the RAL holistic
model (Takala, 2002) supports the theory of the analytical models using only four
main criteria, i.e. quality, cost, time and flexibility.
The analytical models (Takala et al., 2007a) are developed based on over 100
case company studies in our GMSS research group. RAL holistic model (Takala,
2002) supports the external validity of the analytical models from theory point of
view. The analytical models have good transferability since they are developed
from over 100 case companies, whose industrial branch varies from one to
another and company size varies from big to small, but they share one thing in
common which is that they all compete in a highly dynamic business environment.
In the analytical models (Takala et al., 2007), the equations to calculate weights
of core factors are as follows:
Q
Q%
(1)
Q C T
C
C%
(2)
Q C T
T
T%
(3)
Q C T
F
F%
(4)
Q C T  F
The analytical models to calculate the operational competitiveness rankings in
each group are given.

The analytical model for prospector group:
I ~ 1  1  Q%1/ 3 1  0.9* T % (1  0.9* C %) * F %1/ 3
The analytical model for analyzer group:

§
§ 0.95* Q%  0.285 * 0.95*T %  0.285
O ~1  1  F % ¨ ABS ¨
¨ 0.95* C%  0.285
¨
©
©
The analytical model for defender group:
M ~ 1  1  C %1/ 3 1  0.9* T % (1  0.9* Q%) * F %1/ 3

(5)

1/3

*· ·
¸¸ ¸
¸
¹¹

(6)

(7)

2.3 Data collection
The main criteria and sub-criteria (mentioned in Figure 1) prepared in the
questionnaires for interviews have been defined by the decision makers and
middle management groups, who have good knowledge about the operation of the
case companies, and accordingly assume these criteria are the core competence of
their company. The interviewees are the decision makers in the case companies,
and the number of them is depended the size of case company. From same case
company the inconsistent results are left out.
____________________
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y The data of Chinese manufacturing companies have been collected by
answering questionnaires from 40 senior managers or directors of four type
case companies. Firstly, the senior managers or directors were trained to
understand the criteria of the questionnaire by email, telephone and
interview. Secondly, after they finished the questionnaires, the data were
analyzed by AHP tool to get competitiveness priorities of case companies.
Thirdly, the discussion with managers or directors revealed the results and
verified the reliabilities of the data further.
y The data of operational competitiveness of others countries come from
GMSS database. In GMSS database, WXL1 is top company of operational
competitiveness in prospector group, S_ATE is top company of operational
competitiveness in analyzer group and R3_SM is top company of
operational competitiveness in defender group. The values of operational
competitiveness of WXL1, S_ATE and R3_SM are shown in Table I.

Table I. The values of operational competitiveness of WXL1, S_ATE and R3_SM
Company
WXL1
S_ATE
R3_SM

Quality
(percent)
82
55
10

Cost
(percent)
11
26
74

Time
(percent)
7
19
16

Flexibility
(percent)
5
78
4

Strategy
Group
Prospector
Analyzer
Defender

Competitive
level
0.980
0.978
0.975

Rank
1
1
1

2.4 Assumptions
(1) CHIMC should be competitive in prospector group because it has controlled
the supply chain of its product and try to develop new products to occupy new
market of the world.
(2) CHRMC and CHIRDC should be strong in analyzer group because of three
reasons:
y these manufacturing companies have strong capacity of research in new
products and normally own one research department at least;
y the technology of these companies can reach advanced level of the world,
but just follow the developed counties such as USA, Japan and EU; and
y these companies can control the Chinese market of their products.
3. Operational competitiveness of Chinese high-tech manufacturing
companies
3.1 Operational competitiveness of CHIMC
The case CHIMC, which was founded in China, employs around 20,000 people in
the world. It is mainly engaged in developing, manufacturing and selling of
computer equipments which have full range of products such as family personal
computer, notebook personal computer, computer service equipment and so on.
The goal of the case company is to develop high-tech computer products for new
global market. The products have been sold in more than 100 countries. The
company possesses high-level research institute, production base, supply chain
and market network.

3.1.1 The criteria analysis. The results of main criteria calculated by Expert
Choice are shown from questionnaire in Table II and Figure 2.
____________________
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Table II. Weights of main criteria of CHIMC
Main Criteria
Weights

Quality
0.304

Customers focus
0.241

Know-how
0.237

Costs
0.094

Delivery
0.071

111

Flexibility
0.053

Flexibility
5.3%
Delivery
7.1%
Costs
9.4%

Quality
30.4%

Know-how
23.7%
Customers
focus
24.1%

Figure 2. Competitiveness priorities of main criteria of CHIMC

Figure 3. Weights ranking of sub-criteria of CHIMC

In Figure 2, the results of the questionnaires show that quality is the most
important factor for the case company to its competitive priorities of
manufacturing strategy. The weight of the quality of the case company is 30.4
percent, which is higher than any of other criteria. The result has been completely
the same as expected because the assumption of the case company belongs to
prospector group which focus to quality. The quality is the most important
strategy to keep its leading position of global supply chain in one type product
field. The importance of customer focus (24.1 percent) ranks the second, which is
quite much expected because higher customer focus implies that the case
____________________
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company has more powerful capacity of developing new products to find
potential global market. The ranking of know-how (23.7 percent) is the third, and
the weight of which is very similar with the weight of customer focus. The
importance of know-how is relatively primary focus in the operational strategy,
because it is the base of high quality and high customer focus. This result has
proved that the employees in this case company are highly skilled technicians,
who can improve creative ability and manufacturing quality of the company. The
costs (9.4 percent), delivery (7.1 percent) and flexibility (5.3 percent) are
secondary factors in the operational strategy. The lower important factors of costs,
delivery and flexibility indicate:
y the cost is not the key factor of the operational strategy because the hightech international manufacturing company has made the cost of products
reasonable by mass production and other methods;
y supply chain system and market network of the case company have been
mature enough to serve for sales and transportation of products; and
y production strategy is suitable for global market changing.
Figure 3 shows the weights of each sub-criteria of the case CHIMC from the
highest to the lowest. The dependable promise is the most important in subcriteria. The importance of dependable promise indicates the case company is a
prestige CHIMC. The dependable promise makes the company to earn higher
competitiveness. The reliability, the product performance, the certification and the
environmental aspects belonging to the main criteria “quality” are more important,
which are basic characteristics of prospector group. In Figure 3, measurement of
satisfaction, after sales service and product support consisting of important subcriteria, cause customer focus to be second ranking in the main criteria. The R&D
and the continuous learning of the main criteria “know-how” prove that the ability
of R&D and the skilful employees are the source to develop new products and
new markets.
3.1.2 Ranking of competitiveness. The normalization of Q percent, C percent,
T percent and F percent can be calculated by equations (1)-(4). The results are
shown in Table III. The operational competitiveness values are calculated by the
analytical models and shown in Table III. The quality (the value of Q percent is
65 percent) is the most important and decisive factor of operational
competitiveness in the case CHIMC. The results (described in Table III) of
calculation based on the analytical models indicate the case company has some
competitive advantage when competing among prospector group. But, the high
quality and the low cost strategies also make the case CHIMC have some
advantage in defender group. Figure 4 shows clearly this type of Chinese
manufacturing company has relatively high competitive ranking in prospector and
defender groups.
Table III. The values of operational competitiveness of CHIMC
Company
CHIMC

Quality
(percent)
65

Cost
(percent)
20

Time
(percent)
15

____________________

Flexibility
(percent)
10

Prospector
Competitive
Rank
level
0.956
20

Analyzer
Competitive
Rank
level
0.851
61

Defender
Competitive
Rank
level
0.931
24
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Figure 4. Operational competitiveness rankings of CHIMC
in prospector and defender groups (Case studies from GMSS database)

3.1.3 Benchmarking of competitiveness. WXL1 is the top company of
prospector group and R3_SM is the top company of defender group. From Figure
5, it can be found that the importance of T (time) and F (flexibility) are very
similar among these companies. The most influential factor in prospector’s
strategy is quality. The benchmarking difference of quality between CHIMC and
WXL1 is just 17 percent which proves that CHIMC has somehow advantage in
this group. The most important factor in defender strategy is cost. The
benchmarking difference of cost between CHIMC and R3_SM is 54 percent,
which shows that CHIMC has not much advantage in defender group. The results
above imply CHIMC is more competitive in prospector group.

Figure 5. Benchmarking of the operational competitiveness
among WXL1, R3_SM and CHIMC

3.1.4 Discussion of CHIMC operational strategy. Some characteristics for
CHIMC can be found from analysis results of operational strategy as follows:
y CHIMC has strong ability to develop new products and continually search
for new markets, because the quality focus of operational strategy is higher.
The number of patents has become more and more. CHIMC owns some top
high-tech research institutes and has capability to compete with other
foreign companies in prospector group.
____________________
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y The ranking of cost shows that CHIMC takes advantage of the lower cost of
Chinese labour and material to enhance operational competitiveness. There
are many international manufacturing companies have built their production
facilities in China to reduce cost.
y The importance of know-how in main criteria indicates high-tech talents
have been one of the most important factors to promote the development of
the company in prospector group.

3.2 Operational competitiveness of CHRMC
The case CHRMC, which consists of three research institutes and 11 production
groups, employs more than 40,000 people. This case company is capable for the
full process of large electromechanical equipments from design to maintenance
service. The primary market of the products is China, and a few products are
exported. The goal of this case company is to improve ability of development and
reduce cost of products in condition of keeping high quality.
3.2.1 The criteria analysis. The weights of criteria are calculated by Expert
Choice. Figures 6 and 7 show the calculating results of main criteria and its subcriteria.
The results calculated of the questionnaires indicate that customers focus is the
most important factor in competitive priorities of manufacturing strategy of the
case CHRMC. The importance of customers focus (30.7 percent) shows that
product design, product manufacturing, product maintenance and after sales
service are more important than the other elements in its sub-criteria. The
customers have been the lifeline of development, because of three reasons:
y the case CHRMC must organize to manufacture products according to the
orders of customers, because large electromechanical equipments are very
expensive;
y the case CHRMC must support good service for the customers to make
large electromechanical equipments work in order; and
y the case CHRMC must focus on the customer demands and satisfactions to
get new orders.
Weights ranking of sub-criteria of customers focus can prove above mentioned.
The importance of quality (25.5 percent) ranks the second, which is more
important for the case CHRMC to reduce fault rate of products, develop new
products and get new markets. The importance of quality sub-criteria shown in
Figure 7, such as certification, low defect rate, reliability and environmental
aspects, are higher in the whole sub-criteria. These sub-criteria describe the
importance of product quality from different aspects. The third important factor is
cost (13.0 percent). The ranking of cost shows that the cost is also important in
operational competitiveness strategy. But on the other hand the lower percentage
of cost indicates that the case CHRMC cannot focus on reducing cost of products
excessively and meanwhile keeping high quality of products. For the educational
background of the employees, 50 percent have got their bachelor’s degree, 30
percent have got master’s degree and 10 percent with doctor’s degree. So, the
main criteria “know-how” is not an important factor in operational
____________________
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competitiveness strategy, because it has already attracted lots of technology
talents. For manufacturing large electromechanical equipment, the weight of
delivery (9.7 percent) and flexibility (9.5 percent) are reasonable for the
complexity of the product’s structure and the manufacturing process.

Flexibility
9.5%
Delivery
9.7%

Quality
25.5%

Costs
13.0%

Know-how
11.5%

Customers
focus
30.7%

Figure 6. Competitiveness priorities of main criteria of CHRMC

Figure 7. Weights ranking of sub-criteria of CHRMC

3.2.2 Ranking and benchmarking of competitiveness. Table IV shows the
values of operational competitiveness of CHRMC, which are calculated by
analytical models mentioned in Section 2.2. The results indicate that the
competitive ranking of the case CHRMC in analyzer group is higher than in
prospector and defender groups. But Table IV shows that the gaps of operational
competitive ranking of the case CHRMC are small in three groups. In which
groups of business does the case CHRMC have stronger operational
competitiveness?
____________________
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Table IV. The values of operational competitiveness of CHRMC
Company
CHRMC

Quality
(percent)
53

Cost
(percent)
27

Time
(percent)
20

Flexibility
(percent)
16

Prospector
Competitive
Rank
level
0.936
41

Analyzer
Competitive
Rank
level
0.929
29

Defender
Competitive
Rank
level
0.918
36

The benchmarking among the operational competitiveness of WXL1 (top
company of operational competitiveness in prospector group), S_ATE (top
company of operational competitiveness in analyzer group), R3_SM (top
company of operational competitiveness in defender group) and CHRMC is
shown in Figure 8. The benchmarking shows the operational competitiveness of
the case CHRMC is quite similar to the operational competitiveness of the S_ATE
in terms of quality, cost and time, which implies manufacturing strategy trend of
the case CHRMC is balanced except flexibility. The high value of flexibility
makes the ranking of S_ATE number 1 in analyzer group. The balanced focus on
quality, cost and time proves that CHRMC have advantage in analyzer group,
which is expected. But the low percentage of flexibility limits its competitiveness
ranking in analyzer group.

Figure 8. Benchmarking of the operational competitiveness
among WXL1, S_ATE, R3_SM and CHRMC

3.2.3 Discussion of CHRMC operational strategy. CHRMC has stable market
and group of customers in China. The main competitors of CHRMC are famous
international companies, which master top core technology and hold international
market. CHRMC is not the best innovator in this field of the world. There are
some important characteristics for CHRMC:
y The quality of manufacturing process is more important, because managers
of CHRMC pay much attention to low defect rate and reliability in subcriteria. CHRMC must improve the production management and
manufacturing technology to reduce fault rate.
y The weights of knowledge management and R&D (showed in Figure 7) are
lower, which indicates the innovative ability of CHRMC is not strong in
this field.
y The importance of flexibility (9.5 percent) shows it is difficulty for
CHRMC to adjust production line to manufacturing more customized
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products, and therefore lacks the ability to attract new customers. The
competitiveness of CHRMC could be very strong in analyzer group, but the
low flexibility limits its competitiveness in this group.
3.3 Operational competitiveness of CHIRDC
The primary mission for the CHIRDC is to design new products for other
manufacturing companies. The case CHIRDC, has about 1,000 employees,
consists of eight design and development departments and one manufacturing
factory. The future goal of the company is to improve manufacturing capability
based on enhancing the ability of developing new products. The case CHIRDC
only produces two types of products on a small scale, and the market of which is
stable. The case CHIRDC has strong capability to design high-tech equipments
for many high-tech manufacturing companies of China.

Flexibility
8.3%
Delivery
17.6%

Costs
19.6%

Quality
23.0%

Customers
focus
17.8%
Know-how
13.7%

Figure 9. Competitiveness priorities of main criteria of CHIRDC

Figure 10. Weights ranking of sub-criteria of CHIRDC
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The weights of main criteria and its sub-criteria are calculated by Expert
Choice. The competitiveness priorities of criteria are shown in Figures 9 and 10,
the results of which indicate:
y the importance of quality (23.0 percent) is the most important factor in the
case CHIRDC;
y the weight of cost (19.6 percent) ranks the second, which proves the cost is
an important element in Chinese manufacturing company;
y the weights of quality, cost, delivery, customer focus and know-how are
more balanced, which is the basic characteristic of analyzer group
companies; and
y the distribution of the weights ranking of sub-criteria support the balanced
operational competitiveness strategy in the case CHIRDC.
The results shown in Table V are calculated by the analytical models
mentioned in Section 2.2. The data of Table V indicate that the ranking of the case
CHIRDC is number 4 in analyzer group, which implies that the case CHIRDC has
good operational competitiveness in this group. The reason is that percentages of
quality (38 percent), cost (33 percent) and time (29 percent) are quite balanced.
The comparison with some case studies of GMSS database in analyzer group is
shown in Figure 11.
Table V. The values of operational competitiveness of CHIRDC
Company
CHIRDC

Quality
(percent)
38

Cost
(percent)
33

Time
(percent)
29

Flexibility
(percent)
12

Prospector
Competitive
Rank
level
0.929
53

Analyzer
Competitive
Rank
level
0.976
4

Defender
Competitive
Rank
level
0.926
29

Figure 11. Operational competitiveness rankings of CHIRDC
in analyzer group (Case studies from GMSS database)

The case company is a typical CHIRDC, which has mastered high technology
in some fields. The CHIRDC tries its best to enlarge the range of products and
extend market in order to increase its profit. The CHIRDC tries to move from
being a technology specialist to selling commodity products. The reasons for the
good operational competitiveness of the case CHIRDC in analyzer group are as
follows:
____________________
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y the advanced technology of design and development is the best way to
control the quality of products, and the importance of quality is the most
important factor in the main criteria in the case CHIRDC operational
strategy;
y because the production scale is small, the cost of operational
competitiveness is controllable;
y the salary of employees is lower than developed countries in EU and North
America; and
y the stable customer group and market for the case CHIRDC cause the
flexibility is moderate.

How will the operational competitiveness change when the productions scale
of CHIRDC become larger? Table VI shows another case CHIRDC named
CHIRDC-1, which is similar to the case CHIRDC five years ago, has consisted of
one manufacturing mode subsidiary, one anticorrosive paint production subsidiary,
one advanced spare parts processing centre and four technology research
departments. Comparing the data of Table VI with the data of Table V, the value
of cost has been increased to 44 percent and the value of time has been decreased
to 17 percent. The results show that the competitive rankings have been improved
in prospector and defender groups, however declined in analyzer group. The
analysis indicates the case CHIRDC-1 have had better operational
competitiveness in defender group because the cost has been the core focus in the
process of company moving from being a technology specialist to selling
commodity products.
Table VI. The values of operational competitiveness of CHIRDC-1
Company
CHIRDC-1

Quality
(percent)
39

Cost
(percent)
44

Time
(percent)
17

Flexibility
(percent)
10

Prospector
Competitive
Rank
level
0.942
36

Analyzer
Competitive
Rank
level
0.899
41

Defender
Competitive
Rank
level
0.944
15

4. Development route of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies in
operational competitiveness
It is one typical development route for Chinese high-tech manufacturing
companies to move from CHIRDC to CHIRDC-1, and then further from CHRMC
to CHIMC. There are some differences between Chinese high-tech manufacturing
companies and manufacturing companies of technology intensive countries
(Madu et al., 1996). There is not the phase of collaboration partner being replaced
by collaboration company in the development process of Chinese high-tech
manufacturing companies, because the developments of Chinese high-tech
manufacturing companies are affected by government macro-control, policy
intervention and culture. In the phase of commodity product, Chinese government
generally applies preferential policies and macro-control to encourage the best
manufacturing companies being the collaboration companies by corporate
mergers. In some extent, government considers this method can enhance
competitiveness of manufacturing companies. On the other hand, in Chinese
culture, the leaderships of manufacturing companies in the phase of commodity
product are more willing to control the collaboration companies, not collaboration
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partner. The development route of Chinese high-tech manufacturing companies in
operational competitiveness is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. The development route of Chinese high-tech
manufacturing companies in operational competitiveness
5. Managerial implication and future research
The managerial implications of this study are described as follows, based on
previous achievements in operational competitiveness analysis of manufacturing
company:
y Operational competitiveness of four types of Chinese high-tech
manufacturing companies, which are typical case companies along one
development route of Chinese manufacturing development mode, have been
analyzed using AHP and the analytical models. The analyzing results prove
that the analytical models, which haven’t taken Chinese companies into
consideration while created, are also effective for Chinese high-tech
manufacturing companies further, because the analyze results of rankings of
the case companies in prospector, analyzer and defender groups are in
accordance with assumptions.
y Benchmarking is used to confirm which type of business these Chinese
high-tech manufacturing companies belong to when the rankings of
operational competitiveness are very similar in prospector, analyzer or
defender group. Benchmarking of the operational competitiveness can
provide comparing information between the case company and top case
company, and the most influential factor’s gaps of which could help to
determine the case companies have more advantages in which group.
____________________
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y Through studying four case companies, the theories of Madu et al. (1996)
are extended to Chinese business. It is the first attempt to give operational
competitiveness strategies for strategic groups for different technology and
collaboration levels along one development route of Chinese manufacturing
companies. Under the influence of Chinese culture and macro-control,
commodity product companies are developed to collaboration companies
instead of collaboration partners.
Future research of this paper could be extended into two directions:
(1) from comparisons between companies in China and companies in EU
(Takala et al., 2007c), an implication shows that know-how and customer
focus are more evenly distributed in China than in EU and such
behaviour is believed to be the influence of Chinese government macrocontrol and policy intervention which makes companies operating in a
better way. Such implication will be studied and proved further, and also
the question what the Chinese companies must do in order to be
strategically competitive will be studied in future research.
(2) The general rules of operational competitiveness can be studied based on
typical development routes of technology intensive and labour intensive
countries.
6. Conclusion
From Chinese case studies presented and analyzed in this paper, it can be seen
that the preliminary analytical modes are effective to calculate company’s
operational competitiveness in different competitor groups further. The analyzing
results show that the benchmarking of operational competitiveness is a good
method to verify the company’s business strategy.
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1

Introduction

With the development of Chinese industries and their products, the effect of Chinese
manufacturing competitiveness is more important than before in the global market. China
has become a strong manufacturing country and has influenced the business and
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manufacturing strategies of many different areas. Chinese State-Owned Manufacturing
Enterprises (CSOMEs) are the most representative type of company in China and
the most significant representative of socialism with Chinese characteristics. CSOMEs
produce the majority of the Chinese Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (e.g., over 75% in
2007) and they also form the majority of the top 500 companies in China. Although
the case study is done for one CSOME, the results are representative since most
CSOMEs share very similar characteristics.
Since the 1990s, the Chinese government has been allocating special funds to
improve the operational performance of CSOMEs. The funds are used to purchase
advanced manufacturing equipment, attract and train talented employees and improve
product design quality, the management level and system reformation. These
improvements have not only constructed a good technology base of the operational
competitiveness of CSOMEs, but also improved their operational competitiveness
rapidly. However, the operational competitiveness of CSOMEs is developing slowly and
has become restricted because CSOMEs’ business strategies are often influenced by
national policies and macro control, which have interfered with making development
strategies in the global market. With more and more foreign enterprises establishing their
operations in China, CSOMEs face much tougher competition than ever before. Many
CSOMEs already show weaker competitiveness compared to their foreign competitors
from developed countries in rankings, e.g., bidding in national projects, market share
and performance statistics. The gap in competitiveness between CSOMEs and their
foreign competitors obviously exists. According to Takala et al. (2007b), the operational
competitiveness of a company can be optimised by adjusting its manufacturing strategies.
CSOMEs must adjust their strategies to enhance their competitiveness in both the
national and global market. The benchmarking of the competitiveness of CSOMEs in this
study can effectively discover the existing gap compared to the top competitive market
leaders in the world and, therefore, further develop the competitiveness of CSOMEs.
The future competitiveness of manufacturing operations under dynamic and
complex business situations relies on forward-thinking strategies. Companies should
typically utilise multifocused manufacturing strategies in a holistic way based on
their business plans and goals. Competitive priorities belong to the first phase of
manufacturing strategies, which acts as the bridge between the business strategy and the
manufacturing objectives (Kim and Arnold, 1996). Competitive priorities are the crucial
decisive variables for managers and decision makers to manage global manufacturing
operations. It indicates a strategy emphasising the development of certain manufacturing
capabilities that may improve a plant’s market position. Competitive priorities can
answer three questions:
1

Which category of business do the companies belong to, how competitive are they
and which category would give them the best competitiveness ranking through the
analysis of the competitive priorities of their manufacturing strategies?

2

What should be developed in the company according to comparisons in the
global context?

3

Can business strategies be supported and can the manufacturing objective
be achieved?
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In this study, the theoretical framework of reference starts from the resource-based view
of a case firm, especially the human resource-based strategy of an organisation
(Wernerfelt, 1984). This framework goes on to justify multifocused manufacturing
strategies (Takala, 2002). The important achievements have been studied to support and
improve the framework mentioned above. Madu et al. (1996) presented the concept of
strategic groups for different technologies and collaboration levels. This theory was
improved by Takala et al. (2007a) to describe the typical development route of global
industries. This paper has given the typical development route, which is from being a
technology specialist to selling commodity products; with increases in the collaboration
level, it goes further from that to a collaboration partner and finally, to a problem solver
in technology-intensive countries. Miles and Snow (1978) defined four company
groups: prospector, analyser, defender and reactor. According to Miles and Snow (1978),
contrary to the other three strategies (prospector, analyser and defender), the reactor
strategy does not lead to a consistent and stable organisation. Hence, when an
organisation is in this situation, it is advised to change to one of the other three strategies.
Based on the literature, Takala et al. (2007b) promoted analytical models to calculate the
competitiveness rankings in each group according to a company’s multicriteria weights
for Q(Quality), C(Cost), T(Time) and F(Flexibility). The analytical models were
developed to gain insight into the influences and sensitivities of various parameters and
processes on the alteration of strategies by Takala et al. (2007c). Liu et al. (2008) used
analytical models to analyse the operative competitiveness of one Chinese case company
that manufactures Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC) machines. Phusavat and
Kanchana (2008) examined and described the competitive priorities of service providers
in Thailand based on surveys that consisted of six criteria. The results of the analysis
gave some good suggestions regarding operational competitiveness to the Federation of
Thai Industries.
In previous studies and concerning the related literature, Takala et al. (2007b)
introduced unique analytical models to evaluate the competitiveness of manufacturing
companies worldwide. In China, the most dynamic market, Liu et al. (2008) applied
such analytical models to analyse the operational competitiveness of a private mid-sized
manufacturing company in China. This paper continues such an analysis with deeper
insights into the operational competitiveness of CSOMEs in a global context to suggest
how to improve operational strategies to be more competitive.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces some methodologies.
Section 3 analyses the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME and its
subsidiaries. Section 4 studies the future operational competitiveness of the CSOME.
Section 5 discusses some of the operational competitiveness characteristics of CSOMEs.
Section 6 draws some conclusions.

1.1 Concepts of Chinese state-owned manufacturing enterprises
CSOMEs are state holding and manufacturing companies that form an important part
of national industry. Chinese large and medium-sized state-owned manufacturing
enterprises, which comprise 70% of the top 500 Chinese companies, are the pillars of
the national economy. However, the percentage of Chinese large and medium-sized
state-owned manufacturing enterprises occupies only 3% of the global top 500
companies. It indicates that CSOMEs are improving, but their competitiveness is not at
the top in the global context.
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1.2 Concepts of GMSS database
The Global Manufacturing Strategies (GMSS) database, which consists of the operational
competitiveness data of 100 case studies, was created to study manufacturing strategies.
‘Global’ means that the GMSS studies have been done by constantly comparing,
benchmarking and learning from 100 industrial cases, including traditional and service
products located in more than 10 countries in all continents. From the GMSS studies,
we offer a method that has been validated and verified with such extensive empirical
studies and benchmarking information to any company in the world. GMSS is mainly a
database containing manufacturing strategies’ diversities and the competitiveness profiles
of companies from different countries or the companies that operate globally. All the case
companies in this database share some things in common, one of which is that they are
high-performance companies.

2

Research methodologies

2.1 Analytic hierarchy process method
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method (Saaty, 1980) is a multi-attribute decision
instrument that allows considering quantitative and qualitative measures and making
tradeoffs. The AHP is used in this research to deal with the empirical part, which includes
analysing questionnaires and calculating the weights of the main criteria and subcriteria.
The questionnaires are answered by the interviewees, who are normally experts in the top
management or specifically in charge of one area and they really know the operations and
strategies of the company. All the answers with an inconsistency ratio below the limit are
accepted and, therefore, ensure internal validity. The AHP’s goal is to integrate different
measures into a single overall score for ranking decisive alternatives with the pair-wise
comparisons of chosen attributes. The AHP-based instruments (forms and questionnaires)
has been used for more than 20 years in the successful analysis of case companies and
have been proven to be reliable. Some applications of AHP were shown in Zahedi (1989),
Rangone (1996) and Sun (2004). The procedures to use the AHP are detailed below.
The first step is to establish the model of hierarchy structure for operational
competitiveness. This study structures the hierarchy model of competitiveness priorities
of the manufacturing strategy in Figure 1 (Takala et al., 2007a). The main criteria
consist of know-how, flexibility, delivery, quality, customer focus and costs. The main
criteria are typical items used in evaluating the competitiveness priorities in multifocused
manufacturing strategies. They are formed based on typical case studies and the
instruments used in interviews. The subcriteria involve 30 items such as knowledge
management, fast delivery, low defect rate, low cost, etc.
The second step is the comparison of the alternatives and the criteria. They are
compared in pairs with respect to each element of the next higher level.
The last step is connecting the comparisons to get the priorities of the alternatives
with respect to each criterion and the weights of each criterion with respect to the goal.
The local priorities are then multiplied by the weights of the respective criteria. The
results are summed up to get the overall priority of each alternative.
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Figure 1

The competitive priorities of the manufacturing strategy
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2.2 Analytical models
In this paper, analytical models are used to calculate the operational competitiveness
rankings of companies in the different groups, which are prospector, analyser and
defender (Takala et al., 2007b). Among the six main criteria, know-how is more
resource-related, so it serves as a lower level; on the other hand, customer focus is more
strategically oriented, so it serves as a higher level compared to the core competences,
i.e., quality, cost, time (delivery) and flexibility. Therefore, only these four key factors
that more effectively affect the operational competitiveness level have been taken into
consideration in the analytical models. Again, the Responsiveness, Agility and Leanness
(RAL) holistic model (Takala, 2002) supports the theory of the analytical models using
only four main criteria, i.e., quality, cost, time and flexibility.
The analytical models (Takala et al., 2007b) are developed based on over 100 case
company studies from 10 counties in our GMSS research group. The RAL holistic model
(Takala, 2002) supports the external validity of the analytical models from the theory
point of view. The analytical models have good transferability since they are developed
from over 100 case companies, whose industrial branch varies from one to another and
the company size varies from big to small, but they share one thing in common: they all
compete in a highly dynamic business environment.
In the analytical models (Takala et al., 2007b), the equations to calculate the weights
of the core factors are as follows:
Q%

Q
Q C T

(1)

C%

C
QC T

(2)

T%

T
Q C T

(3)

F%

F
.
Q C T  F

(4)
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The analytical models to calculate the operational competitiveness rankings in each group
are given.
The analytical model for the prospector group:

I ~ 1  (1  Q%1 / 3 )(1  0.9 * T %)(1  0.9 * C %) * F %1 / 3.

(5)

The analytical model for the analyser group:
1/ 3

§
§ (0.95* Q%  0.285) * (0.95* T %  0.285) * · ·
O ~ 1  (1  F %) ¨ ABS ¨
¸¸
© (0.95* C %  0.285)
¹¹
©

.

(6)

The analytical model for the defender group:

M ~ 1  (1  C %1 / 3 )(1  0.9* T %)(1  0.9* Q%) * F %1 / 3.

(7)

2.3 Management model of the Chinese state-owned manufacturing enterprise
and its subsidiaries
The business relationships between the headquarters of the CSOME and its subsidiaries
are as follows:
x

The council of the headquarters is responsible for appointing and removing the heads
of its subsidiaries, but it does not interfere with the appointment and adjustment of
subsidiaries for lower-level managers or directors.

x

The functions of the headquarters are to coordinate and monitor its subsidiaries to
finish major national projects and important customer orders.

x

The subsidiaries of the CSOME may develop other businesses to earn more profits
apart from finishing the task of the headquarters.

x

The CSOME and its subsidiaries can get money from state finance to improve the
manufacturing equipment level.

2.4 Data collection
The main criteria and subcriteria (mentioned in Figure 1) prepared in the questionnaires
for the interviews have been defined by the decision makers and middle-management
groups that have good knowledge about the operation of the case company and
accordingly assume that these criteria are the company’s core competences. The
interviewees are the decision makers in the case companies and their number depends
on the size of the case company. The inconsistent results are left out for the same
case company.
x

The data of the CSOME and its subsidiaries have been collected by making
40 senior managers or directors answer a questionnaire. Firstly, the senior managers
or directors were trained to understand the criteria of the questionnaire through
e-mail, telephone and interviews. Secondly, after they finish the questionnaire, the
data were analysed by the AHP tool to get the competitiveness priorities of the case
company and the inconsistency ratio. Thirdly, discussions with the managers or
directors revealed the results and further verified the reliabilities of the data.
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The data on the operational competitiveness of other countries come from the GMSS
database. In the GMSS database, WXL1 is the company with the top operational
competitiveness in the prospector group, S_ATE is the company with the top
operational competitiveness in the analyser group and R3_SM is the company
with the top operational competitiveness in the defender group. The values of the
operational competitiveness of WXL1, S_ATE and R3_SM are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

The values of the operational competitiveness of WXL1, S_ATE and R3_SM

Company

Quality (%)

Cost (%)

Time (%)

Flexibility (%)

WXL1

81.9

11.3

6.8

4.7

S_ATE

55.0

26.0

19.0

R3_SM

10.3

73.5

16.2

3

Strategy
group

Competitive
level

Rank

Prospector

0.980

1

78.0

Analyser

0.978

1

3.7

Defender

0.975

1

Operational competitiveness of the case Chinese state-owned
manufacturing enterprise

The case CSOME consists of seven subsidiaries, which include four high-tech
manufacturing companies and three research institutes. This case company is capable of
fully processing large and medium-sized electromechanical equipment from design
to maintenance service. China is the products’ primary market and some products are
exported. The goal of this case company, which is top 500 in China, is to improve the
competitiveness and capability in condition of keeping high quality. The number of
employees of the case company is about 40 000.

3.1 Operational competitiveness of the case Chinese state-owned
manufacturing enterprise
3.1.1 The criteria analysis
The results of the main criteria calculated by Expert Choice are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2

The competitiveness priorities of the main criteria of the case CSOME (see online
version for colours)

Know-how
9.6%
Quality
31.3%
Customer focus
29.5%

Flexibility
6.7%

Delivery
12.5%

Cost
10.4%
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In Figure 2, the results of the questionnaires show that quality is the most important
factor for the case company in its competitive priorities of the manufacturing strategy.
The weight of the quality of the case company is 31.3%, which makes it more important
for an electromechanical equipment manufacturing company to reduce the defect rate of
products, develop new products and enter new markets. Quality is the most important
strategy for the case company to keep its leading position among Chinese equipment
manufacturing companies. The importance of customer focus (29.5%) ranks second,
which shows that product design, product manufacturing, product maintenance and
after-sales service are more important in its subcriteria. Customers have been the lifeline
of development because of three reasons:
1

The case CSOME must be organised to manufacture products according to the orders
of customers because large electromechanical equipment are very expensive.

2

The case CSOME must support good service for customers to make large
electromechanical equipment work in order.

3

The case CSOME must focus on customer demands and satisfaction to get
new orders.

Delivery (12.5%) ranks third, the importance of which indicates that time is an important
factor in the operational strategies of the case CSOME. It is a basic condition for
the case CSOME to keep old customers and attract new customers. Costs (10.4%),
know-how (9.6%) and flexibility (6.7%) are secondary factors in the operational strategy
with a lower importance:
x

The lower percentage of cost indicates that the case CSOME cannot focus on
reducing the cost of products excessively and keep the high quality of products.

x

Know-how is less emphasised because the case CSOME has already attracted many
high-tech talents from Chinese key universities, international universities and
research institutions.

x

The weight of flexibility is reasonable for the complexity of the product’s structure
and the manufacturing process.

Figure 3 shows the weights of each subcriteria of the case CSOME from the highest
to the lowest. Reliability is the most important subcriterion. Reliability and dependable
promises not only indicate that the prestige of the case company is at a high level, but
also make this company earn a higher competitiveness in global markets. Reliability, low
defect rate, product performance, certification and the environmental aspects belonging
to the main criteria of quality are more important, which are the basic characteristics of
the prospector group. In Figure 3, dependable promises, product support, measurement of
satisfaction and after-sales service consisting of important subcriteria cause customer
focus to rank second in the main criteria.
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Figure 3

The weights and ranking of the subcriteria of the case CSOME (see online version
for colours)

3.1.2 Ranking of competitiveness
The normalisation of Q%, C%, T% and F% can be calculated by Equations (1), (2), (3)
and (4). The results are shown in Table 2. The operational competitiveness values are
calculated by the analytical models and shown in Table 2. Quality (the value of Q% is
57.7%) is the most important and decisive factor of operational competitiveness in
the case CSOME. The results (described in Table 2) of the calculations based on the
analytical models indicate that the case company has some competitive advantages while
competing among prospector companies. But the rankings of operational competitiveness
are very similar in defender companies. Figure 4 clearly shows that the case CSOME has
a relatively competitive ranking in prospector and defender companies.
Table 2

The values of the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME
Prospector

Analyser

Defender

Company

Quality

Cost

Time

Flexibility

Competitive
level

Rank

Competitive
level

Rank

Competitive
level

Rank

CSOME

0.577

0.192

0.231

0.110

0.9474

28

0.8923

40

0.9228

28
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The ranking of the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME in prospector and
defender companies (case studies from the GMSS database) (see online version
for colours)
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3.1.3 Benchmarking of competitiveness
WXL1 is the top company in the prospector group and R3_SM is the top company in
the defender group. From Figure 5, it can be found that the importance of T (Time) and
F (Flexibility) are very similar among these companies. The most influential factor
in the prospector companies’ strategy is quality. The benchmarking difference of quality
between the case CSOME and WXL1 is 24.2%, which proves that the case CSOME
somehow has an advantage in this group. The most important factor in the defender
strategy is cost. The benchmarking difference of cost between the case CSOME and
R3_SM is 54.3%, which shows that the case CSOME does not have much of an
advantage in the defender group. The results above imply that the case CSOME is more
competitive in the prospector group.
Figure 5

The benchmarking of the operational competitiveness among WXL1, R3_SM and
the case CSOME (see online version for colours)

3.1.4 The case CSOME’s operational strategy
The case CSOME is a typical CSOME. The case company has a stable market. The main
competitors of the case CSOME are famous international equipment manufacturing
companies that master top core technologies and hold the international market. The case
CSOME is not the best innovator in this global field compared to Siemens, Boeing and so
on. The case CSOME has some important characteristics:
x

The quality of the manufacturing process is the most important for the case CSOME
to improve its operational competitiveness in the global context. But it is not enough
for it to compete with the global top equipment manufacturing companies. The
lower percentage of Research and Development (R&D), creativity and knowledge
management have influenced the development of the case CSOME in the prospector
group. Know-how is a dynamic factor in the improvement of the level of quality.
Improving creativity and R&D has been the national strategy to turn China into a
strong manufacturing country.
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x

The value of flexibility is very low in operational strategies. Complicated large and
medium-sized electromechanical equipment are the main critical factor affecting the
flexibility of the case CSOME. Many famous equipment companies have adopted
many effective methods to improve their flexibility, such as outsourcing, the agile
manufacturing mode and so on. Boeing successfully applied outsourcing; the
spare parts and components of Boeing products have been outsourced to different
manufacturing companies, which enhanced its flexibility level and reduced its
manufacturing cost.

x

A large number of employees will increase the burden of the enterprise, which
include pensions, medical insurance costs and so on.

3.1.5 Operational competitiveness of the subsidiaries of the case CSOME
The subsidiaries of the case CSOME can be categorised into three types, which
include CSOME-1, CSOME-2 and CSOME-3, according to the weights of the research
and manufacturing activities. The same typical subsidiaries have a similar operational
competitiveness:
1

CSOME-1 consists of 10 research departments and 21 manufacturing factories.
There are about 6000 employees. The main business includes designing and
manufacturing spare parts and assembling equipment. The technology of CSOME-1
leads the international level. The goals of this company are to improve its equipment
design and manufacturing technology and enter new markets.

2

CSOME-2 is a bigger manufacturing company than CSOME-1. It consists of
5 research departments and 40 manufacturing factories. The number of employees
go beyond 10 000. Its design and manufacturing technology is at an advanced global
level. The aim of the case company is to improve its equipment manufacturing
quality and reliability. The case CSOME has three companies which are very
similar to CSOME-2 and manufacture different equipment.

3

CSOME-3 is one of the typical research institutes in the case CSOME. The primary
mission is to research professional technologies for equipment manufacturing and
design subsidiaries. The business strategy is to extend the manufacturing ability to
directly earn profits from the market. This typical research institute generally holds
one or two factories to manufacture measuring equipment, special spare parts and so
on. Employees of this typical research institute are about 1200. There are three
subsidiaries which are very similar to CSOME-3.

Table 3 shows the values of the competitiveness priorities of the case subsidiaries,
which are calculated by the AHP method according to the questionnaire. The results of
the questionnaire show that quality is the most important factor for CSOME-1 and
CSOME-3. The weight of the quality of CSOME-1 and CSOME-3 are 35.4% and 49.1%,
which are higher than those for the other criteria. These results imply that these typical
case companies have some advantages in the prospector group. In Table 3, the values
of the competitiveness priorities of CSOME-2 indicate that the weights of the main
criteria are much evenly distributed, which imply that this case company belongs to the
analyser group.
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Table 3

The competitiveness priorities of the main criteria of subsidiaries
Quality
(%)

Cost
(%)

Delivery
(%)

Know-how
(%)

Customer
focus (%)

Flexibility
(%)

CSOME-1

35.4

5.1

20.1

14.6

10.7

14.1

CSOME-2

19.1

11.3

23.1

12.3

26.0

8.2

CSOME-3

49.1

2.5

21.1

4.8

19.4

3.2

Subsidiaries

Table 4

The values of the operational competitiveness of the case subsidiaries
Prospector

Analyser

Defender

Quality

Cost

Time

Flexibility

Competitive
level

Rank

Competitive
level

Rank

Competitive
level

Rank

CSOME-1

0.675

0.034

0.291

0.042

0.9695

7

0.9122

35

0.9319

23

CSOME-2

0.358

0.211

0.431

0.133

0.9266

56

0.9277

29

0.9136

40

CSOME-3

0.584

0.084

0.332

0.189

0.9389

38

0.9035

39

0.8927

60

Subsidiaries

Figure 6

The benchmarking of the operational competitiveness among WXL1, S_ATE
and CSOME-3 (see online version for colours)

Using the analytical models mentioned in Section 2.2, the calculation results are shown in
Table 4. Quality is the most important and decisive factor of operational competitiveness
in CSOME-1 and CSOME-3. The results of the calculations based on the analytical
models indicate that CSOME-1 has more competitiveness advantage when competing
within the prospector group, which is the same as analysed above. However, the rankings
of CSOME-3 are very similar in the prospector and analyser groups. The benchmarking
among the operational competitiveness of CSOME-3, WXL1 (the top company in terms
of operational competitiveness in the prospector group) and S_ATE (the top company
in terms of operational competitiveness in the analyser group) is used to further confirm
the competitive advantage of CSOME-3. The results are shown in Figure 6. CSOME-3
should belong to the prospector strategy because the main factor of the prospector
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strategy is high quality, while the main factor of the analyser strategy is flexibility based
on a relatively balanced quality, cost and time. The characteristic of the operational
competitiveness of CSOME-2 is that the values of quality, cost and time are relatively
balanced, which makes this case company have some advantages in the analyser group.
But the low percentage of flexibility limits the competitiveness ranking of CSOME-2 in
the analyser group.

3.2 Comparing the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME and
its subsidiaries
The competitiveness priorities of the case CSOME compared to its subsidiaries (average
values) are shown in Figure 7. The compared results imply the following:
x

The opinion in Section 3.1 (that quality is the most important factor for the case
CSOME) is correct.

x

The operational competitiveness strategy of the case CSOME is in accordance
with its subsidiaries’ strategies because the differences in the quality, cost, time and
flexibility between the case CSOME and each subsidiary are very little and the top
three factors are quality, customer focus and delivery; the results of Table 5 show
that the rankings of the case CSOME and its subsidiaries are very similar in the
prospector group, which proves that the case CSOME have some advantages in
the prospector group.

x

The benchmarking difference of customer focus between the case CSOME and
its subsidiaries is 10.8%, which shows that the headquarters of the case CSOME
considers customer focus more important in operational competitiveness strategy
because the headquarters pays more attention to the business and market.

x

The deference of delivery (8.9%) is reasonable because the subsidiary must finish
manufacturing missions according to order and provide the right amount of
equipment for customers.

Figure 7

The operational competitiveness of the case CSOME and the average value of
its subsidiaries (see online version for colours)
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The operational competitiveness values of the case CSOME and its subsidiaries are
shown in Tables 4 and 5. The values of the main criteria and the competitive levels are
quite similar between the case CSOME and the average values of its subsidiaries. The
results imply that the case CSOME is quite consistent with its subsidiaries in operational
competitiveness strategy.
Table 5

The operational competitiveness of the case CSOME compared to that of
its subsidiaries
Prospector

Analyser

Company

Quality

Cost

Time

Flexibility

Competitive
level

Rank

CSOME

0.577

0.192

0.231

0.110

0.9474

28

0.8923

Average of the
subsidiaries

0.539

0.110

0.351

0.121

0.9432

33

0.9004

4

Defender

Competitive
level
Rank

Competitive
level

Rank

40

0.9228

28

37

0.9093

41

The developing operational competitiveness of the case CSOME

Since the values of the average operational competitiveness of the subsidiaries are very
similar to that of the case CSOME, the average operational competitive values of the
subsidiaries can be used to estimate the developing operational competitiveness of the
case CSOME in the future.

4.1 Analysing the future operational competitiveness of the case CSOME
In the case CSOME, CSOME-1 and CSOME-3 belong to the prospector, the strategy
of which is of high quality. CSOME-2 has some advantages in the analyser group,
as flexibility is the dynamic factor of the analyser. The changes of the most important
factors are applied to estimate the future operational competitiveness of the case
CSOME. Table 6 shows the influences of quality and flexibility for the operational
competitiveness values of the case CSOME. The trend of the operational competitiveness
of the case CSOME become higher with the increase in quality of the typical subsidiaries,
but it becomes lower with the increase in flexibility of the typical subsidiaries. The
results indicate that the minor changes in the subsidiaries’ main factors’ values cannot
cause major changes in the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME. This implies
that the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME is very stable.
After 2000, the Chinese manufacturing industry entered the period of rapid
development. The whole strength of the Chinese manufacturing industry was obviously
enhanced and its ability of independent innovation was greatly increased. From 2001 to
2007, the average growth of the Chinese manufacturing industry was 11.5%. Operational
competitiveness is one of the important factors for the development of the Chinese
manufacturing industry. The development trend of operational competitiveness must rise
with the Chinese industry’s development. Table 7 shows the forecasted future operational
competitiveness values of the case CSOME. Approximately 10% and 5% of the quality
and flexibility growth rates of the three typical subsidiaries are used to estimate the
operational competitiveness of the case CSOME. The operational competitiveness of the
case CSOME steadily improves.
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Estimating the operational competitiveness changes of the case CSOME under the
influence of the quality and flexibility of subsidiaries

The case

Subsidiaries
CSOME-1

CSOME-2

CSOME-3

Table 7

The case CSOME

Quality

Cost

Time

Flexibility

Competitive
level in
prospector

0.042

0.561

0.099

0.340

0.121

0.9452

0.274

0.042

0.550

0.104

0.346

0.121

0.9443

0.051

0.308

0.042

0.528

0.115

0.357

0.121

0.9423

0.608(–10%)

0.068

0.324

0.042

0.517

0.121

0.362

0.121

0.9413

0.358

0.211

0.431

0.146(+10%)

0.539

0.110

0.351

0.127

0.9423

0.358

0.211

0.431

0.140(+5%)

0.539

0.110

0.351

0.124

0.9428

0.358

0.211

0.431

0.126(–5%)

0.539

0.110

0.351

0.117

0.9439

0.358

0.211

0.431

0.120(–10%)

0.539

0.110

0.351

0.119

0.9435

0.642(+10%)

0.055

0.303

0.189

0.558

0.100

0.342

0.121

0.9449

0.613(+5%)

0.070

0.317

0.189

0.549

0.105

0.346

0.121

0.9441

0.555(–5%)

0.099

0.346

0.189

0.529

0.115

0.356

0.121

0.9424

0.526(–10%)

0.113

0.361

0.189

0.520

0.119

0.361

0.121

0.9416

Quality

Cost

Time

0.742(+10%)

0.001

0.257

0.709(+5%)

0.017

0.641(–5%)

Flexibility

Estimating the future operational competitiveness of the case CSOME

The case

Subsidiaries
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The case CSOME

Quality

Cost

Time

Flexibility

CSOME-1

0.742(+10%)

0.001

0.257

0.042

CSOME-2

0.358

0.211

0.431

0.146(+10%)

CSOME-3

0.642(+10%)

0.055

0.303

0.189

CSOME-1

0.709(+5%)

0.017

0.274

0.042

CSOME-2

0.358

0.211

0.431

0.140(+5%)

CSOME-3

0.613(+5%)

0.070

0.317

0.189

Quality

Cost

Time

Flexibility

Competitive
level in
prospector

0.581

0.089

0.330

0.126

0.9463

0.560

0.099

0.341

0.124

0.9447

New products in the market and the market volatility of customer behaviours can make
the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME be temporary declined. Table 8 lists
the decline situations of the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME. The results
show that the volatility of operational competitiveness is very little.
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Table 8

The volatility of the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME

The case

Subsidiaries

The case CSOME

Quality

Cost

Time

Flexibility

CSOME-1

0.641(–5%)

0.051

0.308

0.042

CSOME-2

0.358

0.211

0.431

0.126(–5%)

CSOME-3

0.555(–5%)

0.099

0.346

0.189

CSOME-1

0.608(–10%)

0.068

0.324

0.042

CSOME-2

0.358

0.211

0.431

0.120(–10%)

CSOME-3

0.526(–10%)

0.113

0.361

0.189

Quality

Cost

Time

Flexibility

Competitive
level in
prospector

0.518

0.120

0.362

0.119

0.9418

0.497

0.131

0.372

0.117

0.9403

4.2 Analysing the manufacturing strategies of the case CSOME
The case CSOME has some advantages in the prospector group. If it wants to improve
its competitive level, the case CSOME must enhance its quality-related strategies. In
the three typical subsidiaries of the case CSOME, CSOME-1 has a strong operational
competitiveness in the prospector group, CSOME-2 belongs to the analyser group and
CSOME-3 has some operational competitiveness in the prospector group. The results
(mentioned in Section 4.1) show that the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME
rises with the improvement of CSOME-1 and CSOME-3 in the prospector group and is
lowered with the development of CSOME-2 in the analyser group. The results in Table 7
imply that the stable growth of the three typical subsidiaries can obviously improve
the case CSOME in the prospector group. CSOME-1 has been the top company in
the prospector group, so it is very difficult for CSOME-1 to improve its operational
competitiveness further in the prospector group. The best solution to improve the
operational competitiveness of the case CSOME is to make CSOME-2 change its
manufacturing strategy from analyser to prospector while promoting the operational
competitiveness of CSOME-3 in the prospector group. The future manufacturing
strategies of the case CSOME include:
x

It is an effective approach for CSOME-2 to improve its weight of quality and reduce
the weight of time and cost in its manufacturing strategies. Improving the quality
level can make CSOME-2 have some advantage in the prospector group, which is
a feasible approach for the case CSOME because the case CSOME belongs to
the prospector group. A low defect rate, product performance, reliability and
certification should be the main manufacturing strategies in the future. For an
equipment manufacturing company, a lower weight of quality in the manufacturing
strategy makes it possible to focus more on the time and cost.

x

The manufacturing strategies of CSOME-3 are to improve the weight of quality and
reduce the weight of time properly.
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Discussions

CSOMEs include large and medium-sized manufacturing companies in aviation,
aerospace, ship building, automobile, steel, oil industries, etc. Many general
characteristics of the operational competitiveness of CSOMEs have been reflected by
studying the case CSOME.
Flexibility is not high compared to the other factors in the operational strategies
of CSOMEs because of complicated products, enormous organisations, large staff sizes
and the dedicated production line, etc. The famous global equipment manufacturing
companies share such characteristics. A Finnish engine manufacturing company that
focuses on marine power technologies and products and employs 17 000 professionals
at 160 locations in 70 countries around the world has only 4.4% flexibility (based
on data from the GMSS database). The low flexibility value is a key characteristic of
the operational strategies of CSOMEs and especially the equipment manufacturing
companies. Government policies and macro control also somehow restrict the
development of flexibility.
The leadership of CSOMEs is very important in the decision-making process
because the management system of CSOMEs is very similar to that of the government.
It is not unusual that a leader of a CSOME becomes a minister of the government.
The mayor of Beijing was also previously a general manager of a CSOME. CSOMEs
are typically under the direct command of the government. The capacity of leadership in
CSOMEs is one of the key factors that greatly influence the development of operational
competitiveness. Good leadership can make CSOMEs the top market leaders, while bad
leadership can lead CSOMEs to bankruptcy.
CSOMEs are the locomotive and primary driving force of the Chinese economy. The
Chinese government provides strong support to CSOMEs when they meet difficulties like
financial crises. Although CSOMEs are monopoly enterprises in some manufacturing
fields, the development of private enterprises and foreign competitors makes CSOMEs
improve their flexibility and further lowers costs.
This paper shows that the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME is very
stable, which indicates that customer market behaviours do not have big fluctuations. It is
a continuous process for CSOMEs to improve their operational competitiveness levels.

6

Conclusions

From the case CSOME studied in this paper (which is a typical Chinese state-owned
enterprise), some conclusions can be drawn:
x

Quality is the most important competitive priority of the case CSOME and the
case CSOME has a strong operational competitiveness in the prospector group.

x

The developing operational competitiveness research shows that the case CSOME
is very stable in the prospector group and improving the operational competitiveness
of CSOME-2 in the prospector group is an effective approach to improve its
overall competitiveness.
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The rankings and stability of the operational competitiveness of the case CSOME and its
subsidiaries imply that:
x

the top CSOMEs have a strong operational competitiveness in the global context;
however, they have a big gap compared to the top manufacturing enterprises in
the world

x

it will be a long process for the top CSOMEs to improve their operational
competitiveness because of a huge organisational structure.
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MODELLING AND EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL
COMPETITIVENESS OF MANUFACTURING
ENTERPRISES
YANG LIU, JOSU TAKALA
1

INTRODUCTION

With the fast growing economics, China will become the second largest
economic entity in the world by 2010 according to Chinese economist’s forecast.
The Chinese manufacturing industries are more competitive than ever before in
the global market. China is now a strong manufacturing country and Chinese
economics has influenced the global market in many different areas. Everything
seems to have been changed with the global economic downturn in which China
prevails with its ongoing growth and huge market.
Chinese state-owned manufacturing enterprise (CSOME) is the most
representative type of companies in China and most significant representative of
Socialism with Chinese characteristics. CSOME produce majority of Chinese
GDP (e.g. over 75% in 2007) and they are also majority portion of top 500
companies in China. As a fact the CSOME is the backbone and primary driving
force of the growing Chinese economics even despite of the global economic
downturn. Although the case studies are done for several subsidiaries of different
industries which all belong to one large CSOME group, the results are commonly
representative for majority since mostly they share very similar characteristics.
In this study we mainly focus on the integration of manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership for Chinese State-Owned Manufacturing Enterprises
(CSOME), based on empirical studies in China. “China effect” has influenced
business and manufacturing strategies globally in many different business areas
(Takala et al., 2007a). We have brought the influence of “China effect” to study
how it will impact the operational competitiveness of CSOME on top of their
manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership. We promote a novel
concept of overall competitiveness to evaluate performance of companies in
global context by integrating the evaluation of manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership including technology level altogether using analytical
models created in this paper.
The theoretical reference framework of this study starts from resource-based
view of a firm for case study (Wernerfelt, 1984). Takala et al. (2002) have
presented justification of multi-focused manufacturing strategies. Miles and
Snow (1978) have defined four company groups which include prospector,
ISSN 1335-1745
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analyzer, defender and reactor. According to Miles and Snow (1978), on the
contrary to the three groups which are prospector, analyzer and defender, reactor
does not lead to a consistent and stable organisation and therefore it is advised to
change over to one of the other three groups. Based on this theory, Takala et al.
(2007b) have introduced unique analytical model to evaluate global
competitiveness rankings for manufacturing strategies in prospector, analyzer
and defender groups according to the company’s multi-criteria priority weights
of Q(Quality), C(Cost), T(Time) and F(Flexibility). Such analytical models are
used to gain insight into the influences and sensitivities of various parameters
and processes on the alteration of manufacturing strategies by Takala et al.
(2007c). In China, the most dynamic market, Liu et al. (2008) has first time
applied such analytical models to analyze and improve operational
competitiveness of one private middle-size Chinese manufacturing company by
adjusting competitive priorities in manufacturing strategy. Liu, Si and Takala
(2009) has compared the operational competitiveness strategies in China and
other countries in a global context by utilizing same analytical models, in order
to analyze different characteristics of manufacturing strategies in different
markets and suggest how the companies can improve their operational
competitiveness. But the adjustment of manufacturing strategy alone is not just
enough to improve the overall competitiveness to develop the business. This is
one important factor and there is another important and necessary factor to
improve the overall competitiveness no matter in adversity or in prosperity,
which can be even more decisive and that is leadership (Bass, 1985). Bass and
Avolio (1994) provided evidence on the benefits and effectiveness of
transformational leadership on leadership and training of leaders.
Transformational leaders help their subordinates to learn and develop as
individuals, by encouraging and motivating them with versatile repertoire of
behavioural and decision making capability (Bass and Avolio, 1994; Bass, 1997).
Takala et al. (2008a) introduced another unique analytical model to evaluate the
level of outcome direction, leadership behaviour and resource allocation of
transformational leadership. In this paper transformational leadership is further
extended by adding technology level as part of resource allocation. The final idea
in this paper is to create a new analytical model to integrate manufacturing
strategy and transformational leadership including technology level together for
more comprehensive evaluation of overall competitiveness to develop the
business operations further. The study continues further in China with deeper
insight analysis of overall competitiveness of CSOME and suggests how to
improve the overall competitiveness. The related case study includes
benchmarking and development of overall competitiveness of CSOME case
CN_WG group in global context which emphasize more on the adjustment of its
manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership to improve overall
competitiveness in regional and global market.
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3

The structure of this paper is as follow. Section 2 introduces research
methodologies. Section 3 models the integration of manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership including technology level to evaluate overall
competitiveness with case study. Section 4 discusses briefly the analysis results
and proposes the future research areas. Section 5 draws the conclusion.

2

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES

2.1 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method (Saaty, 1980) is a multi-attribute
decision instrument that allows considering quantitative, qualitative measures
and making trade-offs. The AHP is used in this study to deal with the empirical
part, which includes analyzing questionnaires and calculating weights of main
criteria and sub-criteria. AHP is aimed at integrating different measures into
single overall score for ranking decision alternatives with pair wise comparison
of chosen attributes (Rangone, 1996). This utilizes pair wise comparison by
interviewing the experts within the whole organization. The AHP based
instruments (forms and questionnaires) have been used in our case studies for
more than 20 years in successful analysis of case companies and proved to be
reliable. Further more, some open questions are used in additional to the pair
wise comparisons in the AHP questionnaires to add internal validity to the
answers. The inconsistency ratio (icr) has been calculated to assure the reliability
of pair wise comparison results. Only matrixes with inconsistency value of 0.10
or less, and 0.30 or less in smaller groups with competent informants, can be
used for reliable decision-making. Otherwise the answers are considered as
invalid and will not be used in the case study.
The procedures of utilizing the AHP are as follows in this paper. The first step is
to establish the model of hierarchy structure for the goal. In this study, the
hierarchy models are constructed for the evaluation of manufacturing strategy by
Takala et al. (2002) and transformational leadership by Takala et al. (2005),
which serves as theoretical framework of this study. The second step is the
comparison of the alternatives and the criteria. They are pair wise compared with
respect to each element of the next higher level. The last step is connecting the
comparisons so that to get the priorities of the alternatives with respect to each
criteria and the weights of each criteria with respect to the goal. The local
priorities are then multiplied by the weights of the respective criterion. The
results are summed up to get the overall priority of each alternative.

2.2 Data collection and analysis
The data of CSOME case CN_WG group has been collected by answering
questionnaires from senior managers or directors of 15 different subsidiaries. The
interviewees are normally decision makers and middle management groups in the
ISSN 1335-1745
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case companies, who have good knowledge about the operations of the case
companies, and the number of informants is depended on the size of case
company. From same case company the inconsistent results are left out. Firstly,
the senior managers or directors were trained to understand every criteria of the
questionnaire by email, telephone or interview. Secondly, after they finished the
questionnaires, the answers were analyzed by AHP software. Thirdly, the
discussion with managers or directors revealed the results and verified the
reliabilities of the data further.
For studying the manufacturing strategy, competitiveness priorities are listed in
the AHP questionnaires as main criteria consisting of quality, cost, delivery, and
flexibility. The main criteria are typical items used in evaluating the
competitiveness priorities in multi-focused manufacturing strategies (Takala et
al., 2002). They are formed based on typical case studies and instruments used in
interviews. The sub-criteria involve 19 criterions, such as low defect rate, low
cost, fast delivery, broad product line, etc. The weights are statistically measured
for further analysis with analytical model (Takala et al., 2007b).
For studying the transformational leadership, leadership profiles are empirically
measured with the theoretical frame of reference by AHP questionnaires (Takala
et al., 2005). Statistical tests are made to find out the logic in the leadership
profiles to increase the accuracy in the profiles, and in parallel by induction
analytical model is built and tested statistically to measure leadership skills by
leadership indexes from resource utilizations to leadership behaviours and finally
to outcome directions and outcomes. Analytical model is further used to measure
the effectiveness of leadership actions within different areas of outcomes and try
to find out the correlation between these outcomes and leadership indexes in a
forecasting way (Takala et al., 2008b).

2.3 Research assumptions
(1) CSOME can have strong competitiveness of manufacturing strategy in
prospectors under normal business situation and may change to analyzer or even
defender under different business situation e.g. economic crisis.
(2) Strong competitive CSOME in manufacturing strategy do not necessarily
have strong outcome index, leadership index, resource index in transformational
leadership since government behaviour (national policies, macro control)
normally plays a key role rather than leadership in the operations of CSOME.
(3) Overall competitiveness will be decided by both the level of manufacturing
strategy and transformational leadership. For successful cases there should be
positive relationship between manufacturing strategy index and total leadership
index.
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5

2.4 Case study and case company
The research is based on doing numerous case studies for CSOME to analyze
with existing analytical models and to create new analytical models for further
evaluation, therefore the selection of case company must be mostly
representative, well performed and highly experienced in its operations. Among
10 major backbone industries of Chinese economics, iron and steel industry is
ranked as No. 1. Case CN_WG group is the first giant iron and steel
manufacturing enterprise established after the founding of the People’s Republic
of China and one of the backbone enterprises under the leadership of the central
government and the state council. Case CN_WG group is ranked top 3 CSOME
in iron and steel industry in China. It has a production scale of more than 30
million tons, with over 120 thousand employees and 123.7 billon RMB revenue
in 2008. Its operational concept is taking quality-profitability development route
to produce high quality and high value-added products, since quality factors and
key principles of quality management are important for financial decisionmaking (Zgodavová, 2004). Its strategic goal is to enter top 500 enterprises in the
world, and become a world first-class enterprise with powerful self-innovation
capability and market competitiveness by the year of 2010.

3

EVALUATION AND INTEGRATION OF MANUFACTURING
STRATEGY AND TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP

In this study, we propose to evaluate overall competitiveness based on two core
factors, i.e. manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership. Existing
analytical models are examined and new analytical models are proposed to
integrate the two core factors as a holistic model to evaluate overall
competitiveness. Another factor, which is technology level, is proposed to be
considered as part of resources of leadership.

3.1 Analytical models for manufacturing strategy
The analytical models for manufacturing strategy are used to calculate the
operational competitiveness indexes of companies in the different groups, which
are prospector, analyzer and defender. According to Takala (2002), the
responsiveness, agility and leanness (RAL) holistic model supports the theory of
the analytical models using four main criteria, i.e. quality, cost, time and
flexibility. The analytical models are developed from our research group based
on over 100 case company studies in over 10 countries worldwide, whose
industrial branch varies from one to another and company size varies from big to
small but they share one thing in common which is that they all compete in a
highly dynamic business environment and therefore such analytical model has
good transferability.
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The Manufacturing Strategy Index (MSI) is modelled as function . In the
analytical models (Takala et al., 2007), the equations to calculate weights of core
factors are as follows.
Q
C
T
(1); C % 
(2); T % 
(3);
Q C T
Q  C T
Q C T
F
F% 
(4);
QC T  F

Q% 

The analytical models to calculate the operational competitiveness rankings in
each group are given.
The analytical model for prospector group:
 ~ 1  1  Q%1/3  1  0.9 * T %  (1  0.9 * C %) * F %1/ 3

(5)

The analytical model for analyzer group:
1/3


  0.95* Q%  0.285 *  0.95*T %  0.285 * 
 ~1 1  F %  ABS 
 
  0.95* C%  0.285






(6)

The analytical model for defender group:
 ~ 1  1  C %1/ 3  1  0.9 * T %  (1  0.9 * Q%) * F %1/ 3
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Prospectors
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Figure 1. Competitiveness indexes of 12 subsidiaries of case CN_WG in
Prospector, Analyzer and Defender groups, solid horizontal lines
are the median values
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Table 1. Evaluation of manufacturing strategies of the subsidiaries of case CN_WG
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Table 2. Evaluation of transformational leadership indexes of subsidiaries leaders of case CN_WG
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Table 1 shows the evaluation results of manufacturing strategies of 12
subsidiaries of case CN_WG. According to Liu et al. (2008) and Si et al. (2010),
normalized median values and mean values can be reliably used to evaluate
combined competitiveness ranking of an organization’s manufacturing strategy
based on individual values from its different departments or subsidiaries. Based
on such theory, the competitiveness of case CN_WG is tested by calculating with
median and mean values in Table 1. The top competitive subsidiaries, also the
medians and the means of subsidiaries of case CN_WG in prospector, analyzer
and defender groups are ranked in our global manufacturing strategies (GMSS)
database. From the rankings it can be seen that case CN_WG is most competitive
in analyzer group with mean value ranked 6th. The top competitive subsidiaries
are marked with asterisks in Table 1. Case CN_WG-12 is most competitive
among all subsidiaries, which has highest ranking 4th in analyzer group. The top
competitive subsidiary in prospector group, case CN_WG-2 and CN_WG-10,
both have nearly equivalent strong competitiveness which ranked 8th. The top
competitive subsidiary in defender group, case CN_WG-11, has also strong
competitiveness which ranked 7th. It can be seen that case CN_WG group has
highly competitive subsidiaries in prospector, analyzer and defender groups,
which indicates that it is a highly competitive group corporation and in overall it
has strong competitiveness especially in analyzer group. This has proved
research assumption (1).

3.2 Analytical models for transformational leadership
Takala et al. (2008a) have developed analytical models for the evaluations of
leadership indexes and its outcomes of different parts of leadership. These
models are outcome direction index (OI) by balancing the directions, leadership
behaviour index (LI) by measuring deep leadership, and by measuring maximum
of passive and/or controlling leadership and by measuring in different ways the
utilization of the cornerstones of deep leadership, and resource allocation index
(RI) by balancing utilization of human resources. Originally the
Transformational Leadership Index (TLI) is modelled as function fTLI (OI , LI , RI ) .
However, in this paper we propose that technology level index (TI) to be
considered into transformational leadership as a special part of resources of
leadership. Therefore the new proposal is to model Total Leadership Index (TLI)
as function fTLI (OI , LI , RI , TI ) .
The theoretical frame of the analytical models is based on theory of
Transformational Leadership (Bass 1997). A holistic but very simple model of a
human being from resource allocations to behaviour and finally to outcome
directions and outcomes has been built basing on psychic, social, functional,
organizational and structural factors and put together according to the sand cone
model (Takala et al., 2005) and participation objectives in leadership of an
organization.
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Sand cone model from operations management literature presents a model of
cumulative layers of manufacturing performance dimensions (Takala et al.,
2006). The model implies an idea that companies need to develop their
performance in certain stages, in order to achieve higher levels of competitive
performance. The prescriptive order of mutually supportive and enabling success
factors is to proceed from quality, to delivery performance, then flexibility and
finally to cost effectiveness. Financial results cannot be achieved if non-financial
aspects of performance are improved first. In this manner, the often-competitive
dimensions of performance need to be viewed as a whole, to think about
performance and capabilities on a longer-term basis. The conceptual model with
sand cone has similar basic ideas as the model of deep leadership (Nissinen
2001) in which the potential in professional skills and resources is transformed to
outcomes of activities with the help and support of leadership process and
behaviour.
The analytical models for evaluation of leadership are as follow.
Outcome Index: OI  f OI ( EF , SA, EE )
Leadership Index: LI  f LI ( DL, PL, CL, IC, IM , IS , BT )
Resource Index: RI  f RI ( PT , PC , IT , OR, TI )
Technology Index: TI  fTI (SH , CR, BS )
Outcome index (OI):
1
3

1
3

1
3



Without classification: 1  max   EF ,  SA ,  EE 

(8)

Prospector: 1  (1  EE 1 / 3 )  (1  EF )  (1  SA)  Std{EE , SA, EF }1 / 3

(9)

Analyzer: 1  (1  SA1 / 3 )  (1  Std {EE , SA, EF }1 / 3 )

(10)

Defender: 1  (1  EF 1 / 3 )  (1  EE )  (1  SA)  Std{EE , SA, EF }1 / 3

(11)



EF = Effectiveness
SA = Satisfaction
EE = Extra effort

Leadership index (LI):

1

DL  1  max PL, CL  1   max IC , IM , IS , BT  
4



DL = deep leadership
PL = passive leadership
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CL = controlling leadership
IC = individualized consideration
IM = inspirational motivation
IS = intellectual stimulation
BT = building trust and confidence
Resource index (RI) integrating with Technology index (TI):

1  PT  1  TI   3  minPC , IT , OR TI 

(13)

PT = people, technology, know how
PC = processes

IT = information systems
OR = organization (groups, teams)



TI  1  max SH optimal  SH , CRoptimal  CR , BS optimal  BS



(14)

SH=Spearhead, CR=Core, BS=Basic
Combined total leadership index (TLI):
(15)

TLI  OI  LI  RI

In this paper we propose a brand new idea to model the effect of technology
index (spearhead, core, and basic technology) to resource index. The definition is
proposed as follows according to the principles how resource index has been
built.
A. The excessive know how, meaning that caused by not the right technology
belongs directly as an extra weight to the warehouse of know how (PT), and/or
lowers weights in PC, IT or OR, lowering in both the cases the resource index RI
in a linear manner.
B. The right technology, meaning that fitting to the manufacturing stages
increases PC, IT or OR, and/or decreases the know how (PT) warehouse that
caused by not the right technology, and increases in both the cases the resource
index RI in a linear manner.
Definitions A and B with the expert opinions from the case companies and
equation for modelling RI are used for the analysis. The weights of SH/CR/BS
are collected by interviewing the experts especially how significant or how much
effect they are or have to be for PT and min(PC, IT, OR) and then the effects of
how TI affects RI is analyzed. The optimal weights of SH, SR, and BS are
obtained theoretically from the chosen competitor and market benchmark with
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some tolerance. Then the case company data are compared with the optimal
values to get the differences for calculating TI. TI is defined to reflect how good
the technology level allocation is by using 1 minus the worst deviation from the
optimal weights of technology levels. The higher value of TI directly decrease
PT caused by using not the right technology and increase min(PC, IT, OR),
therefore increases RI eventually.
Table 2 shows the transformational leadership indexes of subsidiaries leaders of
case CN_WG of the 12 leaders of their respective subsidiaries of case CN_WG.
Figure 2 shows transformational leadership indexes (OI, LI, RI, and TLI) of
subsidiaries leaders of case CN_WG. It can be seen that with different categories
to calculate OI in prospectors, analyzers and defenders, the final results of TLI
are not significantly different, therefore the analysis of TLI is considered without
classification of prospectors, analyzers and defenders.
Transformational Leadership in Prospectors, Analyzers, Defenders

1

OI
OI

P

0.9

OI

A

OI

D

OIP, OIA , OID, LI, RI, and TLIP, TLIA , TLID

0.8

LI
RI
TLI
TLI

0.7

P

TLIA

0.6

TLI

D

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

2

4

6
Leaders

8

10

12

Figure 2. Transformational leadership indexes of subsidiaries leaders of case
CN_WG

3.3 Evaluation of overall competitiveness
Manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership are integrated together to
evaluate the overall competitiveness. Figure 3 plots the correlations between
manufacturing strategy index (MSI) and total leadership index (TLI). It can be
seen that MSI in all groups have positive relations with TLI especially the slope
of MSI in analyzer group against TLI is highest, which also proves that CSOME
is most competitive in analyzer group, and this is directly caused by the
improvement of leadership. This has proved research assumption (2) and (3).
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The overall competitiveness index (OCI) is proposed to be modelled as function:
OCI  f OCI ( f MSI , f TLI )  f MSI  fTLI  MSI  TLI

According to above analysis, the OCI can be modelled as reduced function:
OCI  f OCI ( f MSI , f TLI )  f MSI  fTLI  MSI  OI  TI

This is because that the OI of transformational leadership is the key factor to
direct the strategic goal of manufacturing strategy and MSI is the driving force of
the company, taking the effects of TI into account in which TI are evaluated as
approximately constant factors during certain period. In such cases, OI is more
decisive to overall competitiveness but other factors like LI, RI, and TI can be
influenced also by government macro control. In case CN_WG, since it’s most
competitive in analyzer group, the OC is evaluated based on MSI and OI in
analyzer group. The 3-Dimentional plot of MSI, OI and OCI is shown in Figure
4. The rectangular region shows the potentials where the OCI can be developed.
MSI vs TLI
1
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2
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Figure 3. MSI vs TLI
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Overall Competitiveness

1
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0.4
1
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0.95

0.8
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Transformational Leadership

0.6

0.85
0.8

1

0.9
Manufacturing Strategy

Figure 4. 3-Dimentional plot of OCI evaluated based on MSI and OI

4

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, the following has been done:
 case studies to management and decision making
 manufacturing strategy analysis: model as function f MSI (Q, C , T , F )
 transformation leadership with technology level analysis: model as
function fTLI (OI , LI , RI , TI )
 overall competitiveness analysis by integration of manufacturing strategy
and transformation leadership: model as function f OCI ( f MSI , fTLI )
 case studies and analysis of CSOME case CN_WG using analytical
models
The experience learnt from this case study can become a model for companies in
other countries.
In the future research, several ideas have been proposed as follow:
(1) For manufacturing strategy it will be everlasting and challenging work to
calibrate the GMSS database in global context concerning more issues, such as
different levels of cost, quality, time and flexibility, especially in technology
level, as they all have important impact on competitiveness level of companies.
The analytical models will be more intensively examined and calibrated by doing
case studies with purpose to adapt to new business situation e.g. crisis and be
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able to advise solutions based on the evaluation results obtained from analytical
models. These may include:
 new measurement of customer behaviour through interview and case
studies
 customer and market behaviour analysis under new situation
 how to change strategies according to different market needs and customer
behaviour. Strategies should change according to new measurement of the
differences, e.g. to overcome the currency depreciation, change of product
line, change of supplier network, increase flexibility in certain area to gain
new customer and new market (for example case Wärtsilä’s high
flexibility in service intensive business)
 simulate the operational performance with new adjusted strategies by
utilizing analytical models
 forecast the effects of crisis and the effects of adjusted strategies
 other adjustments except strategies
(2) For transformational leadership, the OI value should probably be scaled to
have more meaningful results. A brand new group, reactor, will be introduced.
The definition and calculation of reactor group is worth to study in both
theoretical and practical level. The actual modelling of TI as part of RI will be
implemented. These give better simulation models to new business situations
such as crisis.
(3) For overall competitiveness, the evaluation will be compared with more case
studies with successful companies to verify its validity further.
(4) How government behaviour (national policies, macro control) will affect
enterprises may also be taken into account, whether to put them into crisis (e.g.
economical sanctions) or save them from crisis (local protection, government
support for the CSOME). Since many large international orders are only based on
bilateral government contracts, political reasons cannot be neglected and
sometimes decisive. The analytical models can be further optimized according to
different characteristics of markets behaviour and economical situation.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel concept to model and evaluate overall competitiveness has
been proposed by integrating manufacturing strategy and transformational
leadership including technology level together. The empirical studies are focused
to case companies in China especially Chinese State-Owned Manufacturing
Enterprise (CSOME). From the case CN_WG group, a typical CSOME studied
in this paper, some conclusions can be summarized as following: (1) the case
CN_WG is a highly competitive group corporation and in overall it has strong
competitiveness especially in analyzer group. (2) Leadership index (LI) has a
most significant impact on deciding total leadership index of the case CN_WG.
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Manufacturing strategy index (MSI) has a negative effect on total leadership
index (TLI) in all groups. Leaders should take the resource of the company into
account when deciding manufacturing strategy of the company, as RI has a
significant negative effect on MSI. (3) Manufacturing strategy index (MSI) has
significant relationship with outcome index (OI), which implies that the outcome
direction of leadership will have an important effect on manufacturing strategies.
The OI is the key factor to direct the strategic goal and MSI is the driving force
of the company, therefore the OC is proposed to be evaluated based on MSI and
OI.
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1

Introduction

With the fast growing economics, China – the most dynamic market and biggest
manufacturing country will become the second largest economic entity in the world by
2010 according to Chinese economist’s forecast. The Chinese manufacturing industries
are more and more competitive than ever before in the global market. The powerful
Chinese economics have influenced the global market in many different areas.
Everything seems to have been changed with the global economic downturn in which
China prevails with its ongoing growth and huge market. China reveals more and more in
leading its role in resolving the financial crisis. What has been the main driving force to
keep the Chinese economics growing during the crisis? To study how Chinese enterprises
are dealing with the crisis will give other foreign enterprises good indications of
development routes, and therefore help them to deal with the turbulent business
situations.
Chinese large- and medium-sized manufacturing enterprises (CLMME), typically
state-owned holding companies, are the largest group and the most representative type of
companies in China. CLMME produce majority of Chinese GDP (e.g. over 75% in 2007)
and they are also majority portion of top 500 companies in China. As a fact, CLMME is
the backbone and primary driving force of the growing Chinese economics even despite
of the global economic downturn, and therefore the crisis management experiences of
CLMME are valuable to study. Although the case studies are done for multiple CLMME
cases of different industries, the results are commonly representative for majority Chinese
manufacturing enterprises since mostly they share very similar characteristics.
In this paper, we mainly focus on crisis management, manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership together with technology level for CLMME, and finding
solutions to overcome the crisis, based on empirical studies in China. ‘China effect’ has
influenced business and manufacturing strategies globally in many different business
areas (Takala et al., 2007a). We have brought the influence of ‘China effect’ and global
financial crisis together to study how such will impact the operational competitiveness of
CLMME on top of their previous manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership
including technology level before crisis, and how CLMME will react during crisis to
adjust their current manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership to manage the
crisis, and even the predictions after crisis how CLMME will minimise the negative
impacts from the crisis to keep their optimal operational competitiveness. We promote a
novel concept of overall competitiveness to evaluate the performance of companies in
global context before, during and after crisis by integrating the evaluation of
manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level together
using analytical models created in this paper. With global economic downturn, this
research mainly focuses on how to manage and overcome the crisis when the business is
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in adversity. Managing crisis successfully is typically more challenging than managing
growing up business in prosperity.
The theoretical reference framework of this paper starts from resource-based view of
a firm for case study (Menguc et al., 2007; Wernerfelt, 1984). Avella et al. (2001)
considered that the emphasis on certain manufacturing competitive priorities or
capabilities and decisions or practices on the key decision areas and their internal
coherence can be the base for achieving sustainable or lasting advantages over
competitors, thus originating superior business performance. Takala et al. (2007a) have
presented justification of multi-focused manufacturing strategies. Miles and Snow (1978)
have defined four company groups which include prospector, analyser, defender and
reactor. According to Miles and Snow (1978), on the contrary to the three groups which
are prospector, analyser and defender, reactor does not lead to a consistent and stable
organisation and therefore it is advised to change over to one of the other three groups.
Based on this theory, Takala et al. (2007b) have introduced unique analytical model to
evaluate global competitiveness rankings for manufacturing strategies in prospector,
analyser and defender groups according to the company’s multi-criteria priority weights
of Q(Quality), C(Cost), T(Time) and F(Flexibility). Such analytical models are used to
gain insight into the influences and sensitivities of various parameters and processes on
the alteration of manufacturing strategies. In China, the most dynamic market, Liu et al.
(2008) have first time applied such analytical models to analyse and improve operational
competitiveness of one private middle-size Chinese manufacturing company by adjusting
competitive priorities in manufacturing strategy. Liu et al. (2009) have compared the
operational competitiveness strategies in China and other countries in a global context by
utilising same analytical models, in order to analyse different characteristics of
manufacturing strategies in different markets and suggest how the companies can
improve their operational competitiveness. But the adjustment of manufacturing strategy
alone is not just enough to improve the overall competitiveness to develop the business
under new business situations. Menguc et al. (2007) suggested that the improvements of
transformational leadership-based competencies should lead to marketplace positional
advantages through competitive strategies. Therefore, manufacturing strategy is one
important factor and transformational leadership is another important and necessary
factor to improve the overall competitiveness no matter in adversity or in prosperity, and
can be even more decisive (Bass, 1985). Bass and Avolio (1994) provided evidence on
the benefits and effectiveness of transformational leadership on leadership and training of
leaders. Transformational leaders help their subordinates to learn and develop as
individuals by encouraging and motivating them with a versatile repertoire of behavioural
and decision-making capability (Bass, 1997; Bass and Avolio, 1994). Takala et al. (2008)
introduced another unique analytical model to evaluate the level of outcome direction,
leadership behaviour and resource allocation of transformational leadership. Tracey et al.
(1999) suggested that organisations must formulate strategic plans that are consistent
with the use of manufacturing technology to be successful in this globally competitive
and rapidly changing environment. O’Regan and Ghobadian (2005) suggested that the
level of technology deployed will impact on the overall strategic planning process and its
main drivers: leadership and organisational culture resulting in differing levels of
corporate performance. From these implications, in this paper transformational leadership
is further extended by adding technology level, which is classified as spearhead
technology, core technology and basic technology, as part of resource allocation. The
objective here is to create a new analytical model to integrate manufacturing strategy and
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transformational leadership including technology level together for more comprehensive
evaluation of overall competitiveness to identify and manage the crisis situation. This
paper continues further in China with deeper insight analysis of overall competitiveness
of CLMME and suggests how to improve the overall competitiveness in order to manage
the crisis situation. The related case studies include benchmarking and development of
overall competitiveness of multiple CLMME cases in global context which emphasise
more on the adjustment of its manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership
including technology level to improve overall competitiveness in regional and global
market during crisis, and forecasting the ongoing business in economic upturn after crisis.
The structure of this paper is as follow. Section 2 introduces research methodologies.
Section 3 models the integration of manufacturing strategy and transformational
leadership including technology level to evaluate overall competitiveness. Section 4
analyses the overall competitiveness of CLMME cases before, during and after crisis.
Section 5 discusses the findings of crisis management according to analytical evaluation
results. Section 6 studies how CLMME generally manage the crisis and finds solutions to
overcome the crisis. Section 7 proposes the future research. Finally, Section 8 draws
conclusions.

2

Research methodologies

2.1 Analytic hierarchy process method
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method (Saaty, 1980) is a multi-attribute decision
instrument that allows considering quantitative, qualitative measures and making tradeoffs. The AHP is used in this study to deal with the empirical part, which includes
analysing questionnaires and calculating weights of main criteria and sub-criteria. AHP is
aimed at integrating different measures into single overall score for ranking decision
alternatives with pairwise comparison of chosen attributes (Rangone, 1996). This utilises
pairwise comparison by interviewing the experts within the whole organisation. AHPbased models can comprehensively explore the varying degrees of importance of the
indicators and drivers of competitiveness (Sirikrai and Tang, 2006). The AHP-based
instruments (forms and questionnaires) have been used in our case studies for more than
20 years in successful analysis of case companies and proved to be reliable. Furthermore,
some open questions are used in additional to the pairwise comparisons in the AHP
questionnaires to add internal validity to the answers. The inconsistency ratio (ICR) has
been calculated to assure the reliability of pairwise comparison results. Only matrixes
with inconsistency value of 0.10 or less, and 0.30 or less in smaller groups with
competent informants, can be used for reliable decision making. Otherwise the answers
are considered as invalid and will not be used in the case studies.
The procedures of utilising the AHP are as follow in this study. The first step is to
establish the model of hierarchy structure for the goal. In this study, the hierarchy models
are constructed for the evaluation of manufacturing strategy by Takala et al. (2007b) and
transformational leadership by Takala et al. (2008), which serves as theoretical
framework of this study. The second step is the comparison of the alternatives and the
criteria. They are pairwise compared with respect to each element of the next higher
level. The last step is connecting the comparisons so that to get the priorities of the
alternatives with respect to each criteria and the weights of each criteria with respect to
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the goal. The local priorities are then multiplied by the weights of the respective criteria.
The results are summed up to get the overall priority of each alternative.

2.2 Data collection and analysis
The data of all case studies have been collected by answering questionnaires from senior
managers or directors of different case companies. The interviewees are normally
decision makers and middle management groups in the case companies, who have good
knowledge about the operations of the case companies, and the number of informants is
depended on the size of case company. In many cases, only a few informants from each
company are enough to give consistent answers. If the operations are communicated well
in the case companies, the deviation in the answers from same company should be little.
To get objective and reliable answers, the following steps have been taken. Firstly, the
informants were trained to understand every criteria of the questionnaire by e-mail,
telephone or interview, but no hints were given in order not to bias their answers.
Secondly, after they finished the questionnaires the answers were analysed by AHP
software. Finally, discussions with the informants revealed the results and verified the
reliabilities of the data further.
For studying the manufacturing strategy, competitiveness priorities are listed in the
AHP questionnaires as main criteria consisting of quality, cost, time/delivery and
flexibility. The main criteria are typical items used in evaluating the competitiveness
priorities in multi-focused manufacturing strategies (Spina et al., 1996). They are formed
based on typical case studies and instruments used in interviews. The sub-criteria involve
19 criterions, such as low defect rate, low cost, fast delivery, broad product line, etc. The
weights are statistically measured for further analysis with analytical model (Takala et al.,
2007b).
For studying the transformational leadership, leadership profiles are empirically
measured with the theoretical frame of reference by AHP questionnaires (Takala et al.,
2006). Statistical tests are made to find out the logic in the leadership profiles to increase
the accuracy in the profiles, and in parallel by induction analytical model is built and
tested statistically to measure leadership skills by leadership indexes from resource
utilisations to leadership behaviours and finally to outcome directions and outcomes.
Analytical model is further used to measure the effectiveness of leadership actions within
different areas of outcomes and try to find out the correlation between these outcomes
and leadership indexes in a forecasting way (Takala et al., 2008).
For studying the technology level, the weights of spearhead technology, core
technology, and basic technology are collected by interviewing the expert informants
directly.

2.3 Research questions
1

For the manufacturing strategy, because of the impact of global financial crisis, the
downturn market and different customer behaviour have forced the companies to
play with high flexibility, e.g. change of production volume and exploring new
market. Companies will also focus on cutting down the cost more than ever before.
CLMME can be very competitive before crisis, but will its competitive level drop
during crisis? What could be the best group for CLMME to compete during crisis?
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2

For the transformational leadership, will it be able to play as a turning key for
CLMME to manage the crisis? Can technology level improve total leadership index?

3

Will overall competitiveness of CLMME really drop during crisis? Can it be still
improved after crisis compared to before crisis?

2.4 Case study and case company
The research is based on doing numerous case studies for CLMME to analyse with
existing analytical models and to create new analytical models for further evaluation,
therefore the selection of case companies must be mostly representative, well performed
and highly experienced in managing crisis. The CLMME cases are chosen among 10
major backbone industries of Chinese economics. Altogether nine CLMME cases have
been studied, which cover industries including iron and steel, non-ferrous metal, mining,
chemistry, construction, energy, equipments manufacturing, R&D, service and logistics.
Based on such wide variation of industries and performances in exercising of strategy and
leadership, the chosen case companies are well representative for Chinese manufacturing
enterprises in the empirical study.
For side by side comparisons in performance of crisis management, we have also
chosen several large- and median-sized manufacturing case companies in comparable
size and similar industries from several European countries, including Finland which is
known for its highly competitive technologies, Slovakia which is manufacturing base for
many European and multinational companies, Spain which is another major European
manufacturing centre and Iceland which is badly hit by the economic crisis. In each
country, there are around 4–5 cases that have been studied. All the case studies in these
countries are carried out using exactly the same methodologies as how the case studies
are done in China.

3

Modelling of overall competitiveness

In this study, we propose to evaluate overall competitiveness based on two core factors,
i.e. manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership. Technology level is proposed
to be considered as part of resources of under transformational leadership. Existing
analytical models are examined and new analytical models are proposed to integrate the
two core factors as a holistic model to evaluate overall competitiveness.

3.1 Analytical models for manufacturing strategy
The analytical models for manufacturing strategy are used to calculate the operational
competitiveness indexes of companies in the different groups, which are prospector,
analyser and defender. According to Takala (2007a), the responsiveness, agility and
leanness (RAL) holistic model supports the theory of the analytical models using four
main criteria, i.e. quality, cost, time and flexibility. The analytical models are developed
from our research group based on over 100 case company studies in over 10 countries
worldwide, whose industrial branch varies from one to another and company size varies
from big to small but they share one thing in common which is that they all compete in a
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highly dynamic business environment and therefore such analytical model has good
transferability.
According to Takala et al. (2007b), the manufacturing strategy index (MSI) is
modelled based on the multi-criteria priority weights of Q(Quality), C(Cost), T(Time)
and F(Flexibility), as function MSI f MSI (Q, C , T , F ) .
The equations to calculate weights of core factors are as follow:

Q%

Q
Q C T

(1)

C%

C
Q C T

(2)

T%

T
Q C T

(3)

F%

F
Q C T  F

(4)

where Q = Quality, C = Cost, T = Time, F = Flexibility.
The analytical models to calculate the MSIs of operational competitiveness in each
group are as follow.
The analytical model for prospector group:

I ~ 1  1  Q %1/3 1  0.9 u T % (1  0.9 u C %) F %1/3

(5)

The analytical model for analyser group:
§
§ (0.95 u Q%  0.285) 0.95 u T %  0.285
O ~ 1  (1  F %) ¨ ABS¨
¨ 0.95 u C%  0.285
¨
©
©

1/3

··
¸¸ ¸
¸
¹¹

(6)

The analytical model for defender group:

M ~ 1  1  C %1/3 1  0.9 u T % (1  0.9 u Q%) F %1/3

(7)

3.2 Analytical models for transformational leadership with technology level
Based on previous work by Takala et al. (2008), new analytical models are further
developed by integrating technology into resource for the evaluations of leadership
indexes and its outcomes of transformational leadership. These models are the outcome
direction index which balances the directions; the leadership behaviour index which
measures deep leadership, the maximum passive and/or controlling leadership and the
utilisation of the cornerstones of deep leadership in different ways; and the resource
allocation index which balances the utilisation of human resources. Outcome index (OI)
is based on weights of factors i.e. effectiveness (EF), satisfaction (SA), extra effort (EE),
therefore OI is modelled as function OI f OI (EF,SA,EE) . Leadership index (LI) is based
on weights of factors i.e. deep leadership (DL), passive leadership (PL), controlling
leadership (CL) and individualised consideration (IC), inspirational motivation (IM),
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intellectual stimulation (IS), building trust and confidence (BT), and therefore LI is
modelled as function LI = fLI(DL, Pl, CL, IC, IM, IS, BT). Resource index (RI) is based
on weights of factors i.e. people/technology/know-how (PT), processes (PC), information
systems (IT), organisation groups/teams (OR) and technology level index, where
technology index (TI) is based on weights of factors i.e.: spearhead technology (SH), core
technology (CR), and basic technology (BS), therefore TI is modelled as function
TI f TI (SH,CR, BS) and RI is modelled as function RI f RI (PT, PC, IT, OR, TI) . The total
leadership index (TLI) is still modelled as function TLI f TLI (OI,LI,RI) as in previous
studies, however, the difference of the new definition of TLI in this paper is that TI has
been considered to be integrated into transformational leadership as a special part of RI in
leadership.
The theoretical frame of the analytical models is based on theory of transformational
leadership (Bass, 1997). A holistic but very simple model of a human being from
resource allocations to behaviour and finally to outcome directions and outcomes have
been built basing on psychic, social, functional, organisational and structural factors and
put together according to the sand cone model and participation objectives in leadership
of an organisation (Takala et al., 2006). A modified sand cone model by integrating
technology level into part of resource is proposed in Figure 1. Sand cone model from
operations management literature presents a model of cumulative layers of manufacturing
performance dimensions. The model implies an idea that companies need to develop
their performance in certain stages, in order to achieve higher levels of competitive
performance. The prescriptive order of mutually supportive and enabling success factors
is to proceed from quality, to delivery performance, then flexibility and finally to costeffectiveness. Financial results cannot be achieved if non-financial aspects of
performance are improved first. In this manner, the often-competitive dimensions of
performance need to be viewed as a whole, to think about performance and capabilities
on a longer-term basis. The conceptual model with sand cone has similar basic ideas as
the model of deep leadership (Nissinen, 2001) in which the potential in professional skills
and resources is transformed to outcomes of activities with the help and support of
leadership process and behaviour.
Figure 1

Modified sand cone model of deep leadership from Takala et al. (2006) (see online
version for colours)
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The factors of technology level, including SH, CR and BS, are defined as follow:
SH: technologies that are more orientated for the future.
CR: core competitive technologies that are in use for today.
BS: technologies that are commonly used everywhere and can be outsourced or
purchased from other companies.
Because of the particularity of technology level in transformational leadership, here we
propose a brand new idea to model the effect of TI into RI. According to the principles
how RI has been built, its definition is proposed as follow:
A: Excessive know-how, meaning that caused by not the right technology belongs
directly as an extra weight to the warehouse of know-how (PT), and lowers the
weights in PC, IT or OR, lowering in both cases the RI in a linear manner.
B: The right technology, meaning that fitting to the manufacturing stages, increases PC,
IT or OR, and decreases the know-how (PT) warehouse that caused by not the right
technology, and it increases in both cases the RI in a linear manner.
Definitions A and B with the expert opinions from the case companies and equation for
modelling RI are used for the analysis. The weights of SH/CR/BS are collected by
interviewing the experts especially how significant or how much effect they are or have
to be for PT and min(PC, IT, OR) and then the effects of how TI affects RI is analysed.
Assuming that followed by previous business situation there are new business
situations of an economic downturn and then an economic upturn, companies need to
deal with the crisis and then recover from the crisis. One example to analyse how TI
might affect RI in three phases of different business situations, i.e. before crisis, during
crisis and after crisis, are presented in Table 1.
The optimal weights of SH, SR and BS under different stages of crisis are listed in
Table 1. These optimal values are obtained theoretically from the chosen competitor and
market benchmark with some tolerance. Then the case company data are compared with
the optimal values to get the differences for calculating TI. TI is defined to reflect how
good the technology level allocation is by using 1 minus the worst deviation from the
optimal weights of technology levels. The higher value of TI directly decrease PT caused
by using not the right technology and increase min(PC, IT, OR), therefore increases RI
eventually.
Table 1

How TI affects RI under different business situations

Before crisis (BC)

During crisis (DC)

After crisis (AC)

SH High, factor 2…, t60%

Lower, factor about 1, 20–30% High, factor 1.5…2, 45–70%

CR Low, factor 1…, t30%

Higher, factor about 2, 40–60% Lower, factor…1, d35%

BS About 0, d10%

Low, factor 0.5…1, 10–30%

RI =RI(BC), with PT low and =1.2…2 × RI(DC), with PT
min(PC, IT, OR) high
higher and min(PC, IT, OR)
lower
TLI =TLI(BC)

=1.2…2 × TLI(DC)

About 0, d10%
=1.05…1.2 × RI(AC), with PT
high and min(PC, IT, OR) lower
=1.05…1.2 × TLI(AC)
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The analytical models for evaluation of leadership are as follow.
Outcome index:
Without classification:
1
1
1
½
1  max ®  EF ,  SA ,  EE ¾
3
3
¯3
¿

(8)

Prospector:
1  1  EE1/3 (1  EF) (1  SA) SD{EE,SA, EF}1/3

(9)

Analyser:
1  1  SA1/3 1  SD{EE,SA, EF}1/3

(10)

Defender:
1  1  EF1/3 (1  EE) (1  SA) SD{EE,SA, EF}1/3

(11)

where EF is the effectiveness; SA is the satisfaction; EE is the extra effort.

Leadership index:
§
1
·
DL 1  max ^PL,CL` ¨1   max ^IC,IM, IS,BT` ¸
4
©
¹

(12)

where DL is the deep leadership; PL is the passive leadership; CL is the controlling
leadership; IC is the individualised consideration; IM is the inspirational motivation; IS is
the intellectual stimulation and BT is the building trust and confidence.

Resource index integrating with technology index:
(1  PT(1  TI)) (3 u min{PC, IT,OR}TI)

(13)

where PT is the people, technology, know-how; PC is the processes; IT is the information
systems and OR is the organisation (groups, teams).

^

TI 1  max SH optimal  SH , CR optimal  CR , BSoptimal  BS

`

(14)

where SH is the spearhead, CR is the core and BS is the basic.

Combined total leadership index:
TLI

(15)

OI u LI u RI

3.3 Evaluation of overall competitiveness
The overall competitiveness index (OCI) is proposed to be modelled as function:

OCI

f OCI f MSI , f TLI

f MSI u fTLI

MSI u TLI

(16)
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According to analysis, in some cases the OCI can be modelled as reduced function:
OCI

f OCI f MSI , f TLI

f MSI u f TLI

MSI u OI u TI

(17)

This is because that the OI of transformational leadership is the key factor to direct the
strategic goal of manufacturing strategy and MSI is the driving force of the company
taking the effects of TI into account in which TI are evaluated as approximately constant
factors before crisis, during crisis and after crisis. In such cases, OI is more decisive to
overall competitiveness but other factors such as LI, RI and TI can be influenced also by
government macro control.

4

Evaluation and analysis of case companies

4.1 Analysis to manufacturing strategy
The following are evaluation results of manufacturing strategy obtained from case study.
Figure 2 shows the competitiveness indexes of nine cases before crisis and during crisis
in prospector, analyser and defender groups. Figure 3 shows the same values before crisis
and during crisis in three-dimensional competitiveness plot in prospector, analyser and
defender groups, respectively. This makes it easy to see which company is competitive in
which group and how they change the competitiveness between groups before crisis and
during crisis. Tables 2 and 3 show the evaluation results of manufacturing strategies of
nine cases before crisis and during crisis. According to Liu et al. (2008) and Si et al.
(2009), normalised median values and mean values can be reliably used to evaluate
combined overall competitiveness ranking of manufacturing strategy based on individual
values from its different cases. Based on such theory, the competitiveness of overall
CLMME is tested by calculating with median and mean values in Tables 2 and 3. The top
competitive cases, also the medians and the means of cases in prospector, analyser and
defender groups are ranked in our global manufacturing strategies (GMSS) database.
From the rankings, it can be seen that in overall CLMME is most competitive in analyser
group with mean value ranked 5th before crisis and 4th during crisis. The top competitive
cases are marked with asterisks (*) in Tables 2 and 3. Case CLMME-9 is most
competitive among all cases, which has highest ranking in all groups before crisis and
during crisis. It is ranked 4th in analyser group before crisis, and still remains as most
competitive analyser which is ranked 5th during crisis. The top competitive case in
prospector group, case CLMME-7 which is ranked 8th before crisis and still remains as
most competitive prospector which is ranked 10th during crisis. The top competitive case
in defender group, case CLMME-8, has also strong competitiveness which is ranked 7th
before crisis. However, case CLMME-2 has become top competitive case in defender
group, which is ranked 12th during crisis. It can be seen that CLMME has highly
competitive cases in all groups including prospector, analyser and defender, which
indicates that it is a highly competitive group corporation and in overall it has strong
combined competitiveness especially in analyser group.
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Figure 2

Competitiveness indexes of nine cases before crisis and during crisis in prospector,
analyser and defender groups (see online version for colours)
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Three-dimensional competitiveness indexes of nine cases before crisis and during crisis
in prospector, analyser and defender groups (see online version for colours)
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From the rankings listed in Tables 2 and 3, it can be seen that CLMME really need to
change its manufacturing strategies to compensate and focus on many other things during
crisis, therefore losing its original competitiveness. As expected in research question (1),
the top competitive cases in each group, i.e. CLMME-7 in prospector, CLMME-9 in
analyser and CLMME-8 in defender, have shown a slight decrease in their competitive
rankings during crisis.
During crisis, the changes of cases between groups are identified based on following
principle, i.e. each case is classified to a group in which it has highest competitive index,
and then the classified groups before crisis and during crisis are compared and the results
are listed in Table 3. It can be seen that majority cases (four out of six) which have been
prospectors or defenders before crisis have changed their competitive groups to analysers
during crisis, and all three cases which have been analysers before crisis remain the same
during crisis. The competitiveness goal is clearer for many cases during crisis, to be
analyser obviously, than before crisis when they are not so sure about which group is
most competitive for them. During crisis, majority cases (seven out of nine) have
changed to analysers or remain as analysers, only one prospector has changed to defender
and one prospector remains. Therefore, in overall CLMME has become more competitive
analyser during crisis than before crisis with mean value ranking changed from 5th to 4th.
The findings have answered the research question (1) that analyser is the best group for
CLMME to compete during crisis.
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* Refers to top competitive index in its category.
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4.2 Analysis to transformational leadership with technology level
The following are evaluation results of transformational leadership obtained from case
study. Tables 4 and 5 show the transformational leadership parameters, Tables 6 and 7
show the transformational leadership indexes of nine cases before crisis and during crisis.
Figure 4 plots transformational leadership indexes and Figure 5 compares TIs and TLIs
of nine cases before crisis and during crisis. It can be seen from Figure 4 that majority
leaders have better OI, LI and RI during crisis, which means they have more clear vision
in dealing with the crisis and this finding is in accordance with above analysis to
manufacturing strategy. On the contrary, other minority leaders have worse indexes,
which implies some leaders are actively taking courage to the challenge of crisis and
making the right adjustments but some leaders are passively waiting for the government
solution and trying adjustments in the wrong way because the lacking of experience.
However, Figure 5 shows a good sign that all leaders have improved their TI quite a lot
during crisis, and this directly results the improvements in RI of majority leaders, and
therefore in overall majority leaders (six out of nine) have improved TLI during crisis.
Such results fit to the theoretical ranges in Table 1 quite well. The above findings have
answered research question (2) that transformational leadership plays as a key role for
crisis management, and technology level can really improve TLI.

4.3 Analysis to overall competitiveness
Manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership are integrated together to
evaluate the overall competitiveness. Figures 6 and 7 plot the relations between MSI and
TLI before crisis and during crisis. It can be seen that before crisis MSI in all groups have
negative relations with TLI, while during crisis MSI in all groups have positive relations
with TLI. This implies during crisis leadership is really motivated and plays a key role in
dealing with the crisis. Comparing between Figures 6 and 7, the slope of MSI in analyser
group against TLI has highest increase, which also proves that CLMME is most
competitive in analyser group and even more competitive during crisis, and this is
directly caused by the improvement of leadership.
Figure 8 shows three-dimensional plots of MSI, TLI and OCI before crisis, during
crisis and after crisis with forecasted results based on the above analysis. The rectangular
regions are the potentials where the OCI can be developed. It can be seen that
transformational leadership has more significant effect than manufacturing strategy to
improve overall competitiveness. The OCI has been dramatically improved during crisis
thanks to the active and proper adjustments of manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership, where the experiences of managing crisis gained can help
CLMME to improve OCI further after crisis. Based on the evaluation and analysis of OCI
before crisis and during crisis, the trend of adjustments in manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership are forecasted to gain insight into OCI after crisis. The
forecasted OCI after crisis shows continuous improvement over previous OCI before
crisis. The above findings have answered research question (3).
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Transformational leadership indexes of nine cases before crisis and during crisis (see
online version for colours)
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Figure 9 shows OCI potential regions during crisis with case comparisons in China,
Finland, Slovakia, Spain and Iceland for side by side comparisons in performance of
crisis management. It can be seen that during crisis China has been able to develop
overall competitiveness better than other countries with the potential region reaching
much higher OCI. China shows strong potential in developing overall competitiveness,
which might explain China’s leading role in dealing with global economic crisis from
operational point of view.
Figure 6

MSI vs. TLI before crisis (see online version for colours)
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MSI vs. TLI during crisis (see online version for colours)
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Figure 8

OCI before, during and after crisis of CLMME (see online version for colours)

Figure 9

OCI during crisis with case comparisons in China, Finland, Slovakia, Spain and Iceland
(see online version for colours)
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5

Discussion of the findings of crisis management

In above sections, the following has been done for analysing the crisis management of
CLMME:
x

case studies to management and decision making

x

manufacturing strategy analysis: model as function f MSI (Q, C , T , F )

x

transformation leadership with technology level analysis: model as function
f TLI (OI,LI,RI,TI)

x

overall competitiveness analysis by integration of manufacturing strategy and
transformation leadership: model as function f OCI ( f MSI , f TLI )

x

case studies and analysis of CLMME cases using analytical models.

The experience learnt from analysing CLMME for crisis management in this study can
become a model for companies in other countries as well.
From the results of case studies, the findings about the changes of competitiveness of
manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership are discussed as follow:
1

2

About the increased competitiveness in analyser group during crisis
a

During the economic crisis, the CLMME cases have generally increased
awareness of emphasis in cost in their manufacturing strategies. The decreased
demand in creativity has improved control capability of the cost, and together
with the increased flexibility has made the overall competitiveness of CLMME
better in analyser group.

b

Energy conservation, consumption reduction and emission reduction are the
basic requirements and policies for the manufacturing enterprises especially
large- and medium-sized CLMME from Chinese government since the Eleventh
Five-Year Plan period and future. CLMME is a major energy consumption unit,
and it is the focus of the government, so the policies under influence of the
economic crisis have rapidly increased the awareness in cost of CLMME.

c

The primary target market of CLMME is domestic market. Due to the relatively
strong capability of Chinese government to regulate and control the domestic
market, the influence of global economic crisis on CLMME is relatively limited.
The competitiveness will not fluctuate too much under the macro control
policies of Chinese government such as expanding domestic demand. Also
according to Si et al. (2008), large enterprises are relatively slow in changing of
competitiveness.

About the relations of TLI and MSI – negative before crisis and positive during crisis
a

Many people may have believed that CLMME is primarily regulated by the
government, but in fact most CLMME nowadays are very much independent
and autonomous. From analysis results by comparing between Figures 6 and 7 it
can be clearly seen that CLMME leaders are actively adjusting their
manufacturing strategy and transforming their leadership during crisis than
before crisis to improve the operational competitiveness performance, and i.e.
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the key and major factor to succeed in crisis management. If they would only
rely on government support, such improvement would not have happened.

6

b

CLMME leaders usually have strong leadership capabilities, since they are in
such positions to take great responsibilities of the national backbone industries.
Typically, CLMME leaders are selected from most experienced entrepreneurs
all over the country through tough competitions. Therefore, it is reasonable to
see the TLI from cases in China can be much higher than other countries in
Figure 9, and this directly leads to better MSI and OCI.

c

Before crisis, the leadership is more affected by macro control of Chinese
government than it is really reflected, since the leadership of CLMME at all
levels is more constrained by the superior administration and corporate
management departments. During crisis, the leaders must react more actively,
not only passively following the external macro control to adjust the production
according to the market changes but also actively developing relevant measures
and policies to make internal adjustments to deal with the crisis. However,
quick actions in responding to explore markets, lowering manufacturing cost,
technology innovation and development and optimisation of organisation
structure can be limited because of the social responsibilities that must be taken,
e.g. CLMME cannot lay off employees. The leadership improvement is more
reflected to active market, so after crisis CLMME leaders will be substantially
improving their leadership and therefore improving manufacturing strategy and
overall competitiveness by forecast.

Crisis management of CLMME

According to expert opinions and case studies, experiences of how CLMME generally
manage the crisis are studied and summarised as follow.
The impacts of economic crisis to CLMME mainly fall into two areas. One is that
products are overstocked because of the shrinkage of market demand. Another is that
funding chains are broken because of the shrinkage of currency and bank loan.
The solutions for CLMME to manage the crisis are mainly from external and internal
actions.

6.1 External actions: from government behaviour
CLMME is the most representative type of Chinese manufacturing enterprises with
Chinese characteristics. Since CLMME is the backbone and primary driving force of the
Chinese economics, the government gives support during crisis situation to help CLMME
to overcome the crisis. The national policies to deal with crisis are mainly to stimulate
domestic demand and to stabilise international demand by stabilising export policies. The
government has invested 4 thousand billion RMB for constructing infrastructures and
therefore bring up the domestic orders. The government is also putting efforts to
increases loans and loose monetary policies which also help to stimulate domestic
market. Such actions bring increasing orders for CLMME and the profit level back to
normal situation. However, the government support alone will never be able to solve the
crisis if CLMME do not save themselves.
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6.2 Internal actions: from CLMME itself
Although government actions play a significant role, CLMME cannot rely only on
government actions but also save themselves by taking measure of own actions, which
are mainly from three areas:

6.2.1 Lowering the cost
The cost which can be lowered during crisis includes production cost, administration
cost, salary cost and investment cost. The saved cost is used to accelerate the circulation
of funding chain.
The production cost is controlled by lowering the raw material cost. The purchasing
of raw materials has been expensive before crisis. But since CLMME normally need to
keep relatively large inventory of raw materials for up to three months production, the
expensive raw materials are overstocked during crisis when production drops
dramatically. The overstocked raw material inventory is emptied as soon as possible. The
new raw materials are only purchased based on production orders, and the inventory is
kept small during crisis.
The administration cost is lowered by tighten the regulations to save from office
expenses. During crisis the new regulations must be fulfilled by every department in
CLMME, otherwise the extra cost which does not meet the requirement will be deducted
from salaries.
The salary cost is cut down by decreasing salaries 10% for employees under middle
management and 20% for employees above middle management. CLMME tries to
stabilise employment so that no employees are laid off but only decrease salaries during
crisis.
The investment cost is minimised by suspending any constructions of new plants
during crisis. According to the policy of State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission of the State Council of China, new plants are only allowed
to be built based on the facts of eliminating old plants with outdated technologies.

6.2.2 Regulating the production
During crisis CLMME produces strictly according to orders. The production is planned
after signing of sales contracts, and therefore minimises the overstock of raw materials
and products. The production volume is cut down because of the decreased market
demand, until the price level returns to normal standard. While the production lines are
not running at saturation, it is good opportunity to do the maintenance and service for the
idle production lines without interrupting the production, and to get them ready for
saturated operation after crisis.

6.2.3 Increasing the marketing effort
CLMME uses the extra time and effort which are gained from unsaturated production
during crisis to increase the marketing effort to get more potential markets and orders.
The new markets discovered will the help of CLMME to recover from crisis better and
faster.
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Future research

In the future research, several ideas have been proposed as follow:
1

For manufacturing strategy, it will be everlasting and challenging work to calibrate
the GMSS database in global context concerning more issues, such as different levels
of cost, quality, time and flexibility, especially in technology level, as they all have
important impact on competitiveness level of companies. The analytical models will
be more intensively examined and calibrated by doing case studies with purpose to
adapt to new business situation, e.g. crisis and be able to advise solutions based on
the evaluation results obtained from analytical models. These may include:
a

New measurement of customer behaviour through interview and case studies.

b

Customer and market behaviour analysis under new business situations.

c

How to adjust strategies according to different market needs and customer
behaviour. Strategies should be changed according to new measurement of the
differences, e.g. to overcome the currency depreciation, change of product line,
change of supplier network and increase flexibility in certain area to gain new
customer and new market.

d

Simulate the operational competitiveness performance with new adjusted
strategies by utilising analytical models.

e

Forecast the effects of crisis and the effects of adjusted strategies.

f

Other adjustments except strategies.

2

For transformational leadership, the TLI value should probably be scaled to have
more meaningful results. A brand new group, reactor, will be introduced. The
definition and calculation of reactor group are worth to study in both theoretical and
practical level. The modelling of TI as part of RI will be tested with new proposals
such as neural network. These give better simulation models to new business
situations such as crisis.

3

For overall competitiveness, the evaluation will be compared with more case studies
with successful companies to verify the validity further.

4

How government behaviour (national policies and macro control) will affect
enterprises may also be taken into account, whether to put them into crisis (e.g.
economical sanctions) or save them from crisis (local protection, government support
for the CLMME). Since many large international orders are only based on bilateral
government contracts, political reasons cannot be neglected and sometimes decisive.
The analytical models can be further optimised according to different characteristics
of markets behaviour and economical situation.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, a novel concept to model overall competitiveness has been proposed by
integrating manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology level
together, which is used to evaluate and analyse the performance of crisis management.
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The empirical studies are focused to case companies in China especially large- and
medium-sized manufacturing enterprises (CLMME). From multiple CLMME cases
studied in this paper, some conclusions can be summarised as following:
1

CLMME is highly competitive in global context and in overall it has strong
competitiveness especially in analyser group. It is even more competitive during
crisis, and this is directly caused by the improvement of leadership.

2

During crisis, majority leaders of CLMME cases have improved their OIs, LIs and
RIs, and all leaders have improved their TIs, therefore majority leaders have
improved TLIs and i.e. the key to manage crisis.

3

The OCIs have been well improved during crisis thanks to the active and correct
adjustments of manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership. The
forecasted OCIs after crisis show continuous improvement over previous indexes
before crisis. Transformational leadership has more significant effect than
manufacturing strategy to improve overall competitiveness. In general, CLMME
manages crisis by taking both external actions from government behaviour and
internal actions by self adjustments.

4

For side to side comparisons with Finland and Slovakia during crisis, China has been
able to develop overall competitiveness better. China shows strong potential in
developing overall competitiveness which probably explains China’s leading role in
dealing with global economic crisis.

Compared to previous studies which have been conducted all before crisis, such
comparative studies to place a number of case studies longitudinally to examine the
impact of economic crisis is a unique opportunity to find solutions to manage during
crisis and recover after crisis. The adjustments of CLMME in manufacturing strategy and
transformation leadership are proved to be effective and successful to manage the crisis
and keep the high growth of Chinese economics despite of the global economic
downturn. The experience learnt from this study can thus become a model for crisis
management studies of companies globally as well as foreign companies in China.
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